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The Role of Planning in the 1950's

RAFAEL Pico

President, American Society of Planning Officials

Chairman, Puerto Rico Planning Board

As President of the Society, let me express our appreciation for the

hearty welcome extended to us by our colleagues and by the leading mu-

nicipal authorities of this community. We are glad to be here in Pittsburgh,
a great American city, the heart of our industrial might. Pittsburgh is

noted throughout the world as a symbol of big industry; even in Puerto

Rico we talk of our "little Pittsburghs." However, Pittsburgh is less well

known for its other accomplishments, for its valiant efforts to counteract

the inevitable nuisances of industry, such as smoke
;
or for its effective work

in improving housing, transportation, and other urban problems through
the effective use of planning. During our visit, specially via the projected

post-conference field trip, we are anxious to see how this great "arsenal of

democracy" has learned to improve living conditions while its industrial

power grows.
I believe that is the problem of today, and is bound to be the problem

of the next decade. This nation, and the whole democratic world, must

grow stronger in order to balance the menace of the totalitarian and im-

perialistic regimes of the East. As loyal American citizens, we planners

are deeply involved in that fight, and our techniques, our efforts, must

primarily be guided towards maintaining the survival of this Western dem-

ocratic civilization that stands together facing the common enemy. Never-

theless, while we strengthen our defenses and continue mobilizing, we
must also continue planning for a better life, for a peaceful and enlightened

civilization, which is the real goal of our struggle.

It is indeed a predicament to have to man our ramparts and at the same

time not to neglect our fields. It reminds me of the frontier farmer with

a rifle by his plow ;
for plow we must lest fear ties our hands and the men-

ace from the East overcomes us, without firing a single shot within our

boundaries. We must tend to our economic development at the same time

that we produce the weapons. Furthermore, we cannot neglect the essential

public services, the utilities, housing, the continuing improvements of cities

and rural areas.

These activities will in no way weaken our defenses
;
on the other hand,

geared to the national effort, they will become more important than ever.

When the stresses are so great, it is then that planning is most impor-
tant. This technique of growth becomes indispensable when our resources
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and manpower must be used with such great care to fill an ever-increasing
demand for goods. Of course, I mean not just city planning, important as

it is, but comprehensive planning, both in scope and subject matter.

Rexford G. Tugwell once referred to planning as: "The utility of the

future in the present." Basically, planning is an analysis of present condi-

tions projected into the future with a view to long-range improvement.
That has been the goal of our master and development plans for many years.

There have been notable accomplishments based on planning, but there

have also been some heart-breaking failures, not so much because of poor

plans, but because of the neglect of the advice that planning has offered.

It is my firm conviction that even a poor plan is better than no plan at all.

Yet, there are too many drawers in planning commissions full with master

plans that have not been translated into reality. Because of this experience
it is that I welcome the insistence of the organizing committee of our ex-

hibits that first priority be given by exhibitors to such plans that are under

way to become a real and effective part of our existence.

To me, planning is not just an intellectual exercise. Planning is one of

the most vital techniques that can be used either by government or private

enterprises to carry out vast operations. But planning, and the planners, to

be effective need to influence all stages of the creative process, from the idea

to reality. So, planning must produce not only master or general plans,

but it should also be concerned with their financing and should take a hand

in reviewing detailed blueprints intended to transform the product of the

mind into stone, steel, and cement. Let us never look down upon the other

steps after the plan is born and label them as merely "executive" or "man-

agerial" actions. Planning must be influential in those subsequent steps if

we want to prevent the distortion of plans, or worse still, their gathering
dust in the files of planning commissions.

For the next decade I thus advocate for planning as a vigorous element

in any constructive process, from the beginning to its end. We must pre-

pare the long-range plans, devise methods for financing not only their con-

struction but their continuous operation, and we must be deeply interested

in reviewing the detailed plans of execution. This comprehensive type of

planning not only assures to the planner his proper place in the work, but

is a decisive factor in making plans practical and realistic, not mere "ivory-

tower" dreams. It is this bold approach that I hope planners will take

during the next decade, if planning is going to come of age.

Comprehensive in scope, it should also be comprehensive in subject
matter. If you look at our program for this 1951 National Planning Con-

ference, you find that planning is concerned with a large number of vital

subjects. On the threshold of the 1950's, planners are discussing urban

development and regional growth. We are concerned with the problems
of traffic, shopping centers, slum clearance and redevelopment, recreation

and other essentials of everyday living. Furthermore, in this conference we
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shall discuss such social and economic problems as planning for an aging

population, industrial requirements, and that very vital topic of our civilian

economy during the mobilization period. The dispersion of industry and,

of course, of communities, becomes of paramount importance to the plan-
ner of the 1950's who is starting to become aware of the terrific implications
of living in the atomic age. City planning, regional planning, fiscal plan-

ning, economic and social planning, they all are our subject matters, they
all concern all of us. To these fields we planners can make valuable con-

tributions if we apply in earnest our techniques of using our views of the

future to enhance the present.

In the vast field of planning, where progress has been uneven, there are

some rich opportunities for us to move ahead. Undoubtedly, city planning
has made great progress in the last decades, but its advance in the 1950's

should be even greater. With the impulse that Title I of the 1949 National

Housing Act has given to urban redevelopment, we are bound to see great

changes in the heart of our cities. Planning must work side by side with

redevelopment agencies to see that this great work of surgery in the slums

and blighted sections of cities will assure the complete recovery of the

patient. In the establishment of the new towns around the defense activi-

ties, there is also a tremendous opportunity for city planners to plan and

review the construction of model communities in the great tradition of the

garden-cities, of Radburn, Norris and the "Greenbelt" towns. One sig-

nificant step forward is now obvious: the new communities will not be

mere "dormitory towns," but self-supporting communities, where work,

dwelling and recreational activities are all part of the life of the same

community.
In metropolitan and regional planning, again we find a fruitful field

for the planners of the 1950's as cities and their satellites become aware

that the areas for planning must be enlarged to a practical size, so that

planning and the fulfillment of a program becomes feasible without ex-

cessive centralization. This breaking down of the little and harmful bar-

riers that have hamstrung planning for so long, is a very healthy sign of

the times ;
it will help to free the creative imagination of planners.

As mentioned before, the planner should strive for a greater influence

in the whole process, from the master or general plan to the construction

and operation stages. The budgetary step, represented by the capital im-

provement program, now practiced in a few states and cities must receive

greater impetus during the next decade. These financial programs not only

should be concerned with the scheduling of public works, but must include

the operating expenditures as well, so that there will be a complete picture

of the finances of the community. There could not be any healthier exer-

cise to restrain the too vivid imagination of idealistic planners than the

necessity of confronting a long-range balance sheet of total income and

expenditures of government. On the other hand, the master plan that is
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incorporated in a long-range financial program has a much greater chance

of becoming reality, than if it were divorced entirely from fiscal planning.
I am sure that not only planners, but political leaders and administrators

will realize the need for placing this additional task and responsibility in

the hands of the modern planner.
As the next subsequent step that must be taken if planning is to be

effective, the review and coordination of public works by planning com-

missions should be an important development of the 1950's. Coordination

and review of public works is essential, whether the planning organization
that will do it is called a "Board of Impartial Analysis and Review," as

suggested by the Hoover Commission at the national level, or whether we
use the planning boards without fear of the term. It is obvious that the

complexity of our modern communities, the large public work programs
that are devised, all of them competing for the same funds and sites, can

create chaos unless the public works conform to an overall plan and to

well-established standards. Again, the coming decade demands that the

planner help to coordinate and review public works at all levels of

government.
The field of economic and developmental planning should attract more

of our colleagues during the next ten years. This activity so far has been

largely in the hands of the state planning and development agencies.

Nevertheless, it is also a proper field for the cities and counties which, in

order to do realistic planning, must take into account the resources of the

community and the industries that utilize them and provide a source of

living for all the population. Obviously, no planning unit can disregard
social and economic planning as a primary activity in the fulfillment of

their duties to plan comprehensively for their communities. To do other-

wise would be, according to Robert A. Walker, "to plan the super structure

without providing the foundation."

At the national level, we all must hope for a greater intensification of

planning. This is a subject that I dealt with in my last year's address and

needs no repetition at this time. There is a great deal of planning at the

national level, but a better, more cohesive organization of national plan-

ning is essential. Very interesting and healthy signs of planning at this

level are such activities of the President's Council of Economic Advisors

as their recently published regional study of New England. Regional plan-

ning, side by side with social and economic planning, carried at the national

level, can be of great benefit to this country.
The American planners must inevitably look beyond our boundaries for

opportunities to serve. This great nation, leader of the democratic world,
has broad responsibilities towards the lands beyond the seas, that need,

even more than our capital, our techniques, our planning. In underde-

veloped areas, democratic planning is badly needed to promote greater
economic growth, to improve public administration, to place public works
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and their financing on a more stable basis. Vast technical assistance pro-

grams are in the making. Why not share our planners with the rest of the

world that is looking towards this great country for guidance and help ?

The coming decade unfolds before us a vast field in this country, as well

as overseas, for planners to exert their influence, to use and apply their

techniques. Our main problem to date has been a shortage of well-qualified

planners to meet this huge demand. This is a challenge that our planning
schools must face, and that I hope they will be able to meet, by training for

us, not only more planners, but professionals aware of the great possibilities

of using modern comprehensive planning to benefit our fellow men.



Pittsburgh Moves Forward
HONORABLE DAVID L. LAWRENCE

Mayor, City of Pittsburgh

Commissioner Kane speaks for all of us in the public and civic life of

this district when he bids you welcome to our community.
We would like this to be remembered as the best national conference

that the American Society of Planning Officials has ever held.

We cannot, of course, promise you the glamour of New York, the tra-

dition of Charleston or New Orleans, or the palm trees of Miami.

This is Pittsburgh, a hard-working, hard-headed, practical, production-
minded kind of town a city whose people think more of the future than

the past, a place where a balance sheet is held in proper respect, a region
that has basic faith in the technology which has been its life, and which has

come to realize that that same technology can produce something more than

steel ingots, coke, electric cable, dividends, and wage rates.

We have come to know that if we work hard enough, and think hard

enough, and want it hard enough, that we can apply our skills in our com-

munity life too; that we can begin with hope and confidence the Herculean

job of reconciling the city with the mid-Twentieth century; that we can

produce as good and secure and pleasant a life in an industrial complex
such as ours as was ever afforded by an elm-shaded village or a Grecian

grove.
There was a time when a host of diseases were accepted as Acts of Fate,

as inevitable companions of human life.

Science has all but wiped them out.

A fatalistic spirit long accepted a similar inevitability in the evil com-

panions of industry and urbanism smoke in the air, filth in the waters,

slums, gaunt and treeless hillsides, ugliness, hopeless problems of traffic,

parking, mass transportation.

Now, we have a conviction that there is no inseparable linkage between

these soul-destroying things and industrial production; that living in cities

is not a sentence without reprieve to an unnatural human environment.

We know that these things are acts of man, not Acts of God; and that

men and women in America, with the unlimited technical abilities which we

possess, can cure them all if the economic and political factors are correctly
and courageously aligned.

That is what we are trying to do in Pittsburgh.
This has become a planners' city.

Not just for this week of your Conference, but every day of the year
and every year of the decade !
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Nobody in this city jibes at "long-haired" planners, or talks sneeringly
of "theorists" and "double-domes."

It isn't good politics, any more, and it never was good sense.

For one thing, our planning people wear their hair and their theories

at a reasonable length. They know the art of the possible.

But, more important, there is the visible result.

All the "show me" people don't come from Missouri.

Pittsburgh people have their share of healthy skepticism, and were un-

derstandably dubious until they saw the ink of laws and plans turn into

the solid substance of physical achievement.

We had talked of smoke control for one hundred years.

The idea of a Point Park was equally old.

Everyone bemoaned slums and blight.

There were stacks of surveys and reports and suggestions. The Planning
Commissions, city and county, had long been at work, and their work had
been sound.

Ours has been the task of converting planning into reality, and of using
each achievement as a springboard for the next. We have found that the

appetite for civic achievements grows with the eating, and that, far from

being surfeited with the degree of success we have had, we wanted a second

and bigger helping as soon as the first neared digestion.

And the basis of it all is planning.

Long a prophet with full honors save in his own city, Frederick Bigger
has come into his own. I know of no one in this country who saw so early
and so clearly into the problems of urban redevelopment. It is a delight to

me to see the promise of urban redevelopment beginning to be realized in

this, his own city. And it has been under Fred's tutelage that each year that

I have occupied the Mayor's office, I have learned to rely more and more

upon the planning agency as the city's wisest and most disinterested guide.
The Allegheny Conference on Community Development has become

an astonishingly effective co-ordinating body in municipal improvement,

giving us a mechanism which brings the various levels of government, and

many diverse citizens' interests into harmonious and resolute action. Its

heart and soul has been Park H. Martin, who was a brilliant planner in the

service of Allegheny County. Park Martin's co-worker in county planning
was Harry W. Fowler, who is now Commissioner Kane's majority col-

league, in the Board of County Commissioners, and as such, shares the ad-

ministrative direction of this huge and populous metropolitan area.

From the Regional Planning Association, we drafted Wallace Richards

to become head of the Carnegie Museum, with the miraculous results that

many of you saw last night, and to become chairman of the Public Parking

Authority.
I am not in the slightest degree apologetic for these personal references.

I know that without these men, trained in planning, we would not be able
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to show the work in progress that you see in Pittsburgh, and I want their

fellow planners to know that too.

Now, what is it that we are doing, and how are we doing it ?

We are not in the business of showmanship, promotion, and publicity

although we have the usual and human reaction to whatever favorable re-

action that we get. We are in the business of assuring our city's future, of

correcting its ills, of changing its contours and its land use, of improving its

environment, of making it function against the demands of this, our day.

The work is slow, painful, and tedious.

There are times when the troubles seem to be mounting faster than

the remedies.

But nobody ever quits.

And some of us, many of us, are getting a mounting sense of exhilara-

tion as we see difficulties overcome and great achievements registered.

We know, of course, that we have only started ; that nothing is com-

plete; that we are still scratching and exploring and experimenting in many
fields where we must eventually do far more than we are now contem-

plating.
As I see it, many of our present projects, in which we take such pride,

are really pilot projects in the test of time.

Pittsburgh's present surge of growth comes after ten years of depression
and five years of war. Even in those depression years, the county govern-
ment, wisely led by Commissioner Kane and his late colleague, George
Rankin, Jr., began the planning and the physical construction which is now

culminating in the far-flung Penn-Lincoln Parkway. They were pioneers
in the community effort, and gave it much of its original impetus and hope
of success. The city government, then directed by my predecessor, Mayor
Scully, passed the smoke elimination ordinance which has come to mean
so much to Pittsburgh, and created the Pittsburgh Housing Authority
which alone, by actually building decent homes for people with slum area

income, can make slum clearance a real matter of bull-dozer and "headache

balls" and demolition.

The city and county planning commissions were, as I said earlier, hard
at work, but all too quietly. The Pittsburgh Regional Planning Association

was a useful ally, privately financed.

During the war, a concern with post-war problems created the Alle-

gheny Conference on Community Development.
Under Governor Martin, the urban redevelopment law was passed, and

a state-aided program for the Pittsburgh district firmly agreed upon. Gov-
ernor Duff and Governor Fine have kept the momentum of state participa-
tion swinging right along.

With the end of the war, all the pent-up activity burst loose.

The Federal government proceeded with the construction of the dams
that flood-proof our low river plain areas, chief among them the great
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Conemaugh dam on a tributary of the Allegheny river. We made common
cause here in Pittsburgh, business and labor, Republicans and Democrats,
to keep that program of flood control alive, moving, and on schedule.

The city smoke control ordinance came into full effect.

Everyone now admits, even its severest political critics, that the smoke
control law was the best thing that ever hit Pittsburgh. It gave us new air

to breathe, and, literally, it opened new horizons. Now, all the pressure is

rightly for tighter enforcement and for the elimination of the forms of air

pollution, such as metallurgical dust, not covered under smoke control.

The county government was given authority to develop a smoke control

program for the area outside Pittsburgh, and their program is now going
into effect in progressively stricter stages. The law has meant a change in

residential heating fuels, a change in habits. Such things are not easily ac-

cepted, as you know.

But I am sure that today the quickest way to political suicide in Pitts-

burgh would be an attack on the smoke control program. It has worked,
and it is wanted. Public opinion wants it strengthened, not relaxed.

To do a major highway job in the Pittsburgh area, you need the ultimate

assent and cooperation of four different levels of government Federal,

state, county and city. Such a situation can provide a remarkable range of

controversy, even among planners, not to mention politicians. Our situ-

ation is further complicated by the fact that while Allegheny County and

Pittsburgh have developed a consistent allegiance to the Democratic party,

the state government is usually Republican in all its branches.

With the help of the Allegheny Conference, we achieved agreement
between the governments, both on money and on plans, and the major

highway program is in mid-construction. You will see a lot of it on your

Thursday tour.

It is limited-access road, difficult and expensive to construct in this

terrain, with tunnels, bridges, cuts, and viaducts. Construction has yet to

reach the downtown district, which we call the Golden Triangle, but the

day when Pittsburgh will cease to be the country's worst east-west bottle-

neck will not be too far distant.

Our business district, as you can see from this hotel, is being made over.

There are two new apartments across Grant Street. There are two new

office buildings, the Mellon-U.S. Steel and Alcoa across William Penn

Place. The block directly across William Penn Place is being purchased by
the city from a $4,000,000 fund provided by the Mellon family foundations.

It will be cleared to become a park square, and the Public Parking Author-

ity will construct five floors of parking space under the park.

The Parking Authority was created in 1947, as a result of a regional

planning survey which established a concept to which we now adhere that

parking must be considered as a part of the street system. The Authority

has now bought four downtown sites, and this week it will begin construe-
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tion of garages on two of those sites all that the NPA will permit at this

time. These garages will have space for about fifteen hundred cars, and are

primarily aimed at short-term parking needs.

The Parking Authority's initial work is financed by a $6,000,000 bond

issue, recently sold, which is secured by the revenues of the garages and by
the assignment of city parking meter receipts.

The Authority has had a difficult job getting started.

Now, that its pattern is set, we expect it to move ahead quickly, and to

expand its program into long-term parking areas for downtown, and into

other parking facilities for our important neighborhood business districts.

At the lower end of thie Triangle, in the district which we call the Point,

you will see a most dramatic urban redevelopment project. The Point is the

junction of the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers. It is old Pittsburgh :

Fort Duquesne, Fort Pitt, the original city, and it had passed, with the years,

into shabby decay. The planning commission certified that 60 acres there

were blighted under the terms of our urban redevelopment law. The State

of Pennsylvania has bought 36 of those acres for an historic park and a

major highway interchange and bridge approach. The Urban Redevelop-
ment Authority has acquired the balance of the district 24 acres for the

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, which is now con-

structing the first phase of Gateway Center, which we really do believe will

be America's finest business address. Three office buildings are in construc-

tion, to house the home offices of seven of our largest corporations.
The buildings are the first office structures in this country to be sur-

rounded with open land and gardens.

Gateway Center will bring the Point Park border right into the heart

of downtown Pittsburgh.
The land could not have been assembled without the powers granted

to the Urban Redevelopment Authority, and the street pattern could not

have been revised without the Authority's cooperative agreement with

the city.

Equitable paid the full acquisition cost of the land and receives no

special tax concessions.

The project fully pays its way.
The Redevelopment Authority has also made it possible to clear an

extensive tract of blighted land on the Southside of Pittsburgh, and as-

semble it for redevelopment by the Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation.
In a week or two, Jones & Laughlin will make the first steel on a site which
a year and a half ago was solid blocks of mill district housing. This new

plant will have a capacity of 1,200,000 tons of steel a year. Without a re-

development agency, it is extremely doubtful that the expansion could

have taken place.

The redevelopment contract, incidentally, provides for off-street park-
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ing, air pollution control, necessary street changes for the better flow of

traffic, and stream pollution control.

These two redevelopment projects have resulted in an investment of

more than $100,000,000 in Pittsburgh.
We now are working to redevelop the lower Hill district of Pittsburgh,

a thickly populated district that rises just above us here in the William

Penn. We have had our final planning advance approved by the Rede-

velopment Division, and in this project, we expect to get both federal and

state assistance.

Our industrial and residential redevelopment projects are in the making.
We have found that the process of urban redevelopment is accepted

in the city, and that there is a general acknowledgement that a public power
must be invoked to rebuild decayed or decadent city districts.

The courts have fully established our powers, and we are finding that

when the Authority is properly considerate of the problems its work
creates for residents of the areas to be cleared, that they often welcome
its work.

We have a separate Public Housing Authority to do low-rent housing.
It now operates about 5,000 units. With the support of the city gov-

ernment, it is taking full advantage of the revived federal program. One
new public housing project is in construction; another one is in the land

acquisition stage; and a third one is in final planning. We are not being

stampeded by any clamor against either the sites or the principle of public

housing, and we draw no distinction between the admitted virtues of re-

development and the alleged sins of public housing. We know we cannot

have really sweeping slum clearance and urban redevelopment unless we
have a concurrent low-rent housing program rolling along with it.

One of the most impressive public construction jobs in the area is the

new airport, which is being built by the county commissioners. It is not

more elaborate than the needs of air travel require. It is no larger than the

planes of today and tomorrow will necessitate.

It is simply going to be, and here I can brag a little without immodesty
because the city government has no part in it, the best airport in the

United States.

We have a county sanitary authority, supported principally by city

funds, which is making us plans for a system of sewage treatment which

will end pollution of our rivers. Our water supply is under study of a dis-

tinguished citizens' group who are serving at my request.

We are very concerned about our public health program in the city and

in the state. We are the beneficiaries of a new graduate school of public
health which has been set up at the University of Pittsburgh through a

$13,000,000 grant from the A. W. Mellon Educational and Charitable

Trust. We have revitalized and greatly expanded our health services, and
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the state is about to change its whole administrative system in public health

work.

We are constantly trying to expand our recreational opportunities
we even got the Pirates into seventh place this year. We hope to make a

good parks system better, and to bring more little playgrounds parklets,

we call them into the neighborhoods. The Edgar J. Kaufmann Founda-

tion has pledged us $1,000,000 for part of the cost of an outdoor theater

for summer music; the Sarah Mellon Foundation made it possible for us

to build a Children's Zoo. We like that kind of civic gift, and we are always

asking for more.

It is in the spirit of this day in Pittsburgh to see that they keep coming.
We pretend to no millennium.

We know that we are just beginning on a lifetime's work.

We have an awful lot to do, and public resources and public interest

have a way of wearing thin.

That is what we cannot afford.

We have been able to get our political leadership, our business leader-

ship, and our labor leadership together for these good things. The work
is personally unselfish

;
it is enlightenedly selfish for the community.

We ask the planners to keep on ahead of us to set new goals to make
us sweat.

As a Democrat and a New Deal Democrat, I have found it possible to

work with a business leadership that is unanimously Republican. Their

ideas and mine on national policies may be poles apart but in love for Pitts-

burgh and in work for Pittsburgh, we find a common meeting place. Rich-

ard K. Mellon and Philip Murray, Benjamin Fairless and Commissioner

Kane, Ben Moreell and David J. McDonald a strange assembly of some-

time adversaries all united in action for this community and its people !

That is our story.

I hope that you verify with your own observation, and I hope that our

own people, participants in this national conference, will bring from it

some new ideas of things to do and ways tQ do them.

Ted Weeks, the editor of the Atlantic Monthly, came to Pittsburgh and

was kind enough to be impressed.
He summarized his feelings in a quip.
In Boston, he said, a man is valued by how much he knows.

In New York, he said, a man is valued by how much he is worth.

In Philadelphia, he is judged by who his family is.

But in Pittsburgh, Weeks said, we have set a new standard we judge
a man by what he will contribute to his community.

May that be always true, and if it is, there will be a real attainment here

of the full promise of the so much boasted and so much unrealized Ameri-

can way of life.
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Of the many formulations of the problem relating to the education of

planners which have been made to date, the one for this session seems to me
to be the most challenging. For it poses the question in a broad and important
context. I read the full question as being: "How shall we train the planners
we need in our efforts to achieve a free, fruitful and peaceful life for all?"

To a question of this magnitude, in our present state of knowledge and

experience, one can only suggest partial and tentative answers, and offer them

mainly in a spirit of stimulating thought and discussion.

The question as posed refers to values, such as freedom and opportunity
for self-development, upon which it can be assumed there is general agreement.
And this directly suggests one part of the answer to the prior question of the

kind of planners we need. We need planners who can make a significant
contribution to the crucial task of translating such general values into opera-
tional terms which are consistent and communicable, and which relate means
to ends in logical sequences. Certainly one of the most important functions

of planning is to help clarify the choices that are open to society and to make
clear where its choices are likely to lead it, as well as to indicate the nature

of the alternative means which are available to meet designated ends.

It is only when the broad, and often conflicting, values are translated

into operational terms that society can begin to make choices, if not in what
could be described as a fully rational manner, at least in a reflective manner
and with its eyes open. Such conscious choices can begin to be made, for

example, when planners can show precisely how much of certain freedoms

as in the control over one's own property or in the choice of one's neighbors
must be given up in order to achieve other highly valued freedoms, such as

the freedom from having to live in a crippling environment. Alternatives in

both ends and means involve varying consequences, including various costs.

To such alternatives, the planner must give reality so that genuine choices

can be made. Too few plans for new towns or for redevelopment, to take one

example, are provided in a context of such genuine alternatives. The cost-and-

benefit accounting has generally been missing. By such accounting, I mean
the assessment of the various anticipated family, business and social costs on
the one side, and returns or benefits to all groups on the other. This assessment

13
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must be in both qualitative and quantitative terms, that is, in human as well

as financial and economic terms. It provides an invaluable aid in the evaluation

of a project, both as to its inherent value and in comparison to other promising

projects or solutions. The planner owes it to the people to provide such

accounting, if for no other reason than the fact that the availability of real

alternatives is essential to the concept of freedom. And his skill and imagi-
nation must be equal to such a task.

The question of values is, of course, one aspect of the problem of decision-

making. A society which holds particularly dear the values of democracy and

progress must necessarily be deeply concerned with both the process and

content of decision-making. And here the planner can make and should

be able to make a specially large contribution. The planner can help bring
about a better tomorrow, in large part, by contributing to the wisdom and

soundness of the group decisions made today. The planner should have the

skill and imagination to assemble the materials for really reflective decision-

making and to evolve the types of relationships which make his materials a

positive force in the formulation and execution of policy. Without this, the

only result of his efforts will be a collection of paper plans.

This point has been made so well and so forcefully elsewhere by Herbert

Simon, John Gaus, Robert Walker and others that I need not dwell on it at

any length. One point, however, deserves special mention.

As our society becomes more complex and interdependent, and the strain

on our resources increases, there is a great need for planners who can help

give definite form and content to the crucial democratic concept of the general
interest. After providing sufficient scope in a democracy for the play of

special interests in the evolution of public policy and political scientists have

frequently underlined the importance of the role of diverse pressure groups
in the formulation and execution of policy there still remains the need for

developing to the highest degree possible those organs and processes of govern-
ment which serve to assert the more general and comprehensive values of the

society against the more limited and special interests and values. What the

planner contributes to this task is surely an important measure of his worth.

A planner who is to make the types of contributions which I have sug-

gested must obviously meet certain specifications. One requirement, clearly,

is broad knowledge and a deep understanding of the social and physical

arrangements and processes involved in the creation and solution of underlying

problems. To take a familiar example, in a city which has set for itself the

goal of wiping out its slums, a plan which concerns itself only with a new

layout and with the structures which are to replace the existing slum dwellings
can have very limited usefulness. For we know now that little can be done

about slums without getting at the causes and forces which brought about the

slums in the first place, and which, if they are not removed or controlled, can

be counted on to create new slums even if the old ones are wiped out. A
realistic plan cannot be expected to evolve unless the planner can bring about
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in the community and on the part of the policy-makers an appreciation of

certain conflicts of values which are involved and of certain essential interre-

lationships. Questions of land speculation and of the property relationships
which make it profitable, of the relationships between the costs of housing
and the ability of various income groups to acquire housing, of the relationship
between racial restrictions and overcrowding, of the inadequacy of the exist-

ing physical arrangements and layout and of the existing land-use and building

controls, and many similar questions must be shown to be essential issues for

policy decisions in evolving realistic plans to achieve the social objective set.

Just as it is obvious that the work of a planner has little meaning unless

his plans are adopted and carried into effect, so it seems clear that his plans,
even if adopted, can have little effectiveness unless they are based on a thorough

analysis of underlying problems and forces and unless they are soundly de-

signed to provide solutions for such problems and appropriate means for

reaching the agreed-upon ends.

Reference to soundly-designed plans suggests another important require-

ment; namely, the possession of certain special skills of a high order. The.

needed skills of the planner can be described in many ways ; moreover, as long
as the tools and know-how upon which such skills can be sharpened are in

such an early stage of development, they must be conceived in terms of poten-
tialities as well as in terms of actualities. We can, however, identify certain

basic ingredients. Clearly, there is involved the skill of bringing together
relevant knowledge and techniques from many sciences, arts and disciplines
in an effective manner so as to clarify purposes, identify problems, and design

plans which guide decisions and activities towards the designated goals. As
social organization and technology become more complex, and as it becomes

increasingly difficult for one person to have an intimate knowledge of even a

small portion of the various subject matters involved in planning, this skill

becomes of ever-greater importance. Certainly, it calls for exceptional talent

in organization and administration, which involves among other things, the

ability to use effectively the skills and knowledge of others.

It is, of course, difficult to determine how much knowledge of various

subject matters a planner must possess before he can develop and use this skill.

The Committee on Personnel Education and Standards of the American Insti-

tute of Planners, in a report presented several years ago, wisely pointed out:

"We cannot treat all fields of knowledge of concern to the planner as though
he were required to be a specialist in those fields. To do so is to misunder-

stand the essential function of the planner. He must know enough of the

varied subject matters with which he is involved so that he can either think

responsibly about them, or know when to get more specialized advice and

how to use the results."

Certain other necessary skills of the planner can be identified. He must

be skilled in the disciplines of space and time. In a sense, this is a composite

skill, but with common elements. It includes the ability to think and plan in
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multi-dimensional terms; to visualize spatial relationships and their human

implications, to see the whole in relation to each part ;
to sense the tempo and

direction of various types of social change and their implications for planning

goals and means
;
to achieve a balance between well-defined provisions for the

future and current flexibility, so as not to permit one to become a strait

jacket or the other an excuse for pure expediency; to formulate targets and

activities in meaningful time components, that is, to program activities through
a careful balancing of objectives, resistances and acceptances, accustomed

tempos, relative needs, and availability of resources. This is a skill as im-

portant as it is difficult to attain. Without it, no genuine planning seems

possible.

Other skills are also needed. There is the skill of communication. There

is the crucial skill of inspiring people with a vision of a better future. There

is the skill of keeping the goals always in view while being deeply immersed

in day-by-day activities. There is the skill of making the aesthetic an integral

and normal part of planning activity. There is the skill of creative thinking
and action.

A presentation of specifications of this type tends to elicit criticism con-

cerning the value of asking for the "superman" planner. However, it seems

to me that conceptualization in terms of what might be thought of as an ideal

serves a very useful purpose in analyzing the tasks of planning education. The
use of a "model" can be helpful here as it is in many planning activities.

A broad view of the question of the planners we need should certainly

include reference to our need for planners who can make positive contributions

at the various levels of government and in various aspects of public activity.

We need city planners, but we also need planners for rural communities, for

states and regions, planners who can function at the national level, and those

who can plan for the various specialized public activities, such as transporta-

tion, education and health. This point is sometimes overlooked in discussions

of planning education ;
even more important, it tends to be overlooked in the

educational system itself. It has been argued that there is no point in training

planners for positions which are not now available. On the other hand, it

might be pointed out that many jobs at all levels of government which call

for planning knowledge and skills even though their official titles may not

suggest this are going by default to persons who are often only haphazardly
if at all trained for such positions. The work of the so-called program-

ming sections of various Federal departments, much of the work of the Council

of Economic Advisors, the Federal Security Resources Board and the National

Production Administration, many of the resource development activities of

the Bureau of Reclamation, the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Federal

inter-agency committees, to mention only a few, involve planning tasks of a

highly advanced nature.

A large and important field of planning has opened up with acceptance

by the United States of a certain responsibility towards the underdeveloped
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areas. It is widely seen that no small part of the success of the "Point Four"

program will be dependent on the contributions that can be made to the

planned development of these areas. The State Department and the EGA
have great need for persons with knowledge and skills to match the new

responsibilities. To provide training for individuals who can fill such posi-

tions with distinction is a real challenge for educators and the planning pro-
fession. And if these are the best qualified people, even the position titles

and job descriptions will become more appropriate in time.

Moreover, with the ever-growing recognition of the fact that planning
is an essential and integral part of all governmental activities, it is inevitable

that an increasing number of individuals will be called upon whose know-

how and orientation equip them for the task of helping to bring about more

efficient, more reflective, and more democratic government. Certainly, plan-

ning education should meet the responsibility of providing for evolving and

future needs, as well as for the well-established needs of the present.
One other aspect of the problem at hand, viewed broadly, deserves atten-

tion. That is our need for planners who can advance the field of planning,
who can make important contributions to the scientific study of planning as

well as to the art of planning practice. It is important to give full recognition
in our educational efforts to the fact that planning knowledge and techniques
are largely in their infancy, or certainly no more than adolescence. The field

of planning today holds more promise than fulfillment. Possibly our greatest

responsibility is to give reality to that promise. We urgently need planners

who, through careful scientific study of the entire field, can help to evolve

principles, methods and tools which will enable planning endeavors to pro-
ceed with more assurance and with more effectiveness. Also, we need plan-
ners who, in the practice of the planning art, use their own development of

knowledge and skills as building stones for the construction of a higher, truer

art and as a foundation for the training of future generations of abler prac-
titioners. The greatest task of planning education, as of education in any other

field, is the advancement of thought and knowledge.

This, then, is a rather partial and tentative answer to the difficult question
of the kind of planners we need. There remains the equally difficult ques-
tion of how to tram the planners we need.

It seems to me to be helpful in conceptualizing the problem to think in

terms of three categories of planning education, each involving training with

a somewhat different focus. This helps to remove some of the difficulty in-

volved in attempting to conceive the ideal training for THE planner.

The three categories might be described as: education for the general

planner, or what some would prefer to call the general-staff planner ;
for the

planning specialist ; and for the technician needing a knowledge of planning

procedures.
Most of my earlier comments have, of course, referred to the specifications

for the first category, the general-staff planner. However, it seems inevitable
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and at the present time, desirable that much of the recruitment of the top

planning officials should be from the ranks of the planning specialists, so that

the training of the latter should be such as to prepare them for promotion to

the level at which policies are made and meanwhile to be helpful to those

who have such responsibilities. Possibly a more reasonable, and realistic, way
of putting it is not merely to endorse an accepted procedure for recruitment,

but to argue the value of training talented individuals specifically for the top-

level positions. Obviously, a young man first starting on a planning career

cannot be expected to be placed in a position of the highest responsibility.

However, if there is real merit to his more generalized training, he should be

able to find his way to the top in competition with those with a more specialized

educational background. It seems to me not only that such competition would

be healthy and valuable in that it would indicate over time the type of training

which is most fruitful and in our present state of knowledge, such an ex-

perimental approach seems called for but that the very attempt to train such

general planners would serve to advance knowledge in the planning field.

It would force educators to practice the very "integration" that they preach,
and such an educational effort may be expected to further the scientific study
of the field.

"Planning specialists" I take to be not engineers or architects, or economists

or sociologists, who happen to drift into the planning field, but individuals

who are trained specifically to make certain important contributions in func-

tioning as a member of a planning team. Viewed in this light, the fields of

planning specializations require some redefinition. The point might be illus-

trated by reference to expertness in social survey for planning as compared
to statistics or field techniques, in planning design as compared to architec-

tural design, in project formulation and evaluation as compared to, say, hy-
draulic engineering, in national economic budgeting as compared to public

finance, and so on. Joined with a sound general training in planning,

training in such planning specializations might well be expected to pre-

pare individuals for valuable planning contributions.

The third category technicians with a knowledge of planning procedures
is self-explanatory. It remains only to develop the type of planning edu-

cation for persons being trained in various specialized fields having close

contacts with planning, which, without being superficial, does not make too

much demand on their time and energy in other words, which does not

present the same hurdles of which planners complain, the tendency to teach

all subject matters as though students of them were to become specialists in

them.

Another differentiation in planning education seems to me to be called

for, if the difficulty involved in attempting to train THE planner is to be

avoided, and this is related to the comments I have made concerning the need

for planners to serve at the various levels of government. It may be that one

day the field of planning will have advanced to the point where individuals
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could be trained for planning work at any and all levels of government and,

in fact, it may be that even today some exceptionally gifted persons may be

able to function effectively at all levels, but I believe that at the present time

especially in view of the great complexity of modern life some areal focus

in planning education is valuable.

This is not to imply that a totally different educational program is required
for training for service at each of the levels of government. In fact, it seems

to me that the very test of the soundness of planning education is the ability

to provide knowledge and to train skills valuable for planning activities of

every variety. Rather it is a matter of focus or emphasis in the educational

program, as well as the necessity of providing certain essential, even if more

specialized, categories of knowledge in a reasonably short period of time.

While much of the knowledge and many of the basic planning techniques
cut across areal lines, there are categories of knowledge which have particular

pertinence to planning at different levels of government and administration.

I believe we can take the most logical foci of concentration to be the local

community, the region, and the nation. For each of these, the planner needs,

in addition to a sound general education, intensive training in the primary
elements with which he will be dealing. Various formulations of such primary
elements can, of course, be equally valuable

;
the one I present will, I believe,

serve to illustrate the point of view I am suggesting.

For community planning, the primary elements can be taken to be: land

use, population and industrial distribution or more broadly, what the sociolo-

gists have come to call "human ecology" for the one and what the geographers
call industrial location, localization, and siting for the other as well as hous-

ing and public utilities, services and facilities, all taken in their broadest sense,

that is, including the social and economic aspects as well as the physical. In

the case of regional planning, the primary elements may be thought of as:

land use, coordinated resource development (including in this concept, re-

source use and conservation), and industrial location. Planning at the national

level includes so many facets, and the planning problems are so complex and

so little formulated, that it is extremely difficult to conceptualize the primary
elements. Concession, however, to the fact that the time available for training

even in this field must have some limit, would suggest that there may be some

logic to a concentration on the aggregate elements of economics, on resource

development, on technology, and on the main elements in what may be re-

ferred to as social structure and social change.

In terms of the broad question of what constitutes a desirable planning

education, the problems of planning emphases and of areal specialization to

which I have referred logically fit into the later phases of planning education,

if treated chronologically.

The greatest area of agreement among planners on the broad educational

question centers on certain essential principles. This, of course, is relative,

considering the very controversial nature of the whole question, but the extent
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of agreement is unmistakable as evidenced by the various reports on planning
education which have been issued and by the discussions at former ASPO

meetings. It seems to me that the scope of agreement is significant since it

extends to what I would take to be some of the most important requirements
in the training of the kind of planners I have suggested we need.

The accepted principles may be described as follows :

First, there is no substitute for sound recruitment, both at the student level

and at the professional level since there is no substitute for certain innate

qualities of intellect and character.

Secondly, planning education, possibly even more than education for other

endeavors, must be conceived as a life-time process, so that the most important
task of training in school is the provision of the strongest possible foundation

for such continuous education and subsequent training. Also as the Schuster

report puts it, "no system of pre-entry education can produce a qualified

'planner' in the sense of a man qualified to hold a responsible post in a planning

organization. For this practical experience must be added. What pre-entry
education can do is to produce people who are good 'potential planners'. . . ."

Thirdly, education at the university level should proceed from the more

general to the more specialized, this, in turn, to prepare a planner to go from

the more specialized to the more general in a planning organization.

Fourthly, a good general education is an essential foundation for training
in planning, a foundation which, as suggested by the Harvard report on
General Education in a Free Society, promotes the power to think effectively,

to communicate thought, to make relevant judgments, and to discriminate

among values. Such an education should provide the central core of know-

ledge required for leadership in any professional field.

At this point the area of agreement narrows sharply. It is precisely at the

question of the specific training of the planner that the main disagreement
arises. My own point of view, as suggested by what I have said so far, is that the

main core of planning education must be in the social sciences, but that such

education should also provide the student with some training and substantial

perception in the physical and biological sciences and technology. Various

studies of planning education which have been made in recent years would

suggest that there is a growing recognition of the importance of a thorough

training in the social sciences. The report of the Committee on Personnel

Education and Standards of the American Institute of Planners, to which I

referred earlier, recommended the social sciences as the main content of the

"basic education" for planning, characterizing them as "the sources and guides
of the thought process of which sound planning consists." "Without them,"

the report points out, "the most gifted design is sterile or misleading; the

most skilled presentation technique meaningless." The same educational orien-

tation has been recommended by the more recent report of the Committee on

the Qualification of Planners, prepared in England under the chairmanship
of Sir George Schuster.
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In addition to a good general university education, with special atten-

tion to various of the social sciences, I believe there is needed a certain

amount of what might be termed "integrative" training at the graduate
level before the general education of planners can be considered to be

complete. There are a number of reasons for this need. The social sciences

tend to be treated as isolated disciplines, with relatively little integration

among them, and practically no integration with the physical sciences. Also

there is a strong tendency in the study of these disciplines to stop at just

the point where the question of "What can be done" arises. Finally, in very
few cases are the studies problem-oriented, while this approach tends to be

the most fruitful in the study of planning.
At the University of Chicago, we have made an attempt to meet this

need by developing a core curriculum, consisting of one sequence of courses

in the socio-economic elements of planning, another in the physical ele-

ments of planning, and a third in planning theory, while all these are com-

bined, in a problem-solving context, through a number of planning work-

shops. The whole attempt to evolve some integration in the various

sciences most directly related to planning we have found extremely difficult

I might even say painful but as fruitful and rewarding as it is difficult.

If we take the first two stages in training to be (1) a basic general
education and (2) "integrative" education for planners at the graduate

level, the third stage in a comprehensive training program could well be

conceived as an areal concentration, with somewhat different orientations

for the various levels from the local community to the nation. I have al-

ready outlined certain of the primary elements of 'such areal concentration,

and these would suggest broadly the possible subject matters of each of the

concentrations. The fourth and final stage of a university education for

planners, it seems to me, might well consist of training in a planning spe-

cialization, or of advanced training for the general (or general staff)

planner, with some emphasis in the case of the latter in public administra-

tion as well as advanced social theory. The planning specializations could

cover a variety of fields, the number and content of these logically depend-

ing on the resources of the specific university. The important consideration

here, as I suggested earlier, is that these be planning specializations, and not

technical training in highly specialized fields. The latter could be valuable,

but they are no substitute for the planning specializations and would nor-

mally involve not only more time than necessary, but more technical skill

than would be called for in a planning position.

There remains only to underline the importance, so widely accepted
and so little practiced, of the planning organizations themselves providing

opportunities for the further education of planners, not only by providing
leaves for additional study and by in-service training, but also by organiz-

ing the work of the agency so that opportunities are provided for advance

to posts of greater responsibility. Opportunity for every individual to rise
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to the full limit of his capacity is an important condition of good organiza-

tion, and is especially important in the training of the kind of planners
we need.

A final point might be made. The problem of what constitutes a desir-

able planning education involves many difficult questions and many un-

knowns. There is much scope for an experimental and pluralistic approach
in the training of planners. One thing, however, seems very clear. The

planner must deal with human affairs, and at the most complex and critical

points. He can do his job well only if he is well educated for it. It seems

to me that no matter how diverse the educational approaches may be, they
should all have the central theme of training individuals who can develep
an ever deeper understanding of man and society and of the kind of en-

vironment which will best serve the needs and wants of the people today
and in the future.

II

CHARLES ABRAMS

New York Citizens Housing and Planning Council

For ten years I have heard planners and educators talk about planning
education with feelings varying from concealed trepidation to ostentatious

humility. Some of the city planning teachers are asking how they can

teach their planning when they cannot even plan their teaching. Ulti-

mately, a few brave deans venture forth with something specific, but others

in the profession, like the doll in the love song, remain "bewitched, both-

ered and bewildered."

Their plight is understandable, for city planning is one of the unma-

tured disciplines; it has developed its own curricular sprawl and its ideo-

logical conurbations; ever-new approaches arise which cannot be con-

tained by a greenbelt, and its encroaching topics invite personality problems
between otherwise temperate professors.

Finally, no sooner does a planning teacher establish a modus vivendi

with the hydra of zoning than he faces a cockatrice like urban redevelop-
ment. And a host of new monsters are constantly being spawned in Con-

gressional cloakrooms or ivory towers to keep beleaguering him.

When city planning was a creature of the regulatory power, the plan-

ning teacher's life was simpler. But when after the New Deal it burgeoned
forth to include the more positive processes as well, he desperately tried

to enclose himself into his own self-contained environment.

Meanwhile, however, the responsibilities he spurned were not left un-

assumed. They were taken up by others less qualified. The housers began
to draw the planning legislation and fight the political battles for new
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neighborhoods, for better or worse. The real estate men began to insinuate

their ideas upon government agencies for worse, not better; while a host

of real estate appraisers and pseudo-experts from alien fields began to

write textbooks on subjects which included such judgments as that the

best type of neighborhoods are those inhabited by people of one's own race

and religion, and that neighborhoods should be built only for those who
are "100% American." Some of these policies even became part of govern-
ment folklore.

In the course of the last 20 years in fact city planning divided itself

into two compartments. In one were the people who called themselves city

planners but played only a small specialized role in the city planning proc-
ess. In the other were those who called themselves park commissioners,

housing officials, subdividers, and highways and works commissioners who
did the bulk of the planning.

This situation was brought about partly by the lack of training and
education of planners, partly by the relative newness of the profession and

the rush of events, and partly also by an unwillingness or inability of

planners to rise to the full level of their responsibilities.
If city planners are to meet their responsibility now they must have a

knowledge, an experience and a philosophy commensurate with it. City

planning in America involves the adjustment of the conflict between the

needs and drives of private interests and the public welfare. It is also con-

cerned with the democratic distribution of people in old and new environ-

ments and of the amenities these people require for living. These are no
small tasks.

The decision by the New York City planners approving a Stuyvesant
Town development that discriminates in favor of one race as against an-

other entails more than a design or density question. So too it is one thing
to inveigh against "megalopolis," but knowing the limits of eminent do-

main and police power and being able to trim the plan to fit the financial

and political realities is another. Selecting sites for urban redevelopment
in Chicago that displaces 72,000 people demands effecting a logical bal-

ance between welfare of people and design of neighborhoods. Building

homogeneous cities and pouring human beings of one stereotype into them

requires a knowledge of many social processes outside the average plan-

ner's ken. Yet this is his job. He must find ways of tackling his task, or it

will be tackled for him.

When we deal with neighborhoods, and the shuffling and reshuffling

of people within them, with the substitution of the public landlord for

the private, with the use of arbitrary powers of government, limited in

their exercise only by the wide limits of the planner's discretion, with the

interpretation of public purpose, with master plans that act not only upon

people's purses but their lives someone must be prepared to make the

vital social and political decisions and much of the responsibility should
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lie with the planners, at least in primary organization and at the point of

parcelling out responsibilities to the specialists.

The city planning philosophy must of course be evolved before city

planning can be defined. But it can be evolved. There is a body of law

from which a start can be made. Social research is carving out new frontiers

of knowledge in urban sociology with which the planner can make con-

tact. The ethics of planning can be written too
;
the aims defined

; the con-

flicting rights of human beings and property rationalized. The planner
must venture forth to write the limitations upon his actions, prepare checks

upon his own power, and balances to prevent arbitrariness from running
amuck under the license of discretion. City planning is neither beauty
alone nor function nor private enterprise nor public ownership. It is a

composite of these things and more.

One of the pitfalls in the planning process is that it is concerned with

fluid concepts which cry for interpretation and definition. I refer to such

terms as "reasonable," "arbitrary," "oppressive," "hardship," "due proc-

ess," "public use," "just compensation," "master plan." This fluidity of

terms, the shifting nature of planning, and the failure of the planner to

grasp his responsibility has subjected the tools in the planning process to

the ever-present threat of perversion in the name of social reform. Zon-

ing, urban redevelopment, slum clearance, restrictive covenants, neighbor-
hood associations, greenbelts all these have been abused and turned into

instruments of oppression. A cul-de-sac today, for example, can be a

dead-end street or a device to keep out the dead-end kids.

These are vast responsibilities and they demand a raising of sights by
the planning teacher. The danger, however, is that the teacher may try to

bring city planning education down to the level of his own limitations,

hold down his teaching to repress his students' horizons to his level, and

thereby leave a vacuum to be rilled by those less equipped to tackle it ...
the architects who insist that design must be emphasized; the Utopians to

whom symmetry has become a passion and who treat with matters of

money and profit cavalierly; the government officials who, armed with

authority, have lost touch with the human being at the base of the social

pyramid; the entrepreneurs to whom the product they impose upon future

generations means nothing.
The status of the profession and the job it does will depend in the long

run on whether the right students are drawn into the field. Our specifica-

tions may be too simple or too elaborate. But good men will adapt them-

selves to their specialities after they graduate, even with an incomplete
education, while incompetents will falter with the best education.

I have been impressed by the thought the British have given the prob-
lem of planning education. Viewed in the light of Britain's political and

social patterns, the Schuster Report is a real contribution. But there is

danger that we will accept its recommendations whole-hog. We did this
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once with our public housing program and we are paying the price in a

formula of tenancy, when in the American environment we should have

planned largely for subsidized ownership.
The fact is that American city planning is as far a cry from British city

planning as the Boston Tea Party in 1775 is from a British tea party at

Wimbledon in 1951. The Schuster findings cannot be applied to the

American scene.

Ours is a civilization of automobiles, home-ownership, mobile Negroes,
Mexicans, minorities. Social status unfortunately is coming to play a

great role
;
we still have a frontier

;
we have our own preferences, privileges,

idiosyncracies, habits, fears, urges, illusions
;
we are young, mobile, restless

;

we stand on the brink of new social and political frontiers with more savage
enemies behind the bush than ever carried a tomahawk.

America is planning in an expanding economy ;
Britain fumbles in an

era of Blitz, Blight and Blueprints. In England eminent domain against
real estate is more confiscatory than America, police power more respect-

ful, and taxation levied against income rather than capital. In England the

private welfare is thought best served by the public welfare; while in

America the public welfare is thought best served through the private wel-

fare. Between these two seemingly different worlds there is a bridge in for-

mation, for both countries after all are struggling in their own fashion to

achieve neighborhoods for their people with a minimum of duress, a maxi-

mum of choice, a respect for the view of the majority and a respect for

democratic processes.
But the Englishman thinks of the beauty of the landscape; the Ameri-

can thinks mainly of the beauty of fee ownership and security. In Eng-
land planning is based upon an equine or bicycle age; in America it is in-

fluenced by automobiles. American planning is transitory and condi-

tioned by turnover the American family moves every five years; Eng-
land thinks in terms of centuries. (Mr. William Holford informed me re-

cently that leases made 999 years ago in the time of King John are now
coming up in England for renewal.)

The frontier in England is in her empire; in America it is in America
horizontal America, vertical America, subsurface America, substandard

America.

In England the planner is planning how to revive depressed areas
;
the

American planner should be thinking of how to restrain abortive booms.

The British are sold on planning new cities; in America city planning
is still suspect.

The lobby in Parliament is where the legislators fix their unmention-

ables
;
the lobby in America is where the unmentionables fix their legisla-

tors.

Planning under the Schuster Report must be the teamwork of the

architect, surveyor, geographer, lawyer and a few other specialists. But
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in America it will be the hardboiled realtor, the practical politician, the

specialized lawyer, the architect, engineer, administrator, financier, econ-

omist, sociologist.

In English housing and planning the welfare of the people is the pri-

mary consideration and the politicians are the managers for better or worse
;

in America general welfare is residual and most housing appropriations
under the welfare power are channeled through business groups with the

rank and file benefitting from these appropriations only after the cream

has been topped off for the entrepreneur. FHA exemplifies this trend.

The British planner thinks of the green lawns
;
the American entrepre-

neur of the greenbacks. The garden city of England becomes a specula-
tive FHA subdivision in America; the greenbelt soon becomes a device

for separating the blackbelt from the white belt. There may be nothing

gained by overcrowding in Britain, but there is a lot many lots gained

by overcrowding in America.

It is however easier to diagnose than to prescribe in this case. I fear

offering you a remedy that may prove worse than the disease. Yet there

are a few specifics that can do the profession little harm if tried.

FIRST: define the scope of the planning process. This is not as diffi-

cult as it sounds, and a start can be made just as the lawyer has done in ra-

tionalizing the conflicting laws and rulings of the 48 states into the ruling
law.

SECOND : guide the student to understand and respect the complex
and often burdensome processes of democracy. Sometimes more goodness
can be found in chaos than there is in order. The Autobahn is not the last

word in planning of highways, nor is all-white Cicero, Illinois, or Dear-

born, Michigan, the last word in social order. Both are "blighted areas."

THIRD: seek out first-class students, trained in other fields, men in

the law schools, in the schools of sociology and economics; solicit their

interest for the planning field, as the football coach is doing for the foot-

ball field. They can specialize in advance in such areas as housing, munici-

pal administration, urban sociology, land economics, municipal law

coming to the planning schools with a specialized knowledge already ac-

quired in the pre-planning courses.

FOURTH: revise curricula periodically so as to respect current prob-
lems. This currently should include private as well as public finance, politi-

cal economy, public relations, new areas of city planning law, racial rela-

tions, practical aspects of real estate concerned with multiple dwellings
and commercial centers, and a number of neglected aspects of sociology

dealing with environment, social status and mobility.
FIFTH : draw into the schools more teachers who actually work in the

field. Some in the schools, though often technically qualified, are not al-

ways sufficiently alerted to the most recent trends, particularly in the area

of social and financial developments.
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SIXTH: write a good comprehensive text that will take account of the

American scene. Too many of us fear putting anything definitive on paper
for fear they may be proven wrong. But it is only in this way that the prob-
lems can be posed at all and the truth discovered. More media are needed,
too, for exchange of ideas with a greater emphasis upon social aspects of

neighborhoods. The researches and facilities of the social scientists must
be brought into the planning field.

It will be said that I demand too much of the planner. Yet ever since

the era of government expansion, many disciplines have been called upon
to broaden themselves. They must all be related, the impact of each field

measured in respect to the other. The advantage of city planning over

some other fields is that it builds and each structure it builds is in turn

a laboratory in which its theories can be tested. It covers an ever-widening

range but in the wideness of that range also lies its opportunity.

Ill

EDWARD B. WILKENS

Professor of Regional Planning, Rutgers University

In this talk, I shall try to describe what I feel is the need for sound under-

graduate training in planning. I think there are certain fundamental things
which must be said in favor of training at the undergraduate level in the plan-

ning field. I am starting off with a sort of creed which might be stated as fol-

lows:

I think we should start training planners in the undergraduate level because

first, a planner is a true professional. The "medicine man" stage of planning
is now water over the dam. I think we can poke our heads up and say that we
are now a true professional group. This means that the planner must stand on
his own feet from the start without prejudice derived from a previous training.

I am a little shy at times in describing myself as a reconverted or retreaded ar-

chitect. I started out in that field, and here I am a planner. I don't think we
should start any future planners off with that sort of attitude toward the pro-
fession.

Second, I think that planning must not be a second-class profession. I think

we must start training our planners from the beginning with that purpose in

mind. There is now a full-fledged planning discipline in which we can start

training our planners. We do not have to depend upon, although we can derive

much of our technique from, architectural or engineering training. Planning
can offer a sense of dedication comparable to any other profession, whether it

be a dedication to truth and scientific method, or whether it be a dedication to

service to humanity. Because of this, we are prepared, therefore, to start our

planners out as planners from the beginning.
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This raises a practical problem. What are the problems in establishing

and operating an undergraduate program ? At the risk of being overly realistic

and "practical," I would like to point out and discuss some of the problems and

some of the arguments which are raised against starting planners as undergradu-
ates. Their proponents usually favor waiting until the students are a little bit

more mature, until they are worked over at the graduate level. These attitudes,

I think, are derived from the fundamental problem of determining how to

process the raw material into the finished product. Perhaps, thinking in terms

of graduate objectives, we have set too high a standard in terms of the ultimate

product of the undergraduate level. In other words, we should be processing
the undergraduate planning "ore" into a sort of "pig iron" which can still be

re-processed and reshaped into some of these other forms which were alluded

to in previous speeches. I think that there is a mistake, not in setting our ideals

too high, but in setting the ideals of our first step in production too high. We
are not engaged in trying to produce the ideal finished city planner, who seems

to me a compound of Leonardo Da Vinci, Napoleon, Cagliostro, P. T. Barnum,

Pollyanna, Lydia Pinkham and Rip van Winkle. In other words, we must start

out with the freshmen who are our raw material and very raw indeed.

I should like to take a minute at this point to summarize my impressions of

what has been said previously about the finished product of our educational

processes. The finished product is a person who can do certain things and who
is certain things. I think he should be characterized by the following attributes :

1 . He should have some form of social and cultural orientation. He should

be at home in his society. (I say this with some feeling, because I am a maver-

ick in the engineering school at Rutgers, and one of the problems one is con-

stantly facing in any engineering school, particularly one with a four-year cur-

riculum, is to turn out something more than a few slide-rule pushers. I think I

can speak for our Dean in that respect, for he is attempting constantly to liber-

alize the curricula so that the engineer, when somebody flashes before him an

object called modern art or modern music, or even some social or political the-

ory, does not cringe into a corner) . That is an objective that we are all trying

to achieve in any form of education. In some respects it is particularly serious

in those professional training fields in which the discipline of a practitioner is

being taught.

2. He must be acquainted with scientific method. He must know how a

scientist tackles a problem and comes out with an answer and the proper steps

to be followed.

3. He must be capable of powers of self-expression and capable of com-

prehension of the ideas of others. Speaking in the broadest sense, although he

need not be a linguist, he must understand the language of shape, form, sound,

mathematical formula, as well as words on the printed page.
4. He must have powers to criticize and evaluate standards and goals, par-

ticularly in the planning profession where standards and goals are in the for-

mation stage.
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5.. He must be dedicated to ideals and professional ethics.

6. He must have training in a skill.

(We are hoping to achieve these standards in the undergraduate courses

that we are experimenting with in Rutgers.)

Returning to consideration of our problem, the first argument advanced

against undergraduate planning education is usually that the quality of the raw

material is indeed immature. It may not be unsophisticated, and that is perhaps
one of the great indictments of our society. There are plenty of "wise guys"

graduating from high school who know all the answers. We are always re-

minded of the expression of Mark Twain, who said that as a young man he

didn't think much of the capabilities of his father, but as he grew older he was

surprised at the amount of knowledge that the old fellow picked up. The same

sort of thing is apparent in the mind of the undergraduate freshman just com-

ing in to be run through the mill. He is usually quite ignorant of the existence

of planning. I don't think that is any indictment of his previous training. The
Lord knows there are at least a few others around at middle-age levels who
could be indicted on the same charge. Perhaps, more seriously, he has no wish

to be a planner. He never heard of it, so why should he want to be one ? That

is one of the problems faced by us in handling this raw material. Obviously,
more people should know more about planning. (I might say, parenthetically,

that this was not the case a few years back when we had some of the GIs com-

ing through. They had acquired not only maturity, but a sense of direction, and

even some of them wanted to be planners when they first appeared on the

scene. )

The next criticism is one that is frequently leveled at any raw material it is

not suitable for the processing. I think, obviously, that is a problem that can

be solved by adequate screening devices. Apparently, poor high school back-

ground causes some of the deficiencies in our raw material. Also, in the pres-

ent screening methods, unfortunately, there is a glamor sales job done by some

of the other professions. Lots of people want to be doctors in white clothes

wielding scalpels.

Third, it may be claimed that there just isn't enough time to produce a good

planner in the four-year undergraduate curriculum. I think, to a certain extent,

part of that objection is answered by remembering that we are trying to process
ore into pig iron, and not trying to produce the finished planner. There is an-

other answer to the question will the product really be any better after two

years of graduate training given four years later, than if a start is made at the

beginning of a university career ? Is our planner really any more mature ? Is he

going to be any better equipped ? Will his studies or his inherent capacities be

of a higher caliber at the graduate level than at the undergraduate level ? Per-

haps one of the important questions is, what are the student's economic prob-
lems ? Is he going to be a master planner with a Master's Degree and have such

high ambitions in the salary range that he will end up selling bonds and de-

teriorate into becoming a millionaire or banker ?
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Fourth, there is the conflict between the merit of technical training in the

profession and the broad training in the liberal arts. Will his broad educa-

tional subject matter be sacrificed to "vocational training?" Will we be creat-

ing a handyman rather than a professional ? My answer to this, I realize, is

quite in conflict with one of the statements that has been made by another

speaker. It is that there is danger in starting too broad and specializing after

that. Many people who work in the professions feel that at the start you have a

very callow, very raw product, and perhaps the best method of leading him to

the broad point of view is to let him handle a few of the elementary tools in the

professions. Start him out in the simplest terms, and then let him broaden out

afterwards. Make his graduate work not a study of detail in planning tech-

nique, but rather the understanding of what planning is, in its application to

society as a whole. Let's start him out with education suited to his capacities

and not expect him to read philosophy at the age of four. (The only person that

I ever heard of that did that was Louis Brownlow. But there aren't too many
of us who get off to a flying start at the age of four reading Kant.) I think, in

other words, that probably one of our effective techniques is to start the plan-

ning student in the technical studies and keep reminding him that the door to

broader studies will be opened by the keys of the discipline he is learning.

The problem is complicated further because we are working in an age of

increasing specialization in many fields. Perhaps we must accept that fact as

establishing our fundamental approach to educational technique. We may
have to teach our technical subject matter in such a fashion that there is incor-

porated into it a realization of the broad implications (economic, social, philo-

sophical) of its application to human affairs. We must learn to emphasize the

parallels which exist among seemingly remotely related technical studies. The
musician and the physicist both deal with problems in proportion, rhythm, ex-

tremes and balances. No technical course should be taught solely with the idea

of teaching how to use tools. It must be emphasized that the material is a means

to a high objective which may be defined in another professional field. I think

there is a perfectly good chance that you can breathe a little life into a course in

social theory in a planning laboratory just as easily as a psychology course can

teach a planner a few fundamentals in land use planning.

Fourth, someone may object that the planner may not remain in the practi-

cal field of planning, but may go on to some other work after he gets his degree
in planning. The answer to that is obviously, "so what?" The advantages are

much greater than keeping him in the field if he is not going to be happy there.

He may work in a related field he may serve as a lay member on a planning
board. And even if he doesn't do a lick of planning in any capacity, he re-

mains an understanding and sympathetic "customer."

The fifth common objection to training planners at the undergraduate level

is that we may not get any raw material in the first place. Of course, that may
be true, and so we must depend upon publicity and the recruiting methods of the

university. What if there is no publicity and no glamor ? Well, whose fault is

this ? I think that is a job for the planning profession itself.
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On the other hand, let us examine briefly the advantages in training the

planner at the undergraduate level. What will the end product be ? What sort

of an individual is this going to be that comes out of the undergraduate stamp-

ing mill ?

First, he will be a planner "on purpose" ;
he will be dedicated to planning

with professional pride and integrity, without a hangover from a previous pro-

fession.

Second, he will be a man with a sound academic base. I think that can be

done without discussing details of curricula at this point. I think it is possible

to give a man a broad cultural background, as well as a basis in technique, in

teaching how to prepare and interpret a land use map or a population study.

Furthermore, our end product will be a man with an academic base on which

the broad planning studies at the Master's and Doctor's level can be built. And
he can continue his studies without the sort of excess baggage which training in

a related profession often produces. In my own experience, the courses in

mechanical equipment of buildings taken in architectural school have probably

given me a greater faith in plumbing fixtures than that enjoyed by the average

man, but as a planner, a course in public finance might have proved more help-

ful.

Third, we will have a worker who will be qualified to serve an apprentice-

ship in planning. I like to think of the development of a planner in terms of

the old guild system you have your apprentice and then you have your journey-

man (and Lord knows there are plenty of them now journeying around from

job to job they keep going around the bases like a ball team) . This person

may be particularly well qualified to serve in the smaller municipalities, because

the big city jobs, in some respects, are highly specialized and somewhat unre-

warding and frustrating for a young fellow just coming into the field.

Fourth, and I think this is an important point, we will have a worker who is

content to serve an apprenticeship. He is not going to try to muscle someone

out of the directorship of a big city. He may be eager to learn he may be

even humble in his approach to planning.
And fifth, he even may be a person who has the characteristics of being and

doing which we listed previously. He may have ideals, cultural orientation

and the capacity to enjoy living, even in this somewhat frustrating society in

which we find ourselves.

IV

FREDERICK T. ASCHMAN

Executive Director, Chicago Plan Commission

The most that I can do at this session is to outline for you my own prac-

tices in planning for and filling staff positions. I must make it clear that I

speak to you as a public administrator and not as a trained city planner.

To me the outstanding frailty of city planning organization today is its
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widespread separation from the administration of government. It is then

natural that my opinions on personnel training and selection should empha-
size the place of planning as a part of governmental administration. In select-

ing personnel, and consequently in training, three types of qualification should,

it seems to me, be considered:

1. Those general qualifications which must be present in any planning

job be it city planning, administrative planning, business planning or what-

have-you.
2. A background of specialization.

3. A basic interest in government, its philosophy, responsibilities, and

structure.

Of the first or general type, there are these major acquired qualifications:

Willingness to be disciplined, ability to think, and the ability to speak and

write.

I refer to discipline which is not the crack-of-the-whip kind, but the disci-

pline of accepting routine or unglamorous jobs and doing them well. By
ability to think, I mean not to have the makings of a great philosopher, but

to have been trained to sort out facts and put them to use. By ability to speak
and write, I mean not to be able necessarily to exhort or promote in the grand

manner, but to set forth simple salient features required to meet the purposes
of a report or plan.

These may seem too elementary for higher educational treatment. To me,

they seem sadly overlooked. They are reflected too many times in the re-

searcher who is unable to stick to a task but must be off on a tangent to quench
his own academic thirst for knowledge or in the otherwise capable man who
fumbles for words or rambles before an audience of commissioners or alder-

men and in the voluminous reports which are replete with platitudinous
sacrifices before the altar of "planning principles". (I am quite convinced

that too many planning reports are written with an uppermost thought of

impressing other planners.)
In the controversial area of "generalists" vs. "specialists," I feel strongly

that every working planner should have specialized training or experience,

although this must certainly be accompanied by competent understanding of

the inter-relationships which concern his adaptation of his special knowledge
to the purposes of comprehensive planning.

The practice of associating "city planning" chiefly with land or physical

planning appears to be generally debunked. Even if design is the basic objec-

tive of planning, it is not to be achieved through physical designers alone.

Therefore, it seems to me that the range of specialties must be kept open.
Illustration of this necessity is clear in the field of urban redevelopment.

All over the country, planners are finding that rebuilding a city is a vastly

different process than starting from scratch. They are finding that design
which has not been based upon skillful and understanding social and economic

consideration is utterly impractical and incapable of accomplishment. In this
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instance we certainly need social experts arid economists in our staffs not

physical planners alone.

The very word "generalist" smacks of acquaintance with many things
useful knowledge of none.

Six months ago I asked one of our leading experts on distribution and

availability of planning personnel: "Where can I find a transportation plan-
ner ?" He knew of none. I would have to take a traffic engineer, who is gener-

ally trained to get people or goods from one point to another as fast as possible
under today's conditions, its general effects be damned. Or I would have to

take a "generalist" whose specific knowledge of practical circulation may be

weak or superficial. What I needed and still need was a planner trained

as an engineer but educated and molded by graduate study or experience to

the inter-relationships of city planning. A person well versed in technical

problems but able to conceive his project as a whole without becoming con-

fused in details.

The third qualification seems to me to be the most lacking today. That

is the basic interest in and understanding of government and political relation-

ships and realities.

We hear many glowing statements on the democratization of planning.
Let the people have a voice. Yet one of the very basic reasons for the general

separation of planning from other areas of government is widespread distrust

of elected government officials. Politicians, it is said, are entirely of selfish

interests. Many of us fear that political considerations will more often than

not block our plans for the best interest of the community.
There is, of course, no doubt that "politics" has wrecked many a fine

scheme and often produces what seems to us to be unnecessary delay. But to

me, the place for us to look in these failures is ourselves. Do we have a good

working knowledge of the structure of democracy as it is practiced in our cities ?

I think generally not, and in large part I blame our educators for not getting

across to students the political facts of life. I think one of those basic facts is

that generally politicians actually do represent the current state of mind of

the people they represent. Their selfish interests are usually merely reflections

of popular attitudes.

It is certainly true that government generally lags behind in social and

economic concept. This is true especially of municipal government. And

certainly it is a job of city planners to help overcome that lag. I maintain you
cannot do it by constantly seeking to generate popular pressure behind your

plans. The instances where this is successful are certainly outnumbered by
the successes in direct dealing with elected officials.

Planning education which neglects practical political science is bad. That

which actually fosters a mistrust of regularly constituted government is worse.

Its products are doomed to frustration and failure.

Behind this development of attitudes toward government must, of course,

be fundamental belief in democratic concept. Education should certainly foster
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this belief and combat the tendency of all of us "dogooders" toward pater-

nalism and the benevolent despotism which are potential dangers in the wel-

fare state or the planned state.

Finally, it seems to me that a positive essential in training must be study

of structure of government administration. If planning is basically policy

expressed in design, it is imperative that policy-framers understand not only

the problems of operations but also the legal and organizational basis of

operations. Evidence of the need for this is all around us. Especially is it

evident in the field of federal-local relations. Federal unconcern for municipal

problems is a terrible and growing problem. Yet it is matched by local mis-

understanding of federal responsibilities and how they are derived from and

prescribed by a Congress made up of local representatives.

As government, both local and otherwise, becomes more involved organ-

izationally and assumes greater scope of action it has greater and greater effect

upon people everywhere. If the planner is to be educated to plan for people he

must appreciate and understand the ramifications and even the details of this

great and growing influence.

How to get these qualifications ? I think we must first look at our work

assignments in any department of government.
The beginner is, or should be, given specialized jobs. He does the dirty

work, be he draftsman or fact digger out. As he learns things he wasn't taught
in school, he progresses. Eventually he will be given cracks at jobs involving
decisions which must be based upon complicated relationships, both physical

and political.

From here some will evolve from specialist to generalist. Some will add

special abilities in administration and practical politics (these we will pity for

theirs are to be the headaches). Some will flee back to cloistered halls. Some
will cross over to private practice and peddle plans for profit. Some will remain

as the work-horses, either through incapability to advance or in their wisdom

by selecting their proper spot as they see it.

This seems to me to suggest a pattern of education.

First, there is basic education in the humanities. Enough to get a slant on

life, for there is certainly no room in planning for the neurotic or frustrated.

Here there should be developed the beginning of a breadth of vision, a sense

of social integrity. And at the other end of the spectrum, the fundamental

techniques of speaking and writing.

Second, there is, to follow, the specialists' training. While believing in

the fortification of technique by theory, I have some disdain for the university

pronouncement: "We are not a vocational school." To me it is fraudulent to

voice such a haughty cry without warning to young hopefuls. Granting that

great universities should prepare for living, most of the young graduates who
come to my office are somewhat interested in, but not always equipped, to earn

a living.

Third, there is experience an apprenticeship of seeing the fruits of special-
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ized work welded together comprehensively. Here is the real spot for education

of generalists as the engineer rubs shoulders with the economist and each

learns to value the other and each acquires a knowledge of the other's tech-

niques.

After experience comes graduate study in my book. The applicant who
has worked in his special field before taking up study on the graduate level

has many advantages.

My suggestion is, then, that a degree in City Planning, if any, be marked

by major study in a special chosen field architecture, land economics, politi-

cal economy, public administration, law, or others. The city planning label,

if any, in undergraduate work would then apply to orientation rather than

general survey.

Master's work, it seems to me, could well consist of extension of specialized

training balanced by study of planning relationships, and in every case with

some emphasis upon the workings of government.
Doctoral studies I would be quite content to see entirely of the ivory tower

character, provided they are not part of a rip-roaring race from freshman year

to dissertation not punctuated with experience.

Above all, I feel we must avoid development of planners as a sect with its

own particular creed and dogma and language. I am even wary of "profession-

alization," which is too often a transparent attempt to elevate a group above

the common herd.

You cannot have a sect of your own and survive in government. You can

have only your comprehensive view to mark you, and this will not be a point

of separation but a way to acceptance.

Reporter's Summary

HAROLD TAUBIN

Assistant Planner, Upper Montgomery County

(Maryland) Planning Commission

Two events of historical significance took place at this session. For the

first time at a National Planning Conference, G. Holmes Perkins observed in

his opening remarks, the problem of planning education was raised from the

basement to the ballroom. The second significant detail was the absence of

any acrimonious debate on the subject among the members of the panel. Law-

rence M. Orton (Commissioner, New York City) was later moved to remark

upon the latter and compare the unanimity of opinion among the speakers

at this session with the sharply drawn lines of disagreement at the 1946 Con-

ference.

On the evidence, all of the speakers are fundamentalists (stressing the

importance of speaking, writing, and thinking abilities) ;
idealists (stressing
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the importance of standards and goals) ; pragmatists (stressing the importance
of being able to translate plans into action programs within the context of

existing social patterns) ;
and universalists (emphasizing the wide variety of

specialized fields of interest that should be amalgamated in the planning

process) .

When the floor was opened for discussion Frank Sohn (Toledo-Lucas

County) made a plea for more intensive training in drawing, lettering, and

map making. Most of us do have to begin at the bottom of the ladder, he

said. A student with only a general education is of little use to a planning
office. Drawing is the language of planning and, as such, should receive

greater stress in our schools. Our planning schools should be training young

people who can assume the immediate tasks assigned to the apprentice. The

ability to formulate policy and do the other tasks required around the planning
office will come with time, concluded Mr. Sohn.

Holmes Perkins, in his reply to Mr. Sohn, agreed that the education

pendulum has swung over to the point where more stress is being made upon
the social sciences in this country than in any other part of the world. He
warned, however, against pulling the pendulum back to a former extreme.

What we do need, he suggested, is more balance in the planning curriculum.

The ultimate realization of planning is through the creation of a more satisfy-

ing environment. To this end many different disciplines have a major con-

tribution to make. Formal training in planning, said Mr. Perkins, should

seek to achieve this balance of outlook in the student.

Mr. Antonio C. Kayanan of the Philippines (United Nations, New York

City) pointed out that many countries in the undeveloped areas of the world are

sending their young people abroad to receive their formal planning education

in American schools. He feared that these students are being equipped with

little more than a bag of tricks. Are American universities, asked Mr. Kayanan,

adequately geared to prepare the foreign student for the specific problems he

will have to deal with in his native land ?

Messrs. Wilkens and Abrams answered the question by showing how many
underlying social factors are global in scope. Health, housing, food, education,

and adequate employment opportunities are just a few of the planning con-

siderations that transcend international frontiers. American schools, they said,

are attempting to give the individual student (be he American, Armenian, or

Liverpudlian) the kind of elementary training that can be drawn upon and

put to use regardless of locale. Another important consideration, said Charles

Abrams, is the fact that a student attending a school outside his own country
is helping to create an international standard of values, together with a common

language, for the planning field.

Edward Wilkens, in his paper, referred to himself as a "retread." He

argued that planning has achieved the status of a true profession; that it

should be taught as an undergraduate elective; that it need no longer lean

heavily upon other professions in order to assert its own legitimacy. Holmes
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Perkins, during the discussion period, took issue with this argument. He de-

fended the "retread" architect and engineer, and elaborated on his earlier

thesis that the retreading procedure permits the development of planners who
can appreciate the need for a proper balance between physical, economic, and

social considerations.

John D. Spaeth, Jr. (Director, Seattle City Plan Commission) wanted to

know why the planning schools are not advising their graduates to get some

experience before assuming high executive responsibilities. Dean Perkins

replied that the schools have, in some instances, been advising students to

accept top executive positions when they are offered because: (1) of an in-

dividual student's maturity; (2j the salaries that small communities can

afford to pay their planning directors do not attract experienced professionals ;

and (3) there are, at the present time, more jobs going begging than there

are qualified people to fill them.

Mr. A. P. Greensfelder (St. Louis Metropolitan Planning Association)
then asked what the planning schools are doing to encourage planning within

their own communities. Mr. Wilkens, who in addition to his educational

chores is the Director of Planning for Middlesex County, New Jersey, related

the Rutgers experience. There the students have completed several studies

concerning the redevelopment of New Brunswick's downtown business dis-

trict. Students and faculty at Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, through seminars, public symposia, and field problems, have been

continually subjecting the question of planning for metropolitan Boston to

experimental study and analysis. At Cornell a wealth of basic research has

been assembled on the planning problems of small communities in central

New York State. And the story is virtually the same for every planning school

across the country. The planning faculty of most schools, added Holmes

Perkins, is literally up to its neck in local planning problems both as pro-
fessionals and instructors.

Unfortunately, the panel left another question by Mr. Greensfelder hanging
in -mid-air. He wanted to know whether the universities were granting many
scholarships at the present time. The immediate answer to this can be brief.

Scholarships in planning are few and far between. But this is not all. The
ramifications of the question go beyond the simple consideration of scholar-

ship money.

Planning is today faced with a situation of crises proportions. With the

reservoir of veterans' educational benefits rapidly drying up, the planning
schools can look forward to a significant drop in enrollment. This raises three

questions for our consideration:

1. How can we rouse the interest of young people in the planning pro-
fession so that a steady stream of students for our planning schools will be

assured ?

2. How can we fill the gap left by the curtailment of veterans' benefits

and help qualified young people of limited means to attend a planning school ?
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3. Where does the planning school program belong ?

The following are some possible answers to these questions. They do not

pretend to exhaust the subject.

1. The best place to do the job of rousing the interest of young people
in planning is in the local communities. The best qualified person to do this

spade work is the professional planner through his contact with the young

people in his community and through the vocational guidance program of the

local school system.

2. Assuming an interest, the next question is one of finances. Unfortu-

nately, the cost of obtaining a professional planning degree today is prohibitive.
Inflation has hit the university campus, as it has every other part of our economy.

Many competent and eager young people are going to be barred from the

planning field unless we planners, through our professional organizations,

make sufficient loan-money and scholarship funds available to our planning
schools.

3. Professor Wilkens' answer to the question of where the planning school

program belongs deserves our serious consideration. By accepting the neces-

sity for providing professional training on the undergraduate level, as he pro-

poses, the school will (in effect) be substantially reducing the cost of obtaining
a planning education. With few exceptions (i.e., Rutgers) the emphasis at

the present time is on post graduate work, even at schools where an under-

graduate degree may be obtained. By placing the planner's technical training

on the undergraduate level, Frederick Aschman's injunction that a planner
should have some years of practical experience behind him before he goes on

to graduate work could become standard operating procedure. Undergraduate

training would serve the dual purpose of: (a) enabling qualified college

graduates to obtain work in planning offices; and (b) supply technically

trained personnel for apprentice positions. Under this arrangement the gradu-
ate planning schools would continue to serve their present function of re-

treading and teaching collaboration among the many disciplines that are con-

tributing to planning in America.

The problem of planning education, as the speakers at this symposium so

ably illustrated, is no longer a matter of determining the most suitable core

curriculum. We appear to have arrived at a point of general agreement on

this score. We now need to recognize the new problems that concern "train-

ing the planners we need."



Changing Trends in Industrial Zoning
i

Industrial Requirements

CHARLES SLAYMAN

Former General Industrial Commissioner, Chesapeake 6- Ohio Railway Co.

It is a pleasure to be with you tonight it is always a pleasure for those

of us in the industrial development field to meet with you in the planning
field to discuss matters of mutual interest.

We have many problems in common.
We in the industrial development field have learned that planning is

very important in our work. We also know what a vital part industrial ac-

tivity plays in the economy of most every community. For that reason, we
offer you the benefit of our knowledge and experience ;

for that reason, I am
here tonight.

Through education and contact with you folks, more industrial develop-
ment men are taking a greater interest in planning, not only by being more

helpful, we hope, to you planners, but by serving on planning and zoning
commissions. In my own firm of Cragin, Lang & Co. Mr. Pitkin told you
that I was formerly engaged in railway industrial development work, but now
in the industrial real estate business Mr. Cragin is Chairman of the Cleve-

land Regional Planning Commission, and Mr. Lang is a member of the East

Cleveland Zoning Board of Appeals.

Also, as a result of our contacts with you planners and recognition of our

joint interests, and particularly the feeling on the part of some of us that we
are really striving for the same ends although approaching the problem from

different angles, we felt that some sort of an organization should be set up
to bring about closer cooperation between our groups. Accordingly, the Na-

tional Industrial Zoning Committee was created, composed of representatives
of the six leading national organizations in the industrial development and

planning fields. Harold Miller will tell you more about that committee. I

am proud to be a member of that committee; it has done much, and I know
will do more to bring about cooperation between our groups to the benefit

of all.

We realize the fact that you have a colossal job confronting you ;
we know

that in the allocating of land for industrial use and the setting of standards

for types or classifications of industry, you were dependent upon what condi-

tions existed in industrial operation at that time, and which had existed for

many years.
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But a great change is taking place in industry today. The trend in design
and construction of industrial plants, and even in the operation of them, has

made more progress and advancement than any other class of property. The

type of construction, the plant layout, and the actual operation of the plant
are entirely different and better than they were a few years ago. If Pitts-

burgh or Detroit or Cleveland could be rebuilt industrially, you wouldn't

know the places. The same industry which twenty-five or ten years ago would

have built an unsightly structure today would be housed in an attractive plant,

landscaped in most cases, and even be concerned about the operation of the

plant creating the minimum of nuisance. Industry is becoming aware of its

obligations to the community.
I was very much interested in an article in a recent issue of the Cleveland

Press, written by its Touring Editor who had just made a trip around the out-

lying sections of Cleveland, and was writing about the rapid development now

taking place, both in residences and industrial plants. He wrote about the

many new residences being built, from modest cottages to palatial homes, and

about the large number of new industries, particularly stressing the attractive

structures and landscaping, and the open areas and parking spaces provided

by each plant. He made one very significant remark: "Industry is no longer

ugly in its habitation it is as restless in its architecture as it is in its man-

agement."
That brings out one of the points I want to stress industrial plants as

they are being constructed today are not the industrial plants that we know in

the old areas.

I don't believe it is necessary for me to tell you about the importance of

industry to community life, or to the economy of the community. We know
it is industry that provides the jobs and payrolls and pays a considerable share

of the taxes of the community. With the exception of dormitory towns, or

capitol or university cities, or resort towns, communities must have industries.

The other phases of community life, to a large degree, are incidental thereto.

Therefore, it is so important in your planning to provide adequately for in-

dustry. You planners should consider industrial needs equally as important as

any ;
not just set aside for industry what is left of what is the least desirable,

but provide area for new industries and the expansion of your existing indus-

tries and have this life blood in your community payrolls and taxes.

The requirements of industry are many and varied, but it may be said the

most important of all is a site. A community may meet all the requirements
of an industry seeking a location for a plant, but if a site is not available, it

will not get that new plant. Experience has taught us that industries are de-

manding larger areas for plant sites than heretofore. They are conscious of

the beautification, if you please, of their plant they want it to fit in with the

plans of the community. They provide for a certain amount of landscaping,

off-street parking for their employees, recreational facilities, etc. Many of

the industries we now know in cramped quarters would, if relocated, be on
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much larger sites. The rule of thumb now being used is five to one, or six

to one, or in some industries, as much as ten to one
;
that is, five or six or ten

acres of land for one acre of building, depending upon the type of the industry.

Therefore, I strongly urge you planners to give full consideration to this

area requirement in providing industrial areas, and bear in mind that the same
area as is now occupied by your existing industries would not take care of an

equal number of industries in the new plants of today.
Another very important requirement of industry is transportation, which

has played such a prominent role in our nation's progress.

It is a matter of getting raw materials in and the finished products out.

There are some industries which must have rail facilities; others must have

water facilities; still others require only highway transportation. In your

planning you should give full consideration to the matter of transportation.
The industries which use only highway transportation are not so restricted

as to their location, but those requiring rail or water must be in areas where

those facilities are available, for in most cases it is too expensive, or impossible
to construct new rail or water facilities to new areas. For that reason, full

consideration should be given to providing adequate industrial areas along the

railroads and the waterways.

Topography is also an important item not only in the matter of level

sites for the industrial plant itself, but it so often limits the areas which can be

served by rail or water facilities.

In my opinion, one of the most important requirements of industry is a

friendly attitude on the part of the community. It is something that is very
difficult to measure, but it is very real, and I have seen industries lost to com-

munities for the lack of it. You as planners can do a great deal toward show-

ing industry, and in leading the way for your community to show industry
that it is welcome, by adequately providing areas for the location of new in-

dustries and the expansion of your existing ones. Peculiarly, most industries

do not want to have any part in bringing about a change of zoning to make
a site available for them, even though you as planners and the planning com-

missions are agreeable to making a change. Quite often, an industry will not

consider a site that requires a change in zoning. Therefore, full consideration

should be given by you to zoning these suitable areas industrial at the outset.

We know definitely that industry is on the move; the trend has been

operating for several years since before World War II. Industry is going
from the congested areas of the industrial centers to smaller communities, or

to the outlying areas of the large cities where they will have room for expan-
sion. That is, in a sense, putting every community in the United States in the

market for new industries and branch plant locations. I must tell you that

this industrial development field is highly, very highly competitive. Every
town is competing with every other town ; every state with every other state

;

every railroad with every other railroad
; power companies between themselves,

and the communities which have the sites will be the ones which will get the

industries.
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Industry realizes its responsibilities and obligations in the community life

and is willing to do its share in the betterment of the community. This is

shown by the active part it is taking in stream pollution control and atmosphere

pollution control, and active participation in community planning and other

community activities. As we say in the National Industrial Zoning Committee

booklet, "Industry can be a good neighbor," and as many of you know from

experience, is being a good neighbor in your communities.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity of meeting with you ;
I hope you will

continue to call on us in the industrial development field when we can be

helpful to you.

II

Performance Standards in Industrial Zoning

DENNIS O'HARROW

Director, Youngstown Comprehensive Plan

The expression "performance standard" is taken from building code

terminology. Modern building codes are written more in terms of what ma-

terials and methods of construction will do their performance under stated

conditions rather than in specific descriptions of materials and building
methods. This change has been forced on building commissioners because

of the great number of new materials and designs that have been brought out

in the past ten or twenty years.

The situation in zoning is similar. Zoning administrators are asked to rule

on new land uses, and on new and improved forms of old uses. Our
factories are making new products, are using new production processes, and

are taking on a new appearance. The buildings are kept to a single story.

They are placed well back from the property lines. Factory grounds have neat

lawns and beds of flowers. The buildings are windowless and air-conditioned.

Many modern industrial plants would be an asset to many residential dis-

tricts. Our zoning ordinances need re-working to catch up with our indus-

trial techniques.
Our building codes have passed through three stages. In the first, or

primitive, stage, for example, the code said that a party wall should be made
of brick or stone. It was soon found that there are brick walls and brick walls.

Some of them withstand burning and some do not. It was necessary to state

how you wanted the wall constructed and how thick it should be. This was

the second stage, the specification code. Then along came builders with new
materials : monolithic concrete, cinder block, and so on. They were faster and

cheaper to build, and the proponents claimed they would furnish all the protec-

tion we sought.
When we stopped to think, we found that we actually didn't care what the

wall is made of brick, concrete, steel or tissue paper so long as it is fire-
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proof. So we established a performance code. The party wall must be able to

retain its strength and block off a fire produced under laboratory conditions.

The fire reaches a temperature of 2,000 Fahrenheit in two hours. If the ma-
terial holds up in this test, it is permissible to use it in building a party wall.

Some parts of our zoning ordinances have reached the specification stage
side yards, for example. We don't say "side yards must be furnished," which

would be the primitive stage. Instead, we say "there will be two side yards,

each of which will be not less than five feet in width." This is a specification

standard, because we have specified a minimum acceptable width. It is not

yet a performance standard. We haven't said what we want the house to do,

which is to assure adequate light and air to its neighbor, nor have we set up an

accurate definition of "adequate light and air."

While parts of our zoning ordinance have progressed to specification

standards, there are still parts that are back in the primitive stage. Especially

is this true of our method of handling industrial zoning. The clause that

is best evidence of this primitive stage is probably somewhere in 99 per cent

of existing zoning ordinances. It goes

". . . and any other use that is not objectionable because of the

emission of dust, odor, noise, excessive vibration or other nuisances."

It is not necessary to go into detail on the weaknesses of such clauses. All of

us have recognized the weaknesses and we want to overcome them. Almost

universally we have tried to overcome them by setting up groups of uses that

we think have about equal powers of nuisance generation. We have outlined

districts for "light" and "heavy" industry, but, for the life of us, we can't

give a clear definition of "light" and "heavy." In some cases, we have lim-

ited the horsepower of individual machines on what justification it has never

been clear, except that someone else had done it before. Sometimes we have

limited the number of employees, saying that a laundry employing five persons
is a business and will be permitted in a business district, but that a laundry

employing six persons is an industry and we cannot allow it.

In some places we have improved upon our primitive standards by grant-

ing conditional use permits. We shall permit the industry to locate in the

district it requests if it fulfills certain conditions regarding the handling of

dirty materials, off-street loading, paint spraying, sandblasting, and so on.

Where discretion is vested in a zoning administrator, as it is in Los Angeles,

we have been able to liberalize the unyielding provisions of our zoning or-

dinances in this manner.

It is not intended to leave the impression that our attempts to change
from a primitive ordinance to a specification ordinance are without value.

Although we can go a long way in writing performance standards into our

zoning code, there are several fields in which we will have to continue specifica-

tion standards for many years to come. Again we parallel the modern building

code, which uses performance standards as often as possible, but still carries a
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list of specifications for items on which performance standards are either not

available or not practical.

However, we can move out of the primitive stage at many points in our

zoning regulations. This discussion will be confined to zoning for industrial

uses, but industrial zoning is only one part of zoning control. We can do
much to advance zoning by a critical re-examination of all parts of the ordi-

nance.

We need a more complete definition of performance standard. The ideal

zoning performance standard will substitute a quantitative measurement of an

effect for the qualitative description of that effect that we have used in the past.

It will not use the terms "limited," "substantial," "objectionable," "offensive."

Instead, it will establish definite measurements, taken by standardized methods

with standardized instruments, to determine whether the effect of a particular
use is within predetermined limits, and therefore is permissible in a particular
zone.

This paper will review briefly the outlook for standards in those important
fields in which they are lacking ; state briefly what the performance zoning or-

dinance may do, and finally, suggest how we may advance toward making these

performance standards available for our zoning ordinance revisions.

There are eleven fields in which we need to look for performance standards

for industrial zoning. These are:

(1) Noise (7) Fire hazards

(2) Smoke (8) Industrial wastes

(3) Odor (9) Transportation and traffic

(4) Dust and dirt (10) Aesthetics

(5) Noxious gases (11) Psychological effects

(6) Glare and heat

(1) Noise

The possibility of setting up performance standards for noise appears both

hopeful and difficult. It is hopeful because acoustical research has in the past
few years come up with some new techniques for measuring noise, and with

a new unit of noise called the "sone." Many of you have heard of the older

unit, the "decibel." This is primarily a measure of the pressure created by
sound waves, and will not be superseded in the measurement of the strength of

individual tones. But the technical difference between "sound" and "noise"

particularly the difference between the decibel measurement of sound and the

loudness of noise is a subject that you want to approach only when you are

in the pink of mental condition. The outlook is hopeful because of the

work that is now being completed in Chicago by Professor G. L. Bonvallet of

Armour Research Foundation. Professor Bonvallet has taken enough measure-

ments of the kind of noise that we are interested in street and traffic noise,

industrial noise, transportation noise so that he will soon be in a position
to give us limiting spectra for noise.
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The control of factory noise through zoning is also hopeful because the

most effective means for the muffling of noise is a tool that we have used in

zoning for some thirty-five years setback. Noise is decreased approximately
as the Square of the distance. If the noise of a factory is a certain figure when

you stand at the property line, move the factory twice as far away and the

noise will be down to one-fourth the former intensity. (Don't be too quick to

believe that objectionable noise at ten feet has dropped to a whisper at twenty
feet. Common sense tells us that isn't true. Noise measurements are on a

logarithmic scale, and loudness drops slowly in the upper brackets.) But set-

backs from property lines give us an extremely useful control for noise. And
noise gives us another excellent excuse for setbacks.

The discouraging aspect of performance standards for industrial noise is

that factory noise the noise from industrial processes is not the objec-

tionable part of industrial noises in 95 per cent of our factories. This was

first brought out in the famous New York City noise survey of 1930, in which

factory noise was considered objectionable in only 1 per cent of the cases.

This finding has been reaffirmed several times, most recently in the Chicago
noise survey. Objectionable industrial noise is overwhelmingly due to traffic

and transportation noises trucks coming from and going to the plant, steam

locomotives puffing and diesel engines thundering, box cars switching and

gondolas banging, thousands of self-propelled employees changing shift. The

chance of controlling this type of noise through a performance standard on

noise generation is not good.

Nevertheless, we are going to have to approach our problem from all

angles, and one of these angles is noise. At least 5 per cent of our factories

do create objectionable production noise in addition to the traffic noise they

spawn. Any factory noise adds to the overall noise pattern. It appears that

we are ready to set up definite standards in this field.

(2) Smoke

The second in the list of needed performance standards is a limit on smoke

emission. Here we are in unusually good shape. Because of the strenuous

work that has been done in smoke control over the past decade, we have ex-

cellent standards and simple methods of measurement.

There are two instruments for measuring smoke : the Ringelman chart and

the umbrascope. The simplest and most popular is the Ringelman chart. On
this chart are five designs, each representing a degree of smoke density. When

you are far enough away from the chart, the designs merge into shades of

gray, all except No. 5, which is solid black. The shades are numbered from

1 to 5. Multiply the number by 20 and you get the percentage density of the

design. Thus, No. 1 is 20 per cent, No. 2 is 40 per cent, No. 3 is 60 per cent.

The model smoke control ordinance forbids the emission of dense smoke,
and dense smoke is defined as equal to Ringelman No. 2 or darker. A few

ordinances set the limit at Ringelman No. 3 or darker. We thus have our
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performance standard on smoke emission already worked out for us. All we
have to do is to apply it.

There are, of course, some problems in bringing the smoke standards over

into the zoning ordinance. For example, if our city smoke control ordinance

forbids smoke more dense than Ringelman No. 2, we may want also an area

in which we set No. 1 as the limit, or an area in which we specify no smoke

whatsoever, requiring gas, oil or electricity as a fuel. However, there is no

doubt that we are ready to drop smoke from the ubiquitous list of undefined

nuisances and substitute the clear definition that we have available.

(3) Odor

Thus far, there have been readily at hand some well-tested standards of

measurement. In the field of olfactory offenses, we have to proceed cautiously.

Smell (and its concomitant, taste) is perhaps the most subjective of our

sensations. You just can't measure odor. You can't even describe it, except to

say that it smells like some other odor, or that it is pleasant, indifferent, or

horrible. Odors have been classified in dozens of different ways. Numerous
tries have been made to determine odor profiles, but none of them has quite
come off. There are now some experiments under way to place odors in the

electromagnetic spectrum. These experiments show promise, but results thus

far are not usable.

One approach to odors is through measurements of the threshold of smell,

which are available for a considerable list of compounds. These measure-

ments show the minimum concentration to give the first sensation of odor.

Measurements are made in ounces of the substance per thousand cubic feet

of air. For example: .0011 ounces of hydrogen sulfide, the familiar "rotten

egg" gas, in a thousand cubic feet of air, is the minimum concentration that

can be smelled. Less than this concentration we cannot perceive. There is

a wide variation in the amount of different substances needed for the threshold

of smell. It takes .05 ounces of butylene beta, which is the warning odor used

in illuminating gas. It takes only 18 millionths of an ounce of ethyl seleno

mercaptan, which seems to hold some sort of position as the foulest of all

smells.

A great many substances have had this odor threshold determined. A list

of several hundred, mostly for polysyllabic organic compounds, included, how-

ever, only one of the compounds that constitute the peculiar odor that arises

from a fish-processing plant. This investigation of odors has not exhausted

current knowledge on the subject. At any rate, the list is too long to include,

except by reference, in the ordinary zoning ordinance. Even if accurate

measurement of odor is not now possible, it is only a question of time before

it will be. In the meantime, we have some empirical methods open to us.

There are very few industrial activities in which offensive odor cannot be

prevented from escaping. The odor from our old friends the glue factory,

the slaughterhouse, and the fish cannery can be completely eliminated at

least as far as escape into the atmosphere is concerned. On the other hand,
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there seems to be no prospect, present or future, for the elimination of the

odor nuisance from a stockyard. In the doubtful list we would also have to

put petroleum refining, artificial gas manufacture, and rubber manufacture.

Probably, our best approach to the odor problem is to bar no industry by
name, because of its odor nuisance. Instead, we would specify that in a cer-

tain district, we shall permit no industry to locate that commits an odor nui-

sance. Then perhaps we should have a check-list of industries that have tra-

ditionally smelled bad. We would specify that these industries must present
detailed plans to prove that they are going to eliminate the odor, or we won't
let them operate in this district. Of course, we must not forget that if there

are some industries not yet able to eliminate odors, they must be located

somewhere. We must have a district permitting them to be erected in some,
if not all, of our cities.

(4) Dust and dirt

The fourth in the list of needed standards is one for dust and dirt. The
most frequent source of dirt from our industrial sections is the smokestack,

blowing cinders and fly ash into the air. Here again, we have the work of

the smoke-abatement pioneers. They have definitely stated that they would
not tolerate fly ash in excess of "0.3 grains per cubic foot of flue gas at a

stack temperature of 500 Fahrenheit." This standard would not be difficult

to incorporate into our zoning regulations. Again, we may wish to set different

limits such as .2 grain or .1 grain.

As for other kinds of dust and dirt, there are at present no standards to

determine a permissible amount of pollution. Here, the solution may be the

same as that suggested for odors. We would not list any industry by name.
In those districts that we wish to keep free of dirt, we would require satisfac-

tory proof that an industry will be able to keep all dust and dirt confined

within the walls of the building. If there be any industry which cannot keep
its dirt to itself, we'll need to find a district for it somewhere down-wind.

However, there is probably no industry conducted within a building that now-

adays needs to pollute the air with dirt.

(5) Noxious gases

By noxious gases is meant those gases which are relatively odorless, but

which can, in sufficient concentration, be dangerous to plant and animal life.

Hydrogen sulfide, the rotten-egg gas that was mentioned previously, is quite

poisonous. But, like the rattlesnake, it warns you before it strikes; the un-

mistakable smell telegraphs the presence of hydrogen sulfide in advance of

toxic proportions.
When we are considering our standards for zoning ordinances, we should

not forget that there is another body of law that is always in operation the

law of nuisance. While this research on the subject, to a layman, leads to the

belief that it is all quite unclear as to what is nuisance and what is not nuisance,

there is no doubt that the discharge of a poisonous gas in toxic quantities is
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definitely a nuisance. As such it will be promptly abated. Therefore, it is

probably unnecessary to concern ourselves with clear nuisance in zoning.

One way of looking at our zoning regulation of some of these matters is

to say that we are trying to regulate processes so that they never become nui-

sances. Standards for toxic concentrations of gases are easily available. Car-

bon monoxide, for example, is dangerous to human life at about 2,000 parts

per million. The maximum safe concentration permissible in plants is set

at 100 p.p.m. This is about the concentration found on a heavy traffic street.

Although we might prefer to forbid the release into the atmosphere of any
noxious gas, it is unlikely that this can be accomplished. We may have to

relegate the poison gas producers to the same district as the odor producers.
The work we need to do here is to examine industries that are noxious gas

producers, to see whether the escape of such gas can be completely elim-

inated. If it cannot, then we have at hand definite standards that should

be comparatively easy to adapt to zoning regulations.

(6) Glare and heat

The steel industry is the most spectacular producer of glare and heat. To
watch a Bessemer converter blow off from some safe distance does not offend

you. On the contrary, it fills you with awe and respect. Living close to it is

not nearly so thrilling. The intensity of the light at night is great enough
to make the neighborhood within several blocks as light as day. But the es-

tablishment of new blast furnaces and Bessemer converters is infrequent

enough, and it presents so many special problems, that the glare and heat

nuisance will never be a crucial consideration.

On the whole, this is a minor problem. It would probably arise most

frequently from welding operations and acetylene torch cutting. Here we
can get a performance standard actually a prohibition. Such operations
shall be performed so that they may not be seen from outside the property.

This would mean that they would be inside a building where they could not

be seen from outside. Or, if it is necessary to work outside, as it may be in

scrap metal operations, the work will be behind a tight fence.

(7) Fire and safety hazard

In most of our cities we have, in our building code or our fire code, a list

of "special hazards," operations and processes that are held to be unusually

dangerous. These uses are customarily forbidden anywhere within our first

"fire zone."

If these special hazards were adopted into our zoning regulations, there

might be some advantage in coordinating fire zones and land use zones.

However, the disadvantages of using the typical "special hazard" list outweigh
the advantages. For example, you will probably find "paint spraying" and
"fireworks manufacture" on the same list. Although we may wish to pro-
hibit both of these operations in our first fire district, we can't afford to treat

them as equal in setting up our industrial zoning regulations.
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What was in our minds when we wrote into our zoning ordinance that

industries might be objectionable because of fire hazard ? It wasn't to protect
the hazardous industry from itself, because wherever it locates it will still be
hazardous to itself and its own employees. The answer, of course, is that we
wished to protect the neighbors, to offer assurance to any present or future

manufacturer that he could locate in this area without fear of having a

hazardous plant come in next door to him. How can we measure this po-
tential danger ?

In fire insurance ratings we have a great body of practical experience to

draw on for the answer to this question. Fire insurance rates are established

by experienced technicians using a schedule that is a kind of score card. There
are several schedules in use throughout the country, but the best one is known
as the "Analytic" schedule.

Briefly, in the Analytic schedule, the cost of insurance starts with a base

rate for the individual city, to which rate are applied several factors in the

form of percentage. Some of the factors increase the cost of the insurance

and others decrease the cost. The factors fall in four major groups:

(1) Building construction

(2) Occupancy

(3) Exposure

(4) Condition

Of these, all but "condition" can be determined before the plant is built.

The effect of type of building construction on the insurance rating is well

known. The completely fire-proof building carries the lowest rating costs

the least to insure and frame construction carries the highest rating.

Occupancy factors, which are of particular interest to us in zoning, depend
solely on the use to which the building is put, without regard to the type of

building construction, or the exposure of the building because of surrounding
hazardous conditions. These factors range from zero i.e., nothing added

because of the occupancy for ordinary offices, to as much as 245 per cent

additional for bottling acetylene gas, or even more for other occupancies.

Occupancy factors also take into account special features in a plant, such as

the use of inflammable gas, enameling operations, and so on.

The third group of factors used to rate the fire hazard of a building covers

the exposure of the building to nearby hazards. Since we are interested in

setting a standard by which we can predetermine the acceptability of a given

use, we are interested in the exposure hazard that the new plant brings in and

not the one that it encounters when it gets there.

The rating factor applied for "condition" cannot be determined in advance

of the construction and use of a building. It is based on housekeeping and

general maintenance after the building is actually in use. Although it is im-

portant in arriving at the cost of insurance, it is not necessary to establish

zoning standards.
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In fire insurance rating, we have a method of setting up a definite numeri-

cal standard by which we can judge fire hazard. It is not going to be easy to

set these numerical standards, but it does offer a chance to get away from nam-

ing names, and still be quite definite as to what we consider appropriate for

our different industrial zones. We are interested in the hazard to other in-

dustries that our permitted uses will create. Therefore, we should recognize
that there is no fire hazard we might create that cannot be eliminated by dis-

tance. We return to our old zoning tool setbacks from property lines. Un-

doubtedly, the required setbacks to eliminate fire hazard caused by certain uses,

such as gasoline tank farms, are going to be so great that economic necessity

will force these uses to locate in our less valuable districts. This is as it should

be, since it tends to direct the more intensive uses to the better locations.

There are some weaknesses in insurance rating schedules, but there is an

opportunity to improve our zoning regulations by using them intelligently.

(8) Industrial sewage wastes.

A municipal sewerage system is, or should be if it isn't, planned for a long
time in the future. In some rare instances it may be possible to expand the

system laterals, mains, interceptors, disposal works easily for any part of

the city. But in the majority of cities, the sewerage system is a miscellany of

sections, some of which can handle more sewage than they are taking, others

that are up to or over capacity, still other sections that cannot be expanded

economically. So it is quite important that we plan our industrial areas with

the present and potential sewerage system in mind.

Industrial sewage differs from the other subjects covered thus far, in that

it is not necessarily a nuisance. Of course, industrial waste discharged raw

into a stream can be a nuisance. However, it is assumed that state and local

health laws are effective in preventing this. If they are not, the zoning ordi-

nance cannot be a satisfactory substitute. Delineating industrial zones based

on the capacity of the sewerage system is primarily a land planning problem.

Still, the principal tool for carrying out the land plan is the zoning ordinance.

Industrial sewage standards should be in it.

Fortunately, we have excellent methods of measuring industrial wastes

and in estimating them before the plant is built. For example: the production
unit in a slaughterhouse is one hog. A steer is 21/2 hog-units. The amount

of industrial waste accompanying the slaughter and preparation of one hog
can be converted to a population equivalent. It is equal to the domestic sew-

age waste of 2.43 persons. A slaughterhouse with a daily capacity of 1,000

hogs, or 400 steers, throws the same load on a sewerage system as would a

population of 2,430 persons, or about six hundred families. The average

cheese factory has a population equivalent of 2,000 to 3,000 persons; the

average tannery has an equivalent of 18,000 to 20,000 persons; a beet-sugar

factory equals 65,000 to 125,000 persons, depending on the process.

We have practically all the basic information that we need for industrial
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waste standards. When we set them up in our zoning ordinances, they will

probably take the form of density regulations. Thus, for an area in which

we have ample sewerage, we might permit industrial waste up to a population

equivalent of 1,000 per acre. In another area we might have to limit the waste

to a population equivalent of 50 persons per acre.

Again, we are setting a performance standard. Just as soon as a meat

packer can demonstrate that his process causes industrial wastes with a popu-
lation equivalent of only one person per hog-unit instead of two persons per

hog-unit, than we can allow him to build on half the amount of land that we
now think he needs.

(9) Traffic and transportation.

As mentioned previously under the heading of "Noise," the largest part
of industrial noise comes not from the factory itself, but from the various

transport operations connected with it. For 95 per cent of our factories, the

noise from machinery is not objectionable. In fact, it is probable that if we

lumped together factories that might be objectionable because of plant noise,

odor, fire hazard, industrial sewage, dust, noxious gases, glare and heat, we
still wouldn't have over 20 per cent of our factories. But for factories that

might be objectionable because of the traffic they generate, the figure is so

close to 100 per cent that the difference is not worth worrying about.

A good illustration of the lag in our thinking about zoning is the infrequent
mention of the traffic generating potential of a particular land use. In this we
find that our lay citizens are ahead of us. All you need to do is sit in on the

hearing of a request to extend the boundaries of an industrial zone. You will

find that the possibility of increased traffic bothers the neighbors more than

any other aspect of industry in the neighborhood.
Traffic and transport are not objectionable per se. Again, it is the effects

of traffic that bothers us. It is the noise of roaring trucks and banging switch

engines. It is the poisonous carbon monoxide pouring from the exhaust of

motor vehicles. It is the smoke and cinders belching from steam locomotives.

It is the street hazard created by autos of employers streaming to and from

work. It is the pre-emption of parking space by those same autos. It is the

driving hazard caused by improper loading berths. It is the dirt raised, even

from concrete streets, by thousands of wheels. In fact, the effects of traffic

include most of the annoyances for which we are trying to set up our industrial

performance standards. In arriving at standards for traffic, we need some

basic thinking. Performance standards, as we have talked about them hereto-

fore, are one step removed from the problem. For example: we have studies

that show doubling the number of motor vehicles will increase the noise level

about 3 decibels, which corresponds to about a 40 per cent increase measured

in sones. If the number of vehicles remains the same, but the percentage of

commercial vehicles doubles, we get about the same increase 3 decibels, 40

per cent increase in sones. This gives us an idea of the overall effect of added
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traffic, and points up the annoyance power of commercial vehicles. It is hardly

suitable, however, as a standard to write into a zoning ordinance.

Again, we have seen that we have quite definite standards on smoke

production. These standards can be applied to railroad locomotives. But

the control of locomotive smoke is not properly a responsibility of the in-

dustry served by that locomotive (unless it is an industrial locomotive

owned by the plant).
From the viewpoint of semantics, it may be that our standards on in-

dustrial traffic will be called "specification" rather than "performance,"
but the distinction is not too important. The important point is to get some
method of describing the limits in traffic generation that we wish to set up
for a given district.

Our first step is to list the aspects of traffic and transport that we wish

to recognize. There are probably a great many ways in which we could

list these aspects. The following appears to be one for which we have

background to set standards.

a) Amount of employee traffic, based on number of employees and

number of shifts.

b) Amount of truck traffic, based on maximum daily truck-loads of

raw materials in and finished products out.

c) Railroad traffic, based on daily carloads in and out.

d) Off-street parking space, based on number of employees, and num-
ber of company vehicles.

e) Off-street loading docks, based on daily truck-loads in and out.

For the last two of these, off-street parking and off-street loading, mod-
ern ordinances now include regulations. These are still rule-of-thumb

provisions, but from experience and from the National Industrial Zoning
Committee survey, we may be able to improve them.

With the other items in the list, we are going to have some trouble.

In setting limits on number of employees, we run head-on into the weak-

ness present in our attempts to limit industrial activity in commercial

districts. It isn't reasonable to say that a plant with 100 employees is all

right, but one with 101 employees is objectionable. We may be able to get
around this by specifying density of employment 20 employees per acre of

ground, for example. In this way we would spread out the focus of traffic gen-
eration.

A provision in the new residence-industry district in Cleveland is that

industries locating in the district must operate only one shift and may not

operate on Sundays, normal business holidays, or at night. This is an ex-

cellent method for reducing the objection to integrating industry into

residence districts.

Standards for materials and products transportation are also going to

be difficult to establish. A provision in the proposed New York City reso-

lution states :
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"Whatever merchandise is received and shipped has a high value in re-

lation to its size and weight, so that very little trucking traffic will be gen-
erated."

This points toward one method of measurement. Here also, a density
measurement may be possible truck-loads or carloads per day per acre.

The zoning ordinance is only part of the technique for handling indus-

trial traffic. We must provide the industrial district with thoroughfares,

proper truck routes and good mass transportation. The best way to keep
a horde of auto-driving industrial employees off neighboring residential

streets is to provide them with more attractive methods of getting to and

from the factory, preferably in public transit, or at least on well-designed

major thoroughfares.

(10) Aesthetics.

It may be questioned why aesthetics is included as one of the regula-

tions that should be imposed on industrial buildings. Many new factories

are handsome, intelligently-designed examples of functional architecture.

They are set well back from the street in grounds that have been decently

landscaped and that are carefully maintained. But not all new plants are

built that way. In spite of the obvious advantages in employee satisfaction,

as well as in company advertising and community relations, we still have

industrialists who want to build an architectural monstrosity that covers

every square inch of land. And, of course, they can always find an architect

to help them.

The truth is that the great majority of our existing factories are eye-

sores and unnecessarily so. in most cases. In spite of the fact that

aesthetic control is not yet universally accepted, there are a number of legal

decisions that recognize the right to control the appearance of buildings.

If this were not enough, we need only note the voice of the people as

expressed at zoning hearings and in aesthetic control ordinances. As usual,

our supreme courts lag behind the wish of the citizens, but they will

eventually catch up.
If we are going to re-think our industrial zoning, we should recognize

aesthetics. This is particularly true if we wish to bring industry up out of

the dumps and wastelands and house it among more pleasant surround-

ings. The more pleasant surroundings are now the domain of residences.

Like Caesar's wife, industries are going to have to be completely without

sin if they hope to live side by side with decent folk.

No attempt will be made to analyze aesthetic standards, partly because

they are pretty hazy. For our purpose, they will call for simple regulations,

specification standards pretty much the same as we now use in residence

districts. We should have front yards, side yards, height regulations and

prohibition of monstrous advertising signs. For those combined residence

and industrial districts that we shall develop some of these days, we may
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need review of the plans by a municipal art commission. We should not

have much difficulty writing these regulations, nor in getting them ac-

cepted.
The avant garde may think these are feeble suggestions for aesthetic con-

trol. Compared with the complete anarchy that we now permit in indus-

trial zones, they will be a long step forward.

(11 ) Psychological effects.

When it comes to regulating uses on the basis of psychological effects,

it is difficult to find a method of measurement. Even to illustrate, it is

necessary to speak of definite uses. The clearest cases of land use objec-
tionable because of psychological effects are those connected with the dis-

posal of the dead. Crematoria have never been, and probably never will be,

accepted as harmless. People just don't like the idea. They always express
fear of odors. Yet for the past fifty years there does not appear to be one

case of a crematorium having created the faintest suspicion of a nuisance.

In all probability there will never be such a case in the future.

The same psychological distaste exists for funeral homes and ceme-

teries, although not to the same degree. There is also strong dislike for

mental and contagious disease hospitals, and for prisons of all kinds. The
dislike has no connection with any annoyance created by the uses.

The uses named are not industries, although some zoning ordinances

have tried to relegate crematoria and mental hospitals to industrial dis-

tricts. However, we are undoubtedly going to face the same psychological

antipathy for certain industries. The recent struggle in Detroit shows that

no matter how sweet and clean we make a slaughterhouse, a lot of people
don't want it for a neighbor. There are some other industries that people
don't like, including glue factories, breweries, distilleries, and tanneries.

It may seem that this worry is unnecessary; that these psychological
nuisances are principally ones that create odor pollution and haven't shown
much interest in cleaning up the smell. They will be permitted only in dis-

tricts in which we allow a certain amount of odor to escape, and those

districts will be as far down-wind as we can put them.

The concern is not, however, without grounds. In the first place, the

example of the slaughterhouse is correct slaughterhouses can be and are

being cleaned up. Properly designed, they do not create an odor nuisance.

In the second place, there are very few industries that seem hopeless in

their efforts to eliminate odor. Some day only the hopeless ones will be

allowed to perfume the air. Those uses mentioned are not among the

hopeless.

Finally, if our zoning ordinance is to function as we should like it to

function, industries will be judged only on the effects they produce, and

any industry will be permitted to go into any industrial district including
a combined residence-industry district if it can comply with our stand-
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ards. This means that if the slaughterhouse meets the standards, it will be

able to move into our combined district. You can be sure that this possi-

bility will be pointed out by the citizens that are fighting the adoption of

our modernized zoning ordinance.

As stated at the beginning, no method has been found of setting

up standards to cover this subject. Perhaps we can assume that psychologi-
cal hazards will be present in only the combined residence-industry dis-

trict (but the Detroit slaughterhouse case contradicts that). For that com-

bined district we may always have to prohibit certain industries by name.

This completes a brief coverage of the outlook for new performance
standards. In general, what can we expect in the zoning ordinance of the

future ?

The ideal regulation of industry would mention no industry by name.

Of course, if the above analysis of psychological hazard is correct, there

will be exceptions. Except for the exceptions then, our zoning ordinance

will merely set up the standards for each zone, and any industry that can

meet those standards will be permitted to locate in that zone. What we
should work for is the elimination of named industrial uses for different

zones. Our present ordinances truly smack of discrimination. The situa-

tion is quite similar to establishing separate residential zones for white,

yellow and black; or for professional, white collar and labor.

A suggestion like this should not be left hanging in the air. It is about

the same as making a city plan and not polishing it off with a capital im-

provement program. A specific recommendation is that either ASPO or

the National Industrial Zoning Committee appoint a committee (or a

sub-committee, as the case may be) which will be charged with the study
of industrial zoning performance standards in detail. The committee

should be small at first, perhaps three members. The three members would

outline their objectives and methods. Then they would expand by ap-

pointing sub-committees to work in selected fields. On each sub-commit-

tee there would be at least one person familiar with zoning and at least

one person technically qualified in the subject assigned to the sub-com-

mittee in noise, or odors, or industrial waste, etc.

The sub-committee would report back to the parent committee, recom-

mending standards; suggesting appropriate wording for zoning ordi-

nances, or reporting the need for additional research, where that is neces-

sary. The sub-committee reports could then be assembled to make the

first manual of performance standards in industrial zoning.

Within a year, such a committee could undoubtedly make recommenda-

tions on industrial zoning that would revolutionize our procedure.
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III

National Industrial Zoning Committee Survey

HAROLD MILLER

Executive Director, Tennessee State Planning Commission

The story that I am going to tell you is a story of collaboration. Several

years ago, enough interest was generated in the general subject of indus-

trial zoning to warrant the initiative being taken to do something about

it. I will not go through details of the beginning of the organization or

of getting people interested. Suffice it to say that the National Industrial

Zoning Committee is composed of as diverse a group of people as the

American Industrial Development Council, the American Institute of

Planners, the Association of State Planning and Development Agencies,
the Society of Industrial Realtors, the American Society of Civil Engineers,
American Railway Development Association. All of these are national in

scope all of them have come together as constituent agencies collaborat-

ing in the National Industrial Zoning Committee, and the common de-

nominator of the whole effort is industrial zoning, as you might well

imagine.
We have done a lot of work, but we have done some scrapping. You

get folks together ranging from the most idealistic planners to those most

hot in pursuit of a commission on a piece of real estate, and there is likely

to be a difference of opinion. But we have gotten along together, and have

made real progress.
It's rather like the story they tell of the man in East Tennessee who

had been sitting in the waiting room of the hospital for a while. The nurse

came in and said, "Your wife has gone to the delivery room." He said,

"Thank you very much." In about an hour she came back and said, "You
have a boy." He said, "Thank you very much." About an hour later she

came back and said, "Your wife and son are back in the room you may
visit them now if you wish." He said, "Thank you very much," and con-

tinued to sit there. She returned and said, "Don't you want to see your
wife and boy?" He said, "Well, I wouldn't mind seeing my boy, but my
wife and I haven't spoken for two years." She looked horrified and said,

"O, well then this isn't your boy?" He replied, "We aren't that mad."

In one of our deliberations somewhat over a year ago, there was a rail-

road man who indicated that he was relatively unfamiliar with zoning, but

he wondered if it would be possible under zoning to arrange the zones so

that either airports would be so far from the city, or allow the airports to

become so hazardous that no one would use them. This viewpoint led to

the decision to translate those twelve principles on which we had succeeded

in reaching an agreement into an expanded statement brief, concise, read-

able and publish it in a booklet. The booklet has been published, and is
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in its second 10,000*. This has been done on a self-sustaining basis, fi-

nanced by sales alone.

Aside from the agreement and the meeting on common grounds of

these diverse elements, I think that it is of significance that the organiza-
tions that they represent all have gone on record as accepting and endors-

ing this material. It is unusual for that number of national organizations,
each with its own special interests, to come together on such a statement.

What is of further interest is the extent to which people who know of the

publication are using it. Just this noon an example came to my attention.

One of our worthy colleagues, Ken Schellie, is doing some consulting work
in a particular locality in northern Indiana. In connection with some zon-

ing work there, he wrote to all eleven of the railroads crossing the county

telling them what was afoot, and asking them for any expressions of opin-
ion that they had in the zoning of lands that would bear relationship to

their business. Seven of the eleven railroads, he tells me, replied, includ-

ing in their reply a copy of this pamphlet.
Now I have yet to discover a product where the planners have taken a

substantial part in its production which is as enthusiastically being used by
railroads and other people definitely outside the planning profession as

has this little pamphlet.
We would like to think that the work we have done thus far is only a

beginning. In our conversations as a committee, we have repeatedly visual-

ized and endorsed the idea of a zoning kit which we hope can be produced
within the next year or so and given truly wide distribution to all elements

within the community to planners, to citizens, to industry, to railroads, to

city governments, and so on. All can have some common understanding

against which they can measure their interest and use for their guidance in

the zoning work.

Among these Principles, and tying in with remarks of both of the men
who preceded me, recognition is given in Principle Five to the general con-

cept that industry will require larger areas in the future, and that good

zoning should take this into account. Mr. Slayman touched upon that and

suggested that sites should be five, six or ten times the area of the build-

ings. It's very well to say, "Now in our town, there is such and such an

industry that requires such and such a relationship," and someone else

may make similar contributions, but you still don't have a statistical basis

for the evaluation of the performance of modern industry of various types

in the establishment of sites and in the provision of relationships between

site area and floor area. The Committee proposes to develop such a statisti-

cal basis.

Then, and much more closely allied to the field of Mr. O'Harrow's

presentation, Principle Six reads in this way: "There is a need for a re-

classification of industry based on modern manufacturing processes and the

* Editor's Note: The third printing of 10,000 copies was run in November.
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prevailing policy of plant construction, so as to determine the desirability

or lack of desirability for inclusion in a certain area." It is further stated,

"there is a real need and a real opportunity for service through exacting

study and ingenious development of formulas for realistic classification of

industry to secure its best distribution under zoning." If Mr. O'Harrow

will allow the material that he has presented tonight to be utilized by the

National Industrial Zoning Committee, he will have rendered it a great

service, and, to a large extent, insured its rendering service to you and to

your community.
Without awaiting his findings, we have put to work some of the con-

stituent organizations in the National Industrial Zoning Committee, and

primarily through those people who are active in industrial plant location,

or are active in the real estate aspects of industrial establishments, we have

circulated some thousands of questionnaires, rather comprehensive in na-

ture, to industries throughout the country. The one stipulation is: these

shall be industries occupying properties created and erected since 1945.

We aren't interested in the rehash of the old industrial plants that located

within belt distance of a waterfall. We are interested in modern industry
and its characteristics, and the performance standards it has set up. We
can then turn back to zoning, able to establish modified standards that we
know will be largely applicable to modern industry.

Let me give you a little parallel. In our section of the country, it was

perfectly unheard of to require any off-street parking for customers in con-

nection with business establishments, until Sears Roebuck and some others

began to install parking lots of their own volition and because it was good
business. When that precedent was set on a voluntary basis by responsible
business in the community, then it greatly facilitated the passage of ordi-

nances embodying standards for the provision of off-street parking in con-

nection with other businesses, cutting off the water, so to speak, on the

chislers of parking areas, to the point where we have measurably cleaned

up our traffic situation.

May I give you a few of the high points of the contents of this ques-

tionnaire, in order that you may better understand what is going forward :

In each, the plant will be identified by product. The area of the site will be

given, and an evaluation of whether this site is adequate in the eyes of the

particular plant management. Questions are included on the ground area

covered by buildings, the height of buildings, storage facilities for fuel,

raw materials and finished products, eating and athletic facilities, if any.

We ask about the loading facilities, the parking facilities for employees,

company vehicles and customers, and the number or per cent of employees
who live within walking distance, who use public transportation, or who
drive a private car. The questionnaire covers type of power used, fuel used

for heating ;
water quantities and what it is used for

;
the method of waste

disposal. We are asking the number of machines by horse power, number
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of machines by types, such as punch presses, stamping mills, circular saws,
rock crushers, and so on, with the idea of determining noise or vibration.

The interviewer in each case is requested to observe and investigate the

amount of noise, vibration, odor, dust, smoke, and so on, at a point ap-

proximately 150 feet beyond the premises. That is a kind of sampling into

the effects on the neighborhood. We are asking about the method of

movement of goods, quantity of goods moved in and out; we are asking
what methods of transportation for this particular industry are absolutely

vital, in other words, rail facilities, harbor facilities, unusually large power
supply, and so on. We have, in a great many of our cities, a lot of indus-

tries on waterfronts, but many of those industries could as well, I believe,

if we knew the facts, be located somewhere else. Meanwhile, industries

absolutely needing waterfront space, either because they use large quantities
of water, or because they need the harbor facilities for the handling of com-

modities, have to go somewhere else, or have to accept a competitively un-

favorable site, simply because there isn't the waterfront space available. We
wouldn't presume to move those wasteful waterfront plants that are already

there, but rather, as planners, we want to guide industry into the proper loca-

tion, and at the same time preserve those sites for the types of industries which

need them.

That, in general, is the type of approach that we are making. We had

hoped that it would have been possible to have analyzed a sufficient num-
ber of those questionnaires so that my presentation tonight could have

been much more informative and factual.

Reporter's Summary

MILBURN FORTH

Secretary, Industrial Development Council, Urban Land Institute

Had the country arrived at the state of economic maturity that was

widely accepted some time ago, the subject of trends in zoning for indus-

try would hardly have attracted the interest of planners to the degree evi-

denced by the attendance at this session of the conference. The last decade,

marked by drastic changes in the size of industrial facilities as well as by
the development of new ways of producing and distributing what is turned

out, brought more responsibilities to those who were attempting to mold
the pattern of location for economic activity than they were frequently

prepared for. Today, some of the pressures from commercial and indus-

trial development besetting planners in communities that have sought to

provide some sort of rational distribution of land uses are beginning to

appear as assets worth cultivating. In the process of discovering how to

cope with the results of all the shifting, expansion and new kinds of es-

tablishments that represent somebody's investment, the planning profes-
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sion is managing to make an impression on those who create the city

planning problems connected with business and industry.

Certainly, the members of the panel conveyed the feeling that com-

munity planning has some sensible solutions to conflicts between the dif-

ferent types of land use. To the industrial user looking for elbow room,
as well as for the conveniences found in a going community, the planner
can offer transportation patterns that minimize congestion, an attractive

community that makes living there worthwhile, as well as a protected in-

dustrial area that provides an incentive to good housekeeping. On the

other hand, the technical developments in industry have provided the

planner with some scientifically arrived at standards as well as equipment
which he can use to support measures intended to advance the sought-for

planning goals.

The chairman of the industrial zoning session, Dr. Francis Pitkin,

Executive Director of the Pennsylvania State Planning Board, could doubt-

lessly have dwelt at length on some of the problems of reconciling local

eagerness for industrial growth with the practical problems of a commu-

nity's handling of the commercial and industrial facilities already in ex-

istence. He could point to the example of the Republic Steel Company's

obtaining needed space through the aid of planning agencies interested in

ending the blight engendered by the mixture of poor housing and cramped

industry. The resultant addition of over a million tons of steel to Pitts-

burgh capacity could be counted as an economic gain for that area.

Mr. Charles Slayman, speaking with the experience of many years of

industrial development, readily admitted that people in his position had

no list of requirements readily available that could be given to planning

agencies as a guide to what they might do to meet the needs of an industry
in a general community plan. He pointed out that planners had been

forced to depend on existing conditions of industry as a basis for setting

standards for what might be. These conditions have changed so drastically

as to require a more informed analysis of what is likely to develop out of

present trends in industry in order to fit the various parts of a city together

successfully.

From the standpoint that the payrolls and taxes provided by industry
are the basis for a community's existence, all other phases of a community's
existence are incidental, except for the relatively few restricted "dormi-

tory" communities. Greater opportunities for amalgamating industrial sec-

tions with other areas within cities have been opened by the new architec-

ture of industry, and by provisions for off-street parking, landscaping and

the acquisition of larger sites offering expansion possibilities.

The demand for larger sites characteristic of many current develop-
ments has had a broad effect on community planning. It has put almost

every community in the country in the picture as a possible location for

industry, provided they had something to offer in the way of sites. The
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result is greater competition between communities for the economic sup-

port that industry brings, and greater responsibility on the part of plan-

ning agencies to aid in the development of such advantages as the com-

munity might offer without sacrificing other planning goals.
Mr. Harold Miller brought to the discussion concrete evidence of

progress gained by the joint efforts of those concerned with industrial

development and with community planning. Pointing to the work of the

Joint Industrial Zoning Committee as an effort to set forth some basic

principles, Mr. Miller explained the need for permissive zoning for in-

dustry that would make the method of operating, rather than the product,
the standard for establishing zoning regulation. He pointed out that the

allocation of land uses also carried with it the responsibility for preserving
for the most important use community resources that are more or less

limited. For instance, the use of waterfront property by industries not

needing transportation thus afforded may be hampering opportunities for

the types of industries that could make good use of such facilities. Good
planning could also make areas adjacent to railroad right of ways avail-

able to industry by routing highways so that they do not cut off the prop-
erty from accessible railroads.

The discussion by these speakers of ways of handling some of the

recognized needs of industry in relation to community planning was well

designed to encourage confidence on the part of the planners that what

they had to offer to industry was not being tendered in vain.

The paper presented by Dennis O'Harrow on performance standards in

industrial zoning gave a concise account of what it is about industry that

has been the target of most zoning regulations. He showed that some of

the technology available to industry might be put to work in zoning regu-
lations to measure and control the unfavorable effects of industry upon the

community. This paper was appreciated by those who heard it presented as

a real contribution in the quantitative, as well as qualitative, analysis of a

planning and zoning problem. The accounting of nuisance factors to be

controlled and the information on the status of investigations into methods
of measuring them has opened the way for the kind of efforts by both

planners and industry that can lead to devices that advance the com-

munity's planning aims.

That members of the audience had a few questions on their minds

about how to accomplish some of the recommended goals of combining
industrial and residential land uses, and for protecting industrial areas

from encroachment by the latter, was evident from the discussion that fol-

lowed the speakers' presentations. Experiments with the performance type
of zoning ordinances in several communities in New York and in Tennes-

see were described to show that a start along the lines recommended by
Mr. O'Harrow had been made. The protection of industrially zoned areas

from encroachment by traditionally "higher" uses presents some problems
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whose safest solution has so far been seen in the organization of commu-

nity development corporations to hold land for industrial use.

A general comment on the session might include the observation that

city planning has reached the stage where industrial expansion is regarded
not as fortuitous, but as inevitable, and that the planner need no longer re-

gard his work as susceptible to change without notice from industry, for

the latter has become conscious of its stake in good community develop-
ment.



Regional Planning

i

Problems of Suburban Communities

HENRY FAGIN

Director, Northern Westchester Joint Planning Program

Suburban communities share many of the problems that trouble urban and

rural communities. They face certain special problems, however, because they

are neither wholly urban nor rural. These problems derive from the situation

of being at the fringes of a metropolitan area and therefore in a state of poten-
tial transition from rural to urban no longer promising a stable future in

farming, but not yet functioning as part of the urban complex. The future of a

particular portion of the metropolitan fringe is not precisely forseeable ;
it can

be forecast only in the very broadest of outlines.

The Nature of the Suburban Fringe

Everything that is known about a fringe area is apt to be in terms of its

rural past and therefore of limited use for gaining an understanding of the

urban future. Local records and the available United States Census data, alike,

are geared to the former agrarian needs. The smallest geographical unit for

which data may be obtained is likely to be a town, twenty or more square miles

in extent, whether its population be a few hundred persons or many thousand.

This forms a sharp contrast, indeed, with the kind of precise information city

officials may have at their fingertips : block statistics for population and hous-

ing ; punch cards, by section, block and lot, giving the use, assessed value and

land area of each parcel. It contrasts also with the richness of pertinent agri-

cultural facts available in thriving rural communities, where the scale and scope

of the data bear a real relation to the problem.
The future is vague in the metropolitan fringes also because key regional

factors are still too little known to afford a basis for the accurate prediction of

the timing and scale of future pressures on the local fringe areas. Moreover, as

a factor directly influencing the shape of development, regional planning,

rarely occurring at all, has not yet reached even the limited effectiveness of city

planning ;
and so, growth in the urban fringes is also unpredictable because it

remains largely unguided growth, even taking into account the increasing use

of zoning and subdivision controls.

Except under extremely rare conditions of geography, a given fringe area

has not one, but a number of possible future structures. (By and large, metro-

63
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politan locations with the strongest physical determinants already have been

urbanized river junctions, seaports, transportation hubs, littorals, mountain

shelves.) The exact community patterns eventually to be assumed by a fringe
area will be influenced greatly by the chance sequence in which raw land is

urbanized, and consequently the pattern will not become evident until virtually
the eve of its realization. Levittown, for instance, has now become the most

important factor in shaping the design of its whole district, but with certain

imperceptible differences in the real estate market, it might have been placed
several miles away in one direction or the other.

The timing of future development in a fringe area is no less indeterminate,
for it will depend on a multiplicity of market factors throughout the entire

metropolitan region, factors which cannot become available to any individual

and which scarcely could be understood in their complex interplay even if they
were known.

Another group of problems, though not limited to the suburbs, exist there

in aggravated form. These involve the question of responsibility : to whom is

planning responsible ? It goes without saying that planning must be respon-
sible to the local community at large and to the elected officials who appoint

planning boards and planning personnel and who administer the budgets.
But is there not also a responsibility to the future citizens of an area ?

The present residents and particularly the local officials, who tend to be

drawn from the older inhabitants, necessarily are guided by their personal ex-

perience in the rural past rather than by the logic of the urban future. In num-

bers, however, while predominant now, they represent a small minority of the

thousands who will inhabit the suburbs in the coming years. Looked at in the

large, then, the present population in a transitional area is unrepresentative of

the community that will result from the transition. (In a city, this situation is

not quite paralleled even in a redevelopment area, because most of the prospec-

tive dwellers of the latter already live within the municipality.) Because the

inhabitants of the future fringe communities are scattered, unidentifiable

(often not yet born), there is obviously no way to poll the future citizens, to

invite their criticism, or to enlist their support. This isolation of suburban

planning as soon as it looks into the future is one of its severest limitations.

From the moment the agricultural destiny of the metropolitan fringe comes

into question, the community begins to experience the stirrings of a future con-

flict of interest between the present resident and the larger population of the

future. This is reflected in the divergent viewpoints of local homeowners at

odds with potential land developers, whether local or from the outside. Groups
of special interests form: landed families, forced out of farming by rising as-

sessments, higher taxes, the loss of a cheap labor supply; the newer estate

owners seeking comfortable and inexpensive places of residence and retire-

ment, anxious also to maintain low taxes and to preserve the leisurely, bucolic

and unintensive use of the countryside; tradespeople, construction men, and

owners of service establishments, eager for expansion ; development operators,
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real estate brokers, planning engineers, awaiting a quickening of activity, an
intensification of land use.

The local office holder (his position often based on an intimate and per-
sonal scale of relations with his constituents) looks with valid apprehension at

the pending influx of unknowns in relation to the balance of local political

power. He finds thrust on him that most difficult of tasks: to use the newer
forces constructively but to get re-elected next year.

Before considering how best to work within the limitations imposed by
the foregoing factors, it might be well to stress the fact that the development of

sound suburban communities requires both solving the problem of dealing suc-

cessfully with the workings of existing local communities and achieving a

focusing of regional thinking and effort on the local fringe area.

The workings of the local community and its strength in resisting unwanted

change must be observed and respected before they can be dealt with intelli-

gently. That these forces are potent will be doubted by no one who experienced
the annihilation of Greenbrook, the wonderful new town proposed, designed
and engineered but never built by the Resettlement Administration in the

Thirties
;
or more recently witnessed an uncompromising determination that the

United Nations belonged almost anywhere except in the best suburb of New
York City.

But, the centrifugal forces of a thriving metropolitan center are no less

potent. The tendency throughout the nation since the beginning of the Twen-
tieth Century has been even for industrial activities to grow faster in the suburbs

around the older manufacturing cities than in those cities themselves. The irre-

sistible outward movement of residents, of course, is well established.

The two main groups of opposing forces appear to have no common

ground. The head-on clash that so often has occurred seems well-nigh ines-

capable. The larger regional community, then, the metropolitan district as a

whole, will have to play a direct part in the development of the fringes, if the

future suburbs are to be better than the wreckage of a last ditch fight between

the entrenched fringe and the militant outward-marching urbanite. Regional

planning and regional development activities may take many forms, ranging
from the gathering and issuance of information to the outright construction of

new urban communities interspersed with regionally acquired open land. What

degree of such participation is appropriate and necessary, however, depends on

the totality of each situation.

Trends and Possibilities

Three trends clearly foreshadow the coming urbanization of metropolitan

fringes. First, there can be observed a gradual but steady increase of popula-
tion in the fringe areas, beginning perhaps with summer vacationers and re-

tired persons, but more and more comprising the city commuters, new shop-

keepers and other year-round occupants. With a strong taste for isolation, these

newcomers tend to seek house lots out of sight of other homes, and they scatter
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over the land somewhat in checkerboard fashion, the squares initially large

enough in scale for the homes to be lost in the countryside.

A second portent, indicated briefly above, is the peppering of the metro-

politan fringes with new business and manufacturing enterprises of all kinds.

With the exception of Boston between 1900 and 1920 and in the Thirties of

Cincinnati, all the leading metropolitan areas have experienced a greater gain
in manufacturing employment in the suburbs than in the city at the center. Cur-

rent national policy regarding industrial expansion is reinforcing this tendency.

Finally, albeit in unexpected guise, Downtown is coming to the mountains

in the form of full-blown, packaged merchandising centers that are imminent

in the suburbs from coast to coast.

Major Alternatives for Community Development

When in past years such developments were visualized only in the imagina-

tion, there was a natural tendency to oversimplify the form in which they would
occur. The garden city idea came before the fully developed phenomenon of

motor transportation at the turn of the Century the "walk to work" existed

and it was a matter of utmost importance to minimize local distances. Never-

theless, despite the new richness of choice among urban patterns satellite

cities, finger cities, linear cities, new towns, and the rest two alternatives for

future community structure in the metropolitan fringe areas appear to be basic,

and these stem from the degree of land use differentiation characterizing them,

particularly the distribution of open land.

The first of these alternatives has been occurring with few exceptions

throughout the United States and over a period of many years. It appears to be

so ingrained in the process of metropolitan growth that it is received with a

shrug of inevitability, even in places where it is profoundly hated. This pat-

tern develops directly out of the stage of urbanization, described above, where-

in urban families, impelled toward the metropolitan outskirts, diffuse them-

selves over the countryside as evenly as possible in a search for privacy and

rusticity. Their pattern tends to resemble an endless checkerboard, but with the

squares continually decreasing in size. For a time, the end product of this proc-

ess remains concealed. Initially, families select building lots with empty lots

between ;
in the analogy of the checkerboard, they occupy only the black squares,

and the existence of the white squares gives the illusion of at least twice as

much openness. The first wave of settlement in the fringe areas also tends

toward lot sizes considerably larger than will be possible eventually when the

full number of urban residents destined for the given suburb has arrived on

the scene. At some point in the process, the average lot size yields to the pres-

sure, re-subdivision takes place. The checkerboard shrinks in scale, and the

entire character of the community becomes something unexpected, the very

antithesis of the beckoning countryside that invited the whole process. Here

and there, it is true, the inevitable engulfment may be put off for a generation

or two by a strenuous effort to maintain low-density subdivisions through acre-
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age zoning provisions. But, over an extensive metropolitan fringe area, as may
be seen in the suburbs surrounding any large city, the distinction that originally
marked the fringe eventually disappears. The open land that initially com-

prised the entire area shrinks to a few neighborhood parks, public squares, and
school grounds.

The alternative structure for the developed metropolitan fringe area re-

quires a substantial concentration of population and a corresponding concentra-

tion of open land. In practice, this generic pattern may embrace a wide va-

riety of different plans, depending on the needs of the particular circumstances

and the choices of the individual community. Within even one metropolitan

fringe area the development patterns may include urban, suburban, town and

village types ;
the open land may comprise wilderness reservations, large parks,

parkways, greens, playgrounds. These elements may be combined in many
ways, and no doubt there always will be a wide range of community patterns
which is a good thing. What is common to all these patterns, however, is the

need to assign some land to more intensive use so that other land may be used

more casually or even may remain permanently unoccupied.
What makes this alternative especially difficult to achieve is the time lag

between the opportunity for obtaining the necessary open spaces and the occa-

sion when they actually will be needed. The need is not readily evident so long
as the local resident can look around him and see generous amounts of country-
side

;
but low-cost acreage is no longer available once the area becomes ripe for

full development and fields are replaced by house lots. Moreover, even in the

event there is local vision, the community starting on its way toward urbaniza-

tion is not yet populous enough to afford the maintenance of all the open land

that eventually will be needed. It cannot legally prevent private owners from

using their land, but neither can it bear the expense of buying the land at fair

prices and holding it out of use and off the tax rolls. Only the larger, regional

community has sufficient resources to acquire the openness that will be required
in the future.

Thus, it is evident that local dynamics and resources are entirely insufficient

for bringing about the second alternative, even though this or that farsighted

local community might desire it fervently. A balanced and diversified use of

the metropolitan fringe requires the benefit of regional experience, thinking
and wealth a regionwide effort in the making of the necessary plans, regula-

tions, reservations, and acquisitions.

Interim Action in Transitional Suburban Areas

We must face the unfortunate fact that the existing regional organizations

virtually nowhere are prepared for the kind of broad planning and operational

activities that are demanded by conditions developing around the suburbs.

What, then, shall be the focus of local planning activity in the present period ?

Until regional participation in the development of the metropolitan fringes

becomes a reality, local planning objectives perforce are limited to a "holding
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action" with two main aims: first, to secure the best possible interim communi-
ties ; second, to direct present development in ways that will preserve the

possibility of a superior sort of future development when the necessary re-

gionwide conditions mature. It happens that both these aims require the

same basic approach : the preservation of large areas in the least intensive

use possible.

Toward this end it is suggested that the fringe community establish a sort of

land reservoir comprising land whose future use is indeterminate, and that such

land reservoirs be assigned zoning categories low enough in intensity to enable

only types of development which will not impede later development. From
time to time, however, land could be taken out of the reserve and rezoned in

response to the unfolding demand for definite uses. How such a process would

relate to the presently predominating methods of zoning will be discussed in

the remaining section.

Elements of this suggestion are already in fairly common use
;
but grafted

as they are to traditional zoning concepts, they often result in the evils associ-

ated with the term spot zoning, in illegal delegations of zoning power to boards

of appeals, and in a general feeling of insecurity about the stability of zoning
districts.

Traditionally, zoning has been the dividing of a municipality into districts

according to a "comprehensive plan." It is true that no one, generally, de-

manded to see the comprehensive plan, and further, that even the courts have

been willing to accept a plan, said to be in someone's mind, as a comprehensive

plan. Nevertheless, persons involved in urban zoning in the past usually as-

sumed that the zoning map represented the eventual uses of the various parts
of the municipality, and assumed that in the comprehensive plan there was a

valid graphic statement of such desirable future uses.

As was observed above, however, it is typical of the metropolitan fringe
communities that the future use of much land cannot be determined with re-

liable exactitude. A graphic representation of the future community structure,

consequently, is not feasible, and similarly impossible is a complete districting

of the municipality in terms of the eventual use of the land. Of course, portions
of the suburbs jell into areas of relatively intensive use long in advance of full

urbanization, and where such development is present or imminent land use

trends in small areas may be forecast with sufficient definitiveness to validate

mapping and districting. But over the larger stretches of undeveloped land,

the most accurate statement about the eventual use would be to say simply that

it cannot yet be determined. The land reservoir concept is intended as such a

statement.

Dynamic Zoning

In place of the idea (to state it in extreme form) that the zoning map is a

fixed pattern of eventual land use, with the details amended grudgingly and as

seldom as possible, it is suggested that the zoning map itself be viewed frankly
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as an evolving map, developing progressively as the unknown factors about the

growth of the community progressively reveal themselves. The key problem
then becomes the creation of a method and a procedure for assuring that the

map evolves properly, fairly and in accordance with the needs of the whole

community.
The traditional zoning map was intended to be protected against capricious

and discriminatory alteration by the requirement that any amendment must be

in keeping with a comprehensive plan (or master plan) of the municipality.
The dynamic type of zoning under discussion, since it assumes a very incom-

plete comprehensive map, must be safeguarded by other means. Admittedly,
these make greater demands on the work of local planning persons, on the wis-

dom and integrity of local elected officials, and on the alertness and interest of

the local community.
In place of the master plan map as the key background for zoning, the em-

phasis is shifted to facts about the local community and policy decisions re-

garding its proper direction of development.
Since the movement and direction of community development are basic to

dynamic zoning, the usual current land use map must be supplemented by a

sequence of maps showing building construction locations and subdivision

trends by periods. Tendencies in lot sizes and building types also must be

established.

At each stage in the evolution of the community pattern, these facts and

the trends also require synthesis, a continuous search for the best of the many
possible future patterns. Out of such an inquiry, there evolves a body of broad

policy for guiding current decisions policy rooted in the facts of community
life but looking toward the horizons. Policy itself takes many forms: charts,

standards, regulations, resolutions occasionally even master plans.

Policy regarding the use of land is effectuated mainly by the zoning ordi-

nance and the zoning map. It was suggested above that the metropolitan

fringes are especially marked by the unpredictability of large areas of unde-

veloped land, and that these areas ought to be viewed candidly as land reser-

voirs, later to be reassigned for specific uses. Some recent zoning ordinances

actually contain such reservoirs in the form of large-acreage zoning districts

wherein development is restricted to parcels two, four or five acres in extent.

These zones generally are designated as one-family districts, although certain

rural, institutional, business and even industrial uses often are permitted, which

normally would be excluded from one-family districts of smaller lot size. These

large-acreage one-family districts well may be the most practical way of main-

taining extensive low-intensity areas for the present.

It might be more accurate, however, to designate such areas as "reserve dis-

tricts" to distinguish them from normal districts, since the public relies on an

implied promise of stability as soon as a section is given a definite use and

density classification.

The zoning map of the suburban fringes, then, at first might consist pre-
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dominantly of such reserve districts, with certain focal areas mapped in stand-

ard districts. This pattern would tend to maintain large areas wherein the

openness of development would guarantee a high degree of future flexibility.

It is likely also that a slow rate of development would characterize the reserve

districts.

The dynamic zoning ordinance would describe a complete range of stand-

ard districts, such as would be suitable for a fully developed community. At the

beginning, these would be applied to the zoning map wherever appropriate
either because of existing development or because of the obvious imminence of

specific types of coming development.

(Parenthetically, one such district might be a four or five-acre one-family

district, designated as such to differentiate it from the reserve district. Even

though the minimum lot size in the two districts would coincide, the former

title would imply a homogeneous future of country homes on large lots, and it

would be applied only where this character of future development appeared to

be strongly indicated by conditions of topography and of the real estate market.

The latter, the reserve district, would permit one-family homes on large parcels

too, but in addition might include low-coverage, landscaped enterprises of a

non-residential type, and its title would constitute clear notice of possible fu-

ture change.)
From time to time, it was suggested above, the unknown factors about

evolving communities clarify, and certain changes in the zoning map then ap-

pear to be in order. At such times, it becomes necessary to weigh the wisdom
of providing new areas for more intensive land uses by withdrawing land from

the reserve and assigning other appropriate zoning classifications to it.

There is no escape from the fact that such decisions are difficult to ar-

rive at and provide occasion for serious errors in judgment. But neither is

it possible to escape the facts of development that pose the problems. Such

situations are commonly dealt with within the framework of traditional

zoning in three ways: by the illegal granting of use variances by boards of

appeals ; by spot zoning on the part of local legislative bodies (equally il-

legal) ;
and by zoning amendment action taken by the local legislative

body, made legal by having some relation to a comprehensive plan.
The latter method of amendment is the only proper one, but it needs

amplification and strengthening if sound patterns of community structure

are to be realized. Toward this end, the following procedure is suggested
for all major changes in the zoning map.

The initiation of a major change should be by action of the governing

body on its own motion, on petition by the planning board, or on petition

by the owner of property affected by the change.
Before formal consideration by the governing body, the amendment

should be referred to the planning board, with a request to report certain

facts about the proposed change. These facts ought to include : data about

the amount, distribution, and utilization of land already zoned in the
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proposed category; facts about the use of land within the area directly af-

fected
; analysis both of the existing character of development and the po-

tential effect of the proposed amendment on the immediate neighborhood ;

and an evaluation of the probable effect of the amendment on the evolv-

ing structure of the municipality as a whole.

Following receipt of this report from the planning board, and after

making the report available for study by the public, the governing body
should hold a public hearing on the amendment. Thereupon, the govern-
ing body should make a series of findings on all the matters in the planning
board's report as the necessary bases for adopting, modifying or rejecting
the amendment.

The advocacy of an approach such as this, in the light of remarks made
earlier, would be irresponsible without a final emphasis on the necessity of

combining careful local planning with equally careful regional planning.
For, in a metropolitan region that lacks direction and coordination, the

suburban community, like the grape on the weak vine, is destined to wither.

II

Role of Regional Planning in Solving Suburban Problems

T. LEDYARD BLAKEMAN

Executive Director, Detroit Metropolitan Area Regional Planning Commission

Hank Fagin, the other urban planner on the panel, very kindly sent me
a copy of his notes. Since, as usual, I was procrastinating, my remarks were
still in rough draft and could easily be changed. It appeared to me that he
had presented the local problems very adequately. I think you will agree
with me. As Director of a joint local planning project he also gives the

solution to these problems which the local agency can provide. Then, very

nicely, he points out that without regional assistance the suburban and

fringe area problems cannot be adequately handled.

In order not to duplicate his remarks, I shall avoid enumeration of the

suburban problems and confine myself to a presentation of the method we,
in the Detroit Region, are using to help solve these problems.

Perhaps more than any other type of planning, a regional planning

agency must steer between the Scylla and Charybdis of pure planning and

no planning at all. Like almost any planning agency, we are faced with

the old problem of getting money to operate during the years when our

work has little sales appeal. With 129 governments to serve there is a great

temptation to involve all your staff time in local stimulation and aid, or

other vote getting projects. This can and has been done in some areas to

the exclusion of regional planning.
The other extreme is the Simon pure regional planning operation
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which concentrates its entire effort on the preparation of a regional master

plan. Local stimulation and aid in these cases is limited to setting up an

occasional ad hoc committee to say "yes" to some completed plan and hav-

ing the legal minimum of public hearings. Needless to say, this latter type
is not dependent on local appropriations.

I think we all realize that neither of these extremes is fully effective. If

I had to choose one or the other I think I should pump for the local aid

program and let the regional plan go. Unintegrated local planning is still

more important than a theoretical arrangement of major elements in a

State or Region.

Unquestionably, however, the availability of a sound regional plan is a

prerequisite to realistic guidance of local planning and zoning. Even the

courts have recognized this. Chief Justice Vanderbilt of New Jersey stated

in Duffcon Concrete Products, Inc. vs. Borough of Cresskill: "What may
be the most appropriate use of any particular property depends not only on

all the conditions, physical, economic, and social, prevailing within the

municipality and its needs, present and reasonably prospective, but also on

the nature of the entire region in which the municipality is located and the

use to which the land in the region has been or may be put most advan-

tageously."
To properly determine its land use needs the average political unit in a

large metropolitan area would have to do most of the research necessary to

develop a regional land use plan. Similarly, it should work out a regional

plan for major highways, sewers, water, parks, etc. Only in this way could

it have reasonable assurance that its land allocations are properly related to

demand and that it will not be cut in two by a major highway. Therefore,

even if sound local planning were our only concern we would still have to

prepare regional plans.
On the other hand, I have learned from sad experience that regional or

state planning is likely to be unreliable if it does not have a sound base of

the informed local opinion that comes from efforts to study local problems
and solve them. In a previous job I directed the completion of a state plan
which had been started before I arrived. This was a Simon pure top level

job. There was some local stimulation but the communities were not asked

to even review the state plan proposals much less to help develop them.

The state had been broken down into socio-economic regions but merely
to facilitate the preparations of the state plan. In an attempt to bring the

job somewhere near the ground, we set up committees for each of these

regions and held public hearings in each. This resulted in a modicum of

public relations value but did little or nothing for either the state plan or

local planning. Because there was very little local planning and no inte-

grated thinking at the regional level, the people who attended the hearings
had no real basis for judging the effect of the state plan on their develop-
ment.
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It seems pretty obvious, therefore, that the only really valuable state or

regional planning operation is that which strikes a balance between local

planning stimulation and top level planning. The local people must have

decided upon or at least given informed study to their local objectives be-

fore they can make an intelligent appraisal of the state or regional plan.
If they have an active intelligent local planning program they will know
what they want and need. Regional and local planning must go hand in

hand, each contributing to the other.

We have tried to do this in the Detroit Region. I believe whole-

heartedly that participation in the work of a planning commission is the

only way to produce lasting understanding and support from the partici-

pant. If I were running a local planning operation, I would try to promote
a corollary citizens' council. I would try to get as many plain citizens as

possible working with me. Much to my regret this is impossible in a region
of 2000 square miles, and a population of 3 million. We are doing what

we think is the next best thing. We are getting the technicians, the leaders,

and the representatives of the various communities to help us.

To begin with, we have a 46-man commission; 23 are local officials and

23 represent every social and economic group in the Region. They are a

wonderful bunch and give us direct access to every source of information

and very broad support. Only a spellbinder like Hugh Pomeroy, however,
could keep 46 busy people interested in an abstract idea like Regional

Planning. Therefore, we have tried to see that each commissioner serves

on at least one special committee covering a specific, comprehensible ele-

ment of planning, like industrial land use, pollution abatement, transporta-

tion, water supply or recreation. Once they get into the problems of a

particular phase it is fairly simple to point out the fallacy of planning for

the moment and the importance of considering the effect of the other op-
erations on the one under study. Since the most faithful committee mem-
bers are usually specialists we have a little trouble establishing the point
that a particular facility is supposed to promote the best interests of the

people and not vice-versa, but with patience even this can be made ap-

parent.
In addition to the commissioners we have the top specialists in the field

on each advisory committee. For the most part they are employed by the

agencies which will put the plan on the ground. There are about two hun-

dred people on the various committees and they really put in some work.

As a by-product these committees have done about $50,000 worth of field

work. No value can be placed on their technical and practical advice. This

varies from the best way to handle the mayor of X town to the number of

enterococci considered safe for a fisherman to get on his hands. We have

these committees advising us on research, industrial development, pollu-

tion abatement, water distribution, flooding, and transportation.

Experience with these committees has taught me a lot. Although I had
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experimented with a land use advisory committee on a previous job I had
not been able to do it the way I thought it should be done and the results

were inconclusive.

The things I have found out about committees probably won't surprise
an expert on group dynamics but they seem important to me and perhaps

you may find them useful some time. Committees, to be effective, must

have staff assistance in providing technical and research data and in collating
and mapping field information. Then be sure that the committee is prop-

erly balanced don't overload it with specialists in one field. For example,
to get a reasonable yet effective pollution abatement program put recrea-

tion and water supply people on, but balance them with sewage works op-
erators and industrial waste experts. Also put on a few municipal engi-
neers who handle both water and sewerage and throw in some just plain
citizens to ask embarrassing questions. The water and recreation men want
all water pure as a mountain brook

;
the sewerage and industrial men want

to use the streams for open sewers below their town, so they fight with

each other instead of you. Eventually if you have enough patience they
come up with a good and workable compromise. Another thing I found

out is that the hardest working and most productive committee is the one

that sets up its own program of study. Don't go to the first meeting with

a detailed program. You can make suggestions and as the meeting pro-

gresses you may want to pick up a point here and there and emphasize it,

but don't tell the committee what to think. You will never find out what

the members think or what they can do for you if you try to run the show.

Just present your concept of the problem, or better yet, get them to say
what the problems are, then concentrate on getting them to talk.

You may not appear to be getting anywhere for a couple of meetings,
then things will begin to shape up and you will get help and advice that

you could never get from a committee that is supposed to do something

somebody told them to do. Let your committee take its time. Also you
should invite trouble early. Don't be afraid of controversial subjects. It is

better to hash things out early than to have them crop up when you think

you have reached agreement or when the recommendation is made. Be-

cause they aren't sure of themselves or because they are too sure, some peo-

ple can sit through meeting after meeting and say nothing, then later re-

fuse to support a committee recommendation because of an unaired mind

block or fixation. These people are fairly easy to spot, however, and all you
have to do is to get them to talk early. After they get their answer they
often turn out to be the most useful members.

Finally, I have proved to my satisfaction that a good committee will

produce thinking that no one member of the committee could produce
alone. Furthermore, the findings will far transcend the combined knowl-

edge of the participants before they began wrangling. A chance word or

phrase spoken by one member will consciously or unconsciously open a
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door in somebody's mind and lead him to conclusions he could never have
made before.

Well, so much for the advisory committees. As I said, they are the top
men in the Region. They represent professions or points of view rather

than geographical areas or groups of people.
Our nearest approach to real citizen participation (which isn't very

close) is in our area planning or development councils. There are 126 local

governments in the three counties we serve. They vary in size from Detroit

with almost two million people, to rural townships with a few hundred

people. The problem is to stimulate local planning and local review of our

planning without turning the staff into a bunch of tourists. Late in 1948
we were mulling over the possibility of expanding the neighborhood con-

cept to cover peripheral areas on a trade area basis. This, however, in-

volved some pretty careful work that would take months and maybe years
to accomplish and we wanted to get the communities working with us

right away. We wanted them in on the ground floor. So we decided to

proceed on the basis of incomplete facts, personal opinion, a highway road

map, a 1940 population density map, and partial and very sketchy land use.

With this miscellany of mis-information and the considerable local knowl-

edge of the staff and commissioners, we carved up the Region into 19 areas.

In the immediate environs of Detroit we grouped together the built-up

fingers and the abutting open land into which they were likely to spread.
In the rural areas we grouped those townships which not only had com-
mon problems but which could see that their problems were common.
Then we sent a map of those development areas and a short statement of

what we were trying to do to each local government and asked if they

thought they were in the right development area. Most of them thought

they were. Where they did not, we talked it over and either convinced

them or put them in the group they wanted. In fact this readjusting of

boundaries is still going on. Just the other day I went to a development
council meeting and found the representatives of a neighboring township
there to request that they be included in that group.

Four of the development areas right around the city of Detroit have

organized councils and two are now in process of organization. Each one is

slightly different but in general the council includes one or two representa-
tives from each government who are appointed by the mayor or other chief

executive. Most of the councils meet once a month for a couple of hours at

night. The first hour is usually given over to discussing the regional plan-

ning work that affects them and the second hour is hashing out joint local

problems. One group has gone so far as to hire a planning consultant to

work with them. They can't quite bring themselves to prepare a joint plan
but I think that will come as we get into the transportation work. In any
event we get a lot of help and ideas from them and our job of coordinating
local planning is a lot easier now that they know each other.
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Now in closing I want to touch very lightly on the subject I was as-

signed, namely, problems of suburban communities. First, is their inability

to really control or even see major regional trends that can completely up-
set their apple cart; second, is the difficulty they have in making their needs

and desires heard by the central city, the state agencies or, of course, the

federal government ;
and third, the difficulty they have in financing needed

sewer and water services in advance of development.
A Regional Planning Commission can help them get the regional in-

formation and interpret it. We can act as liaison with the central city and

state agencies; we can show where and how big the trunk sewers and water

mains ought to be. How they can be financed by a bunch of small munici-

palities or even the counties under a fifteen mill tax limitation is the $64

question.

Ill

Regional Planning

H. PETER OBERLANDER

Assistant Professor of Planning and Design, University of British Columbia

We in the Pacific Northwest are still very close to the soil and the

elemental forces of nature. In this environment regional planning has a

very direct meaning and acknowledges a hard reality. The regional rela-

tionship of various natural resources is often most painfully clear and has

made us very aware of inherent cause and effect. Logged-off mountain tops
are clearly related to the annual flash floods of our rivers

;
the loss of top-

soil in certain parts of our valleys, and the subsequent building up of river

deltas in other parts are all too obvious and too frequently accepted as

"natural" developments.
Another factor recently often quoted is demanding our increasing at-

tention to regional development in the Pacific Northwest, regardless of

what side of the international border: the phenomenal, or perhaps pro-

verbial, trek west that your census last year, and ours this year, has clearly

revealed. The tremendous influx of people and the resulting demand for

more land on which to live and from which to be fed, and the increased

need for more facilities, have certainly been a primary reason for planning
in Western Canada, and, I submit, specifically demand regional planning,
with the accent on "regional."

What do we mean by regional planning? Each preceding speaker has,

in some way or other, used that phrase, and thereby, I am afraid, assigned
to it a great diversity of meanings, not all of them necessarily equally ap-

propriate. Broadly, it can be said that regional planning is the planning

process applied to a predetermined area, usually larger than a single politi-

cal unit and seldom limited by traditional political boundaries which en-

close cities or towns. Regional planning usually encompasses a group of
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politically independent units around a common geographic core or spine
and often contained within a clearly describable, limited geographic area.

Nevertheless, some confusion of terminology has lately set in, and we
must clearly distinguish two rather different aspects usually associated with

regional planning.
The first has been admirably described by Mr. Blakeman. This I would

call metropolitan regional planning, and is simply town planning writ

large. It is characterized by joint planning activities between two or more

independent units of government, and it usually originates from a central

old city's desire to encompass and in some way influence its new surround-

ing suburbs. The word regional here appears as a substitute for metropolitan,
and perhaps tends to hide the reality of the situation. Most of the metro-

politan boards spring up in response to the breakdown of intermunicipal

cooperation or agreements, and to the fact that the center usually has all

the urban services that we have come to expect from a city, some outworn
which need replacement, but less people to pay for them, whereas more
and more people moving into the fringes demand more and more services

in these new areas, which a very limited and narrow tax base is expected
to provide. What seems needed is metropolitan government which would
include metropolitan planning for these man-made regions, and thereby
reserve the word "regional" for natural regions which in fact constitute

the second and perhaps more legitimate connotation of regional planning.

Regional planning based on geography, or a common cultural heritage

may encompass any number of municipalities and usually brings them to-

gether to plan their region for their common good and future develop-
ment, recognizing the natural indivisibility of the area and its resources.

Regional planning, in other words, is an attempt to improve the making
of decisions in developing our land for the multitude of human purposes
which are growing more complex day by day, without regard to adminis-

trative boundaries, essential as they may be in themselves. This raises some
considerable difficulties.

It first of all raises the question of adequate descriptive data
; very little

information on the physical, social and least of all economic factors are

available on a regional basis. As a close corollary, it is equally evident that

very little governmental policy or administrative programs have been de-

veloped or published for other than "administrative" areas, and, with few

exceptions, we encounter a lack of regional collecting agencies who could

act as clearing houses for information on a regional scale.

The second and far more serious problem facing planning on a re-

gional scale is the lack of regional government. Complicated, harassing,
and frustrating as city planning may sometimes be, a city planner or a

member of a city planning commission is still responsible to a city council

of elected representatives of the people; in city planning we still have a

direct line of responsibility between the electorate and its representatives
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and those of us charged with the technical or administrative task of plan-

ning. The absence of regional government, or of government administra-

tion covering areas of a geographic regional nature, removes regional

planning one step further from the essential direct relationship and re-

sponsibility to the people.
The third problem besetting regional planning grows out of the previ-

ous one. The lack of direct responsibility brings with it a lack of direct

opportunity of planning implementation. In regional planning, imple-
mentation usually entails a multitude of separate governments, and thereby
becomes even more problematic than on a city level.

Two years ago the provincial legislature extended the original Town Plan-

ning Act of 1925 to include the concept and principle of "regional planning
areas." This addition was sponsored as an amendment by the Provincial Minis-

ter of Municipal Affairs, and its provisions are now under the jurisdiction of

his department. The Act clearly defines the objectives of regional planning in

British Columbia, and delineates the duties of a regional planning board :

It shall be the duty of the Board to prepare a plan for the future physical de-

velopment and improvement in a systematic and orderly manner of the area,

based primarily upon public convenience and general welfare through the eco-

nomic use of land, improved facilities for traffic, transportation, sewage dis-

posal, water supply, institutions, schools, parks, recreation, and other public

requirements.

The first area to be constituted as a regional planning area under this Act was in

the Lower Fraser Valley, an area about 100 miles long and 50 miles wide,

which includes the City of Vancouver and the lower part of the Fraser River.

There are twenty-six municipalities in this area, encompassing sixteen hundred

square miles, which have been established as the Lower Mainland Regional

Planning Board. As a true geographic region it is bounded by mountains north

and east, and by the Pacific in the west, and only the south is somewhat of an

unorthodox geographic boundary since it is the international border, but as

such can be considered as a pretty strong, perhaps lasting, division. Each mu-

nicipality is requested to send (the Act says "shall send . . .") one representa-
tive and one technical advisory member, which compose the Board. The techni-

cal advisory member is usually the municipal engineer. The Board or its execu-

tive meets every month and has at its disposal a modest but competent technical

staff, including a geographer, economist, and engineering draftsman, headed

by a fully qualified planner with previous hydroelectric engineering experience.
It is my pleasure to act as consultant to the Board. The Board has been operat-

ing for nearly a year, and its policy can be summarized under two headings :

1. The preparation of a regional development plan for the overall and

balanced development of the growing municipalities of the Valley; this is

based on a continuous series of regional studies with the preparation of specific

development schemes at certain points of our program. The Board will con-
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cern itself with local problems only inasmuch as they are of regional applica-
tion and importance.

2. To help the municipalities to help themselves, by assisting them with

principles and techniques of community planning, such as standard mapping
procedures, model zoning ordinances and land subdivision control. In this

area considerable progress has been made with individual studies and solution

to local problems of regional application, such as industrial location, roadside

control, and in a field somewhat removed from the more sophisticated concepts
of regional planning, namely, street numbering.

The Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board has become fully operative
in three related and distinct ways: The Board has launched a series of basic

studies of regional resources, both men and materials, in an attempt to demon-
strate their interdependence. The Board's offices are rapidly becoming a clear-

ing-house for information and advice for each member municipality, as well as

the numerous provincial departments concerned with the development of vari-

ous aspects of the environment in the lower Fraser Valley area. The Board has

already demonstrated its essential task of providing a forum for intermunicipal

cooperation and promotion of a regional consciousness. In this respect our ex-

perience seems to indicate that it will become the Board's primary responsibility
on such problems as new and more industry for the region to link the promo-
tional with the genuine developmental interests, and to ensure that petty jeal-

ousies or undue competition between municipalities for a given industry will

not interfere with the overall development program of the region as a whole.

We are very conscious that industry is becoming exceedingly sophisticated
about its land use decisions and the mere promotional attitude of "bigger and

better" or an ever-increasing number of short-range concessions on the part of

isolated municipalities will not bring the kind of industry to our region that

will contribute to its sound and lasting economic growth.
It may be important to mention in passing the great importance the Board

has attached to a strong and continuous contact of its technical staff with the

member municipalities and the intense field work the Board staff has been

engaged upon since its inception. There is a great deal of public education

which must accompany, and to some extent precede, a regional development
scheme and every possible attempt must be made to demonstrate the immediate

as well as ultimate positive value of the overall development scheme for each

member municipality.
In our basic studies of conditions and problems of the Valley, it has been

possible to organize a series of self-surveys, particularly on the question of in-

dustrial location ; this, we believe, will firstly, render the necessary information,

and secondly, will involve a great number of promotional as well as operative
elements of industry and commerce in the formulation of planning objectives.

So far, we have been able to organize all local Boards of Trade into a survey

organization on the availability of suitable industrial land and ancillary facili-

ties like power, transportation and labor. The Board's staff has organized this
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survey, prepared the necessary questionnaires and briefed each individual

Board of Trade and its members and is supervising the survey throughout its

various stages. The results will be tabulated in the Board's offices and available

for its own development plan, as well as for the various purposes of Boards of

Trade throughout the region. Another attempt to knit the Board and its staff

more closely to the municipalities has been the formation of a modest planning

library in the Board's offices, which is at the disposal of all municipalities and

individuals concerned with planning problems in the Valley. The Board issues

an accession list periodically, and generally tries to promote the use of all facts

and figures available in the office in the widest possible ways.

Despite our obvious emphasis on establishing the value and purpose of

regional planning as soon as possible, the Board's emphasis is still, and

must remain, upon the overall regional development scheme. We hope to

be able to place before our municipalities a first outline of it early next

year, which may cover some of the following points:

1. Our survey material is gradually establishing that the lower Frazer

Valley is a true region from the planning point of view.

2. Since one part of the Lower Mainland Region depends for its

healthy growth on one or more of the other parts of the area, a basic bal-

ance must exist between them which insures their individual and collective

development. This balance or adjustment is at present not sufficiently

recognized, and in many instances, has been disturbed, with a resulting dis-

harmony between the municipalities themselves.

3. What are the parts of the region which must be brought into bal-

ance for a comprehensive development of the Lower Mainland as a whole ?

a) A vast urban concentration at one end, the city of Vancouver, thriv-

ing on a continued expansion and growing rapidly by unprece-
dented immigration from its immediate hinterland, from other

parts of Canada, and from the rest of the world.

b) Open rural areas, mostly in intensive agricultural and forestry use,

trying to retain their economic base as areas of primary production
and to resist urbanization and the increasing demands upon them

for more extensive services by the growing population throughout
the region.

c) Mixed development areas, in transition between open rural and

densely built-up development, which bear the brunt of the urban

sprawl without being able to accommodate it, or at least receive it

gracefully. These areas, in the process of urbanization, are dis-

tributed throughout the Valley, the most important one forming
the fringe around Vancouver and the other expanding smaller

towns, others being thinly strung out along transportation routes,

mainly serving as commercial distribution centers for the agricul-

tural hinterland.
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4. The overall development scheme, based on studies of past popula-
tion growth and present land use, will establish a series of related sub-re-

gions, and their independent as well as related contribution to the eco-

nomic base of the region. The various sub-regions have developed in

response to special needs, and today fulfill varying functions. There are

centers whose special function is recreation; another group are essential

points of trade and exchange of goods and services, as well as social stimu-

lation; a third category are areas of manufacturing industries which are

expanding by attracting further industrial growth of secondary or sub-

sidiary industries. These distinct sub-areas of the region must be recog-
nized as to their own existing differences and strengthened in the services

and facilities they provide for the rest of the region. The number and

diversity of sources of employment in these various areas within our region
alone will determine the ultimate population growth that can be antici-

pated, and, as such, form the only rational basis of expected regional de-

velopment.

5. The first development scheme of the Board may further establish the

principle of population deconcentration, and emphasize a more uniform

intensity of development throughout the region.
These five points indicate the form and content of our first regional

development scheme and the range of development principles that, I sub-

mit, are characteristic of regional planning.
Once this overall development scheme has been prepared, we shall be

faced once again with the problem of implementation. How can a regional

development scheme which establishes planning policy rather than specific

planning projects be translated into reality, and how can a Board that has

only advisory status achieve execution of its planning proposals? These
are the really critical questions for planning on a regional scale, which by

implication disregards traditional administrative and political boundaries.

In the short experience of the Board and its staff, two possible avenues

of approach seem to present themselves. The first is inherent in the Act

under which the Board operates; it prescribes that any planning projects
the Board may decide upon must for their execution be adopted and passed

by by-law in each member municipality individually. The difficulties are

obvious and the ultimate success of any overall planning program enacted

by this process, small and remote.

The second opportunity of implementation is less precise, and yet,

holds out more direct hope for success. Throughout the fact-gathering

stage of our program, it became clear that the solutions of a great number
of regional planning problems are indeed beyond the technical ability, po-
litical authority or financial means of individual municipalities. Highways
and other transportation routes, large-scale housing, the building of a long
list of public buildings and a host of other vital planning decisions are be-

yond the municipal horizon, and are usually made by a provincial, or at
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least supra-municipal authority. Therefore, it is the aim of the Regional

Planning Board, dealing to a large extent with regional problems above

and beyond the de facto municipal jurisdiction, to establish a regional con-

sciousness amongst provincial departments responsible for the develop-
ment and construction of a wide range of facilities and buildings through-
out the region. Throughout the initial phases of surveys and analysis, the

Regional Planning Board has taken into its close confidence the various

Provincial Departments of Public Works, Land and Forests, Trade and

Industry, and Agriculture, as well as Municipal Affairs, in the hope of be-

ing able to infuse their own separate developmental policies with a re-

gional planning concept, and thereby induce them to act as executive arms

to the Board's planning proposals. These Provincial Departments re-

sponsible for highways, transportation facilities, large-scale land use deci-

sions in forestry and agriculture, the provision of hospitals, post offices

and schools, are shaping the development of the region in no uncertain

terms, and the Board's planning success will depend to a very large extent

on its ability to persuade Provincial Departments to accept as their de-

velopmental policy our outline regional plan. It is for that reason that the

Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board is not aiming at a regional
master plan, but at a series of regional planning schemes based on broad plan-

ning policies aimed at implementation through the established and recog-
nized channels of Provincial Government.

One example may indicate the concrete policy of the Board in this re-

spect. One of the great problems plaguing the whole Lower Mainland

Region is ribbon development along its highways, indeed a regional prob-
lem that demands a regional solution. Each individual municipality

through which the endless ribbons of highways and ancillary buildings
flow is quite unable to do anything about it. Jointly, municipalities may
be able to solve it. Provincially, however, the opportunity of solution ap-

pears strongest. The Regional Planning Board, through a specific survey
of conditions along two selected highways, was able to demonstrate to the

Provincial Department of Public Works the seriousness of the situation.

After a series of public meetings and discussions, the Board's staff pre-

pared a brief which was submitted to the Provincial authorities, with the

agreement and positive support of the Valley municipalities, suggesting

specific remedial action preventing the spread of ribbon development and

a certain cure for the existing problems.
This brief and its underlying survey have now been used by the Provincial

Department of Public Works to prepare the necessary legislation, which we
have all hopes of putting before the Provincial legislature in February. Once

this legislation has been acted upon, a new and most important tool of plan-

ning implementation will be on hand, and will enable the Board specifically

to promote more compact urban development throughout the Valley, one of

the basic premises of its regional plan. A direct limited interest of the Depart-
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ment of Public Works in its highways will have been turned to positive plan-

ning effect.

The Regional Planning Board's financial support comes from three sources.

It was possible to obtain a federal grant for the initial work of the Board. Its

operation constituted a pilot project to discover ways and means of regional

planning and methods of implementation generally applicable within the Ca-

nadian legal and administrative framework. It was due to the Provincial Gov-
ernment's initiative that the Board was established, and the territory covered

by the Board's operation includes a sizeable amount of land unincorporated,
and thereby directly responsible to the Province. These and related reasons

have enabled the Provincial Government to make an annual grant to the Board.

The remaining amount of money is raised through local assessment. Each

municipality on a per capita assessment contributes to the expenses of the

Board and thereby not only exercises its influence as a member of the Board
vis-a-vis its planning policy, but has a tangible vested interest in the Board's

operation. It may be indicative of the Board's success so far, that all twenty-
six municipalities have contributed in two successive years their entire and

just share of the expenses.
The Board's budget is very modest, and apart from the usual salary pro-

visions, enables the staff to undertake a limited amount of field work, but a

maximum of field consultation with our member municipalities.
To summarize: past experience in community planning in an area of rapid

economic and social expansion has shown without a shadow of a doubt that

the problems which it is expected to solve do not stop at political boundaries

of a city, village or town, and even provincial, state or international boundaries

seem to be usually ignored. Since the problems do not stop at these borders,

our solutions cannot stop there either. Most planning problems occur region-

ally. Their causes as well as their effects are regional in nature and scope. This

fact alone demands their solution on a regional scale. This further leads us to

recognize regions and sub-regions based on geographic, social, economic and

cultural considerations as the truly functional areas in which men, singly and

collectively, exist.

This by no means indicates that city planning, referring to a specific limited

urban area, is no longer necessary or even desirable. In fact, accepting re-

gional planning as a purposeful process of integration and development on a

natural and more realistic scale, it is obvious that it must be based on sound

local conditions and development. It is inherent in regional planning to be

integrative, which demands a series of local elements in themselves well

planned and capable of integration into a larger whole. Neither city planning
nor regional planning alone makes any sense. City planning without reference

to a regional framework has become unrealistic. Regional planning, on the

other hand, without a more searching emphasis upon and analysis of urban

problems and conditions, would be illusory and shallow. A region exists be-

cause of its parts, and the parts have little future except as components of a

larger whole. It is no longer a question of either/or, but of AND.
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IV

Rural Regional Planning

GALE H. GIBSON

Executive Secretary, Saginaw Valley Regional Planning Commission

I want to talk today about what is happening around the country in plan-

ning on a watershed basis. This obviously includes both rural and urban plan-

ning. What is happening in our watersheds with respect to planning and

development has real significance for the people attending this conference.

Perhaps some of you may be surprised to know there are more than one

hundred and fifty local watershed organizations in existence, and further that

additional ones are being organized at a very rapid rate. All of them are en-

gaged in programs which relate closely to the work of planning agencies and

groups in their areas. This adds up to the fact that it would seem the better

part of wisdom to take a close look at what's happening and further to see

what the effects may be on the work of planning officials and planning agencies

generally.

There isn't any general description that can be applied to all watershed

organizations because they vary widely in their purposes and methods of organ-
ization. However, in a broad general way, a local watershed organization is

usually a private or semi-public organization dealing with all or some of the

land -and water and related land-use problems of an individual watershed.

The underlying philosophy of most of these organizations seems to be

briefly this: (1) a watershed is a logical geographical unit for planning; (2)

every watershed can, and usually is, different in its characteristics, needs and

problems especially with respect to hydrological considerations; (3) plan-

ning, programming and development work can best be executed on a local

basis by the people within the watershed.

Up to the present time, most of these watershed organizations (not all,

however) have been concerned mostly with land and water problems. Some
have emphasized flood control. Others stress soil conservation. Still others

are chiefly concerned with stream pollution and water supply. A few have

developed very broad programs and include industrial development, travel

promotion, agricultural development and civic improvement in their activity.

Several considerations should be noted when you consider these varying
interests.

1. Watershed organizations in almost every case have been organized by

private citizens interested in the problems of the areas they call home.

2. It would be incorrect to say that there is a widespread "movement"

sweeping the country to form watershed groups. But and I think it

significant these watershed organizations are receiving an astounding
amount of support from local people. There is good reason for this:
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people generally don't have too much trouble relating water and soil

to their own affairs when they become interested. And these watershed

groups are spending a lot of their time interesting local people in their

programs.

3. Watershed groups also provide a good example of what happens when
we break up this complex matter we call "planning" into separate parts.

They indicate, I believe, that when we adopt a positive approach to a

specific problem, in terms which the general public understands, that we

gain public interest, financial support and participation of people, and

as a result, make progress.

I forecast a very great increase in the number of regional and watershed

planning agencies both public and private. I believe there will be a great

many more organizations like the Brandywine Valley Association in Dela-

ware, the Detroit Metropolitan Area Regional Planning Commission, and
the Lehigh Valley Flood Control Council in Pennsylvania. I also believe

that in the future we will see far more attention to water and related land

problems being paid by both existing and new regional planning organiza-
tions.

The New York City water shortage and the Kansas flood attracted

widespread attention in other sections of the country. The Report of the

President's Water Resources Policy Commission has caused people to think

about our natural resources, particularly water. The federal spending for

military requirements is causing a great many people everywhere to look

at what is being spent on flood-control structures and related programs.
It's my guess that both the Republican and Democratic parties are going to

place great emphasis on natural resources and conservation and water in

the coming campaigns.
I mention these considerations because they point up the question of

why is all of this important here ?

1. It's important because there is going to be a real job of relating the

work of these new watershed organizations and the activities of ex-

isting planning agencies.

2. It's important because there are going to be jobs in these watershed

groups. And these jobs are going to call for training in matters

other than city planning and zoning.

3. It's important because planning officials are going to need to know a

lot more about conservation, water and related matters.

4. It's important because it affects the education of young people who
wish to make their living in planning positions. It well could be

that many of the planners of tomorrow will come from conservation

and other fields unthought of today.

5. This trend of watershed planning is important, too, because it may
provide some clues to getting people to work on their own prob-
lems.
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6. And, last but by no means least, land and water are both of such

great importance to our economy that all of us must understand the

problems involved, and do our part in working on them.

A good yardstick to measure the importance of this trend toward

watershed organizations is the growth of the American Watershed Coun-
cil which you people helped launch at the National Planning Conference

in New York City in 1948. It has developed into a sort of trade associa-

tion for local watershed groups. I believe all of you will agree that this at-

tention to watershed development adds up to a very healthy and progres-
sive situation for everyone concerned with the planning and development
of our country and its resources.

There is, however, one rather grave problem involved in this trend to-

ward planning on a watershed basis. That's the ever present problem of

knowing when to stop planning. Many people fear planning in its broad

connotation because they believe that too much planning, coupled with too

much regulation to enforce the plans, leads rapidly down a road toward a

way of life far removed from that which we treasure in these United States.

I mention this here only because in this watershed concept we have a tangi-
ble unit for planning almost every part of our economy. Technically, this

offers advantages. It also provides a certain amount of danger we must

safeguard against. We have little to fear, however, if all of us who plan
understand the importance of people working on their own problems, in

their own areas, with their own money. Like almost everything else, the

success of regional planning depends on the interest, support and under-

standing of the people at home.

Reporter's Summary

ROBERT C. HOOVER

Executive Secretary, Broome County Planning Board, New York

The panel on regional planning pointed to the necessity of dealing
with regional problems on a region-wide base; of keying local city, town
and village planning into broad regional plans in order to achieve signifi-

cant results on either the regional or local level. Lacking a bona fide re-

gional outlook, and reasonably accurate planning data, suburban commu-
nities were advised by Mr. Fagin to engage in holding action which will

save surburban areas for desirable future improvements, until a more intel-

ligent disposition of land can be determined on the basis of regional fact-

finding and research. Mr. Blakeman emphasized that region-wide

metropolitan planning should be supplemented with local planning by

intra-regional municipalities. The areal expansion of regional planning to

include comprehensive resource planning for naturally delineated river-valley

and small watershed areas was the contribution of Messrs. Gibson and Ober-

lander.*

* Mr. Oberlander's paper was not available for summarizing at the time

this report was written.
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The activation of the Detroit Metropolitan Regional Planning Com-
mission, which boasts an organization of technical advisory committees and
a flexible framework of local area planning councils, was described by Mr.
Blakeman. The value of a comprehensive metropolitan regional plan was

emphasized without discounting the importance of the regional planning
agency's program of aid and stimulation to local planning organizations
within the area.

Encouraging testimony was rendered regarding the participation of un-

paid technical advisors in field studies. On the other hand, Mr. Blakeman

carefully pointed out the necessity of providing technical advisory com-
mittees with paid staff assistance. It was urged that such committees com-

prise persons of diverse professional specialties, e.g. sanitary engineering,
recreation, public health, etc., so that problems will be handled in a "bal-

anced" manner. Mr. Blakeman appeared to prefer experts "on tap, rather

than on top," or at least juxtaposed through committee appointments so

as to achieve a clear technical perspective without permitting the public
interest to be subordinated to narrow professionalism.

Mr. Blakeman would bring regional planning and regional plans down
to human scale by establishing, in the manner of the Detroit Metropolitan
Area Regional Planning Commission, local "area planning councils."

Grouping local areas which have a sense of parochial community into such

councils, it was submitted, will not necessarily harden or freeze arbitrary

neighborhood or community boundary-lines provided the areas are de-

lineated only on a tentative basis making due allowance for such territorial

readjustment as local opinion and circumstances may subsequently require.
Mr. Fagin helpfully outlined some avenues of novel approach to the

solution of the fluid problems of the suburbs. In the absence of detailed

census information, historical data of real significance, dependable bases

for predicting future suburban land use patterns, or even a well-defined

client for fringe area planning services, emphasis was laid upon planning

flexibility. Admitting that flexibility can lead to abuses, such as spot-zon-

ing, Mr. Fagin accepted this calculated risk and pressed for a program of

running land-use policy decisions based more upon current analyses of

regional building and development trends than upon a conventional type
of master plan.

Fundamental to sound control and direction of suburban land use, it was

submitted, is the exercise of the regional interest through planned use of

regional resources. Suburban local governments usually are inadequate to such

region-wide planning and plan effectuation. Hence, Mr. Fagin urged suburban

planners to aim for the best possible "interim" communities, thereby preserv-

ing the value of fringe areas until such time as suburban growth can be keyed
into planned region-wide development.

This requires promotion of intensive development in some suburban areas,

of light-intensity development in others. To accomplish these related objec-

tives, he advanced the tools of "The Land Reservoir" and "Dynamic Zoning."
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The "Land Reservoir" would be a wide area zoned for light-intensity uses

until such time as a sound high-intensity use could be determined. This would

prevent mushroom suburban growth in areas of doubtful desirability.

"Dynamic Zoning" would implement land-reservoir-planning by including
reservoir areas in "reserve districts" providing for acreage lots with extensive

uses such as low-density residence. Subsequent rezoning of reserve districts

would be undertaken, on the basis of trend analysis and review of the facts

(rather than by referral to a conventional master plan), to place portions of

the land reservoir into "standard zoning districts." Standard zoning districts

would, of course, provide for the usual business, residential and industrial uses

at relatively higher densities of utilization. Presumably, rezoning of reserve

districts into standard districts would be done conservatively with a view to

preventing the "overzoning" for intensive uses which characterizes many
fringe-area zoning maps. Success at this point appeared to be the keystone of

the entire "dynamic zoning" program. No guarantee was shown, however,

that public pressure for over-zoning suburban surpluses of economic land into

standard districts would be substantially diminished under the proposed sys-

tem.

Mr. Gibson challenged planners to look beyond the problems of pure city

planning and zoning to the broader issues of regional watershed development.
If planners do not increase their interest and competence in dealing with water-

shed problems, specialists from other professions will likely assume technical

leadership in this expanding field of regional planning.
The problem of the small watershed was explained to be local in nature,

each watershed possessing unique characteristics and problems. While initial

emphasis is generally upon water problems, experience shows that watershed

organizations tend to expand to cover the broad field of comprehensive natural

resource planning. Examples cited were the Brandywine Valley Association,

and the Lehigh Valley Flood Control Council.

Rapid growth of the watershed planning movement has resulted in some

150 local watershed planning organizations and the formation of the American

Watershed Council. This growth has been sparked by nation-wide concern

over the New York City water shortage, the recent Kansas flood, the flood

control programs of the Corps of Engineers, and a renewed interest in preser-
vation of natural resources at the grass roots level.

The importance of relating regional watershed plans to other city and re-

gional land-use plans was underlined by Mr. Gibson.

Mr. Gibson ended with a warning that comprehensive planning of water-

shed areas could result in "regimentation," but was doubtful that this would

come about if resource planning were performed by local agencies through
local people. One implication appeared to be that national resource manage-
ment would tend to be more democratic if coordinated with local plans through
the guidance of small watershed planning agencies.



Planning for an Aging Population

i

Our Old People

WARREN S. THOMPSON

Director, Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Problems

Any population will in the course of time develop a relatively stable

age structure if age specific birth rates and death rates remain fixed and if

there is no migration. Conversely, changes either in birth rates or death
rates can change the age composition of a people, the speed of this change
depending on the extent and speed of the changes in rates. If the birth

rate declines rapidly as has happened in the United States since about

1880, relatively fewer additions are made to the population as infants and
this alone would lead to a gradual increase in the proportion of old people
as the survivors from the earlier years of high birth rates passed into the

older ages. If, however, at the same time that the birth rate declines, the

death rate at all ages also declines, more and more of the people born during
any given period will survive to old age and both the number and the pro-

portion of old people will in due course rise rapidly.
In attempting to look a few decades ahead, it may be said that changes

in death rates cause much less trouble than changes in birth rates in calcu-

lating the number and also the proportion of old people in a given popula-
tion. The calculating of the number of older people in a particular popula-
tion at a given time, e. g., during the next five or six decades, is a relatively

simple matter, if it is assumed there will be no migration or that migration
will be small, since these people are already alive and we are reasonably
certain that if there is no unforeseeable catastrophe their death rates will

change rather slowly.

At times, however, a declining birth rate, a declining death rate, and

migration may combine to produce an unusually rapid increase in old peo-

ple, both numerically and proportionally. This is the situation in which

we now find ourselves in the United States. Whereas only 4.7 percent of

our population was 65 and over in 1920, by 1940 this age group had grown
to 6.8 percent and in the decade 1940-50 it showed further growth to about

8.2 percent. The percentage in 1950 would have been somewhat higher if

it had not been for the increase in births during the 1940's. This higher
birth rate added to the number and proportion of children in the popula-
tion and thus somewhat reduced the proportions of people at all ages of

10 and over, although it probably had no appreciable effect on their num-

89
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bers. If the birth rate should fall rather rapidly in the decade 1950-60, the

proportion of persons 65 years of age might well rise at a more rapid rate

than during the past decade although the actual number of old people will

not be affected by the increase in the number of births during the 1940's

until after the year 2005 A.D. Thus while we should not be too positive

regarding the exact proportion of persons 65 and over in our population
at any time during the ensuing 50-60 years, we can be reasonably certain

that their number will fall within rather narrow limits assuming that war
and accompanying catastrophes do not kill unusual numbers within that

time and that immigration does not exceed a specified number, let us say

200,000 a year. So much for the general principles affecting age changes in

a population.
In the remainder of this paper the discussion will center around the

following questions : (1) How many old people (65 and over) are we likely

to have in the United States at different dates between now and the end of

the century? (2) What proportion will they constitute in our population
on these dates? and (3) Where will they be living? I have put these ques-
tions in the order in which they can be answered with some assurance.

The Size of Our "Old" Population

How many old people will we have in the United States in the census

years between now and 2000 A.D. ? The youngest of the people who will

be 65 and over in 2000 A.D. are now 16. The death rates at ages 16-64 are

now so stable that only very large and improbable departures from the de-

clines assumed will substantially affect the number of survivors. Such

large changes in them do not appear likely except in the event of all-out

war with its direct effects on certain age groups chiefly those aged 18-30

at the time of the war and with its indirect effects in the form of hard-

ship and pestilence. These latter always bear most heavily on young chil-

dren and old people.
The accompanying table shows the number of old people likely to be

found in our population at ten-year intervals up to the year 2000 A.D.

These calculations are based on survival rates which appear reasonable in

the light of the decline in death rates which has been going on in recent

years and they assume that we shall have a net immigration of about 200,-

000 annually through the remainder of this century. The writer believes

Estimates of the Future Population of the United States Aged 65 and over

(Thousands)

Age 1950 I960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Total 65 and over 12,321 15,491 18,065 21,101 24,261 24,976

65 to 69 5,060 5,980 6,933 8,135 9,213 8,412

70-74 3,424 4,428 5,196 6,085 6,963 7,322

75 and over 3,837 5,083 5,936 6,881 8,085 9,242
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that if the numbers of old people given here turn out to be appreciably in

error it will be because they are too small rather than too large. This will

be due to the fact that a too conservative evaluation of the probable decline

in the death rates was made.

The Proportion of Old People

A great deal more uncertainty arises when we come to calculate the

proportion of old people in the future population. This is regrettable
because in some respects the proportion of old people in a population is of

greater significance than their absolute number. The difficulties of cal-

culating the proportion of persons of a given age in the population of the

future need some discussion.

Because of the declining birth rate in the early 1930's and its slow re-

covery up to 1940 the children 0-9 in 1940 constituted only 16.1 percent of

our total population. But with the recovery of the birth rate during the

1940's children of these ages constituted 19.6 percent of the total popula-
tion in 1950 a proportional increase of more than one-fifth. Naturally
this increase in the proportion of children affected the proportions at all

other ages holding them lower than they would have been if the birth rate

had not risen. However, this increase in the proportion of children did

not prevent a very substantial rise in the proportion of the population aged
65 and over during the decade, from 6.8 percent to 8.2 percent. These

people are the survivors in 1950 from the relatively large groups born in

1885 and earlier. In spite of the fact that we cannot predict the birth rate

with much precision it seems reasonably certain that throughout the re-

mainder of this century the proportion of persons aged 65 and over will

continue to increase, but we cannot be certain just how great or how fast

this increase will be. As shown in the table given above the number of

survivors in the year 2000 from persons living in the United States today
who were born in 1935 or earlier, including the immigrants (assuming a

total immigration of 200,000 annually) will number about 25 millions.

This number is not likely to be in error more than a small percentage of

itself. On the other hand, it is easy to imagine demographic conditions

which may affect the proportion of old people in the population by as

much as one-half or more. Thus if our population continued to grow only
a little faster between 1950 and 2000 than it grew between 1940 and 1950

the total population in 2000 A.D. would be over 300 millions and the pro-

portion of old people in it would be about the same as now, viz., 8.2 per-

cent. Such a rate of increase 15 per 1,000 per year seems highly im-

probable to the writer but it certainly is not impossible. With any lesser

rate of increase the proportion of old people will certainly increase. Thus

with a population of 200 millions at the end of this century, which the

writer believes to be much more likely than one of 300 millions, our old

people would constitute about 12.5 percent of the total proportionally
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one-half more than today and if we should have only 175 million in 2000

A.D. they would constitute 14.3 percent of the total or about three-fourths

more. Hence, with a fairly rapid increase in population, e.g., one or two

points per 1,000 above the rate during the 1940's, not only would the pro-

portion of old people show only mild fluctuations during the ensuing half

century and end the century at the present level (8.2 percent) but the pro-

portion of persons in the younger productive ages (20-44) would begin
to rise shortly after I960 and would continue to rise for some years while

the proportion of older workers (45-64) would soon begin to decline and

would continue to do so until the larger birth cohorts of the 1940's reached

45 years of age when this group would again begin to increase both in

numbers and proportions.
In the writer's judgment we will not maintain the present rate of in-

crease for more than a few years, hence, he expects the proportion of old

people to rise, albeit more slowly than seemed probable to him in 1940.

With the proportion of old people rising the ratio of productive workers,
defined here as persons 20-64, to old people will decline. In 1950 (census)
there were 704 persons aged 20-64 to 100 aged 65 and over. In I960 there

will probably be only 602 persons aged 20-64 to each 100 aged 65 and over.

From that time on the probability is that the number of persons aged 20-64

to 100 aged 65 and over will decline but the rate of decline and the ex-

tent of the decline will depend to a large extent on the level of the birth

rate from now on. This ratio might decline to 450 or 500 aged 20-64 per
100 aged 65 and over but it may not go that low. In the judgment of the

writer we should proceed with our social planning on the assumption of a

gradual decrease in the ratio of workers to old people ending the century
with a ratio somewhere in the neighborhood of 500 to 100, but recogniz-

ing that it may vary as much as 25 or a little more in either direction.

If there is no change in the proportion of all the goods needed by old

persons which they produce for themselves then a decrease in this worker-

to-old persons ratio means an increasing burden on the average worker.

If there is a decrease in the proportion of the needs of old people sup-

plied by their own work then the burden on the workers will rise even more

rapidly. At present there seems to be some trend in this direction. The

proportion of persons 65 and over in the labor force has been declining.

On the other hand, if more old people remain in the labor force they will

supply a larger proportion of their own needs by their own labor and the

decline in the ratio of workers may not result in an increase in the burden

on the workers.

To the writer it seems that there are some reasons to expect that the

support of old people may not become an increasing burden on the worker

group. It is being more widely recognized that 65 does not represent the

age at which people can no longer do useful work and that there are great

differences between individuals in this respect. Our increasing freedom
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from the acute diseases of childhood and their later effects as well as our

knowledge of how to control the chronic organic diseases may very well in-

crease rather largely the proportion of people over 65 who are not only
able to engage in productive work but will demand that they be allowed to

do so by being given part-time work and tasks which are well within their

physical abilities.

We should also note that as our techniques of production improve the

proportion of the work demanding heavy manual labor decreases. This

change should make it possible for many workers to continue in regular

production somewhat longer than at present. In addition, as we become
aware of the need to find useful tasks for older people there is reason to

believe we shall be able to make many adjustments in hours and working
conditions which will enable older people to look after their own needs
more largely than we now assume will be the case.

The way in which continuing old people in production for two or three

years longer might affect the economics of the situation may be illustrated

by looking at the proportions of old people in the age groups 65 and over.

A rather small increase in the average age at which people are considered

old dependents would affect the economic problem of caring for them in a

very marked degree. Thus 42.2 percent of all persons aged 65 and over
were aged 65-6? at the time of the 1940 census and 41.0 percent were of

these ages in 1950. Thus it can be said that the group generally thought of

as aged dependents would be reduced by about two-fifths if 70 instead of

65 were to be made the age of retirement. Even if 67 instead of 65 were the

retirement age the number of dependent aged would be reduced by about

one-fifth. Clearly if improving health and if changes in technology and
in the organization of work make it feasible and desirable to advance by
two or three years the age at which people become dependent upon the

production of others in the community for the goods they need to live

decently, this change will have a very significant effect on the economic

problem of caring for the aged.
I would make it clear that I am not advocating any such change at

present but I do believe we need to consider its possibility not only because

of the economics of the situation but also because of the social and psycho-

logical effects it might have on the older people themselves.

The Distribution of Our Old People

While the preliminary results from the 1950 census show that 8.2 per-
cent of the people of the United States were 65 years of age and over they
also showed that there were rather large proportional differences between

different regions and states. In the Northeastern States 8.8 percent of the

population was 65 and over; in the North Central States 9.2 percent; in

the South 6.8 percent; and in the West 8.2 percent. The differences were

even larger when individual states are considered, varying from 10.9 per-
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cent in New Hampshire and 10.8 percent in Missouri to 4.9 percent in

New Mexico and 5.4 percent in South Carolina. Since data were available

for only 44 states at trie time of writing, these proportions may not repre-
sent the extremes. By Divisions, the West North Central States (5 out of

7 states) with a percentage of 10.3 stood well ahead of any other Division.

New England was second with 9.6 percent, the East North Central States

were third with 8.7 percent, the Pacific States were fourth with 8.4 per-
cent and the South Atlantic States were low with 6.6 percent. In the East

South Central and the Mountain States the proportion of persons 65 and
over was slightly over 7 percent. The preliminary census count for 1950
shows that of California's population, 8.2 percent was 65 and over and
that for Florida, the proportion was 8.6 percent.

These latter figures for California and Florida will surprise many peo-

ple because there is a widespread impression that there has been a very large
movement of old people into these states as a result of which they have

very high proportions of old people. The fact is that although rather large
numbers of old people have been going to these states not enough were

doing so to raise their proportions of old people as high as those in a number
of other states from which there has long been a considerable out-migra-
tion of younger people.

Furthermore, the facts show that older people are quite reluctant to

migrate. The data for migrants during the period 1935-40 showed that

only 3.9 percent of all 1935-40 migrants were 65 years of age and over al-

though persons of this age constituted 6.8 percent of the total population
of the United States in 1940. A sample of the population taken in April
1949 showed that of those who said they had migrated between April
1940 and April 1949, only 4.7 percent were 65 and over although at that

time about 8 percent of the total population was of these ages. In addi-

tion, older people (65 and over) constituted a somewhat smaller propor-
tion of interstate migrants, 3.5 percent in the period 1935-40 and 4.1 per-
cent in the period 1940-49, than of all migrants. This was also true of

persons aged 45 to 64. Both of these age groups appear to be much less

migratory than younger groups, especially those aged 15-35. Old people

"stay put" more than any other age group. This does not mean, of course,

that the older people who do migrate between states may not settle in

relatively large numbers in certain states and hence, in the course of time

may raise the proportion of older people in their populations well above

that in most other states. But it should be emphasized that up to the pres-

ent this has not occurred as far as the data now available show.

Up to now it is the migration of young people rather than of old peo-

ple that affects the proportion of old people in the population. The situa-

tion in California may be cited as showing this condition. In California

the people 65 and over constituted about 8.0 percent of the population in

1940, but only 4.0 percent of the net migrants to the state (1935-40) were
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65 and over. Again, although the persons 55-64 constituted 9.6 percent of

the 1940 population, the net migrants of these ages constituted only 6.1

percent of all migrants. In contrast, migrants aged 20-29 constituted 30.7

percent almost one-third of all migrants to California although the resi-

dent population of those ages amounted to only 17.2 percent of the total,

or only a little more than one-sixth. Thus, in California the age composi-
tion of the in-migrants was such that the increase in older people came

from the aging of the population already resident there rather than from

migrants of the older ages. This is also shown in the fact that the propor-
tion of people 65 and over in California increased only from 8.0 percent
in 1940 to 8.2 percent in 1950, while the proportion in an older state like

Ohio increased from 7.9 percent to 9.5 percent in spite of the fact that

Ohio presumably had a small net loss of old people through migration. In

some of the other Middle Western States which had a net loss of older

people by migration the relative increase of persons 65 and over was even

larger than in Ohio, e.g., in Missouri the increase was from 8.6 percent
in 1940 to 10.8 percent in 1950, in Iowa from 8.9 percent to 10.4 percent
and in Nebraska from 7.9 percent to 9.8 percent.

In Florida the situation was somewhat different from that in California.

The migrants aged 55-64 constituted 8.7 percent of all net migrants in the

period 1935-40 and those 65 and over amounted to 8.7 percent of the total

while the resident groups of these ages amounted to only 7.5 percent and

6.9 percent, respectively. The resident population of Florida aged 20-29

constituted 17.9 percent of the total about the same as in California

while the net migrants of these ages amounted to only 25.1 percent, which

is about four-fifths the proportion of the migrants of these ages going to

California. Thus, migration to Florida did add more proportionally to

her old population than it did to California's, "but even Florida's propor-

tional increase in old people from 1940 to 1950 was only from 6.9 percent

to 8.6 percent which was considerably less than in Missouri and Nebraska

from which the out-migration of young people was relatively high. Thus,

as yet neither of the two states which probably have the largest net gains of

migrants 65 and over have proportions of old people as high as those in a

number of other states which have had net losses of old people by migration.

Whether future migration will change this situation essentially is at

present anyone's guess. But it should be noted that social security whether

achieved entirely by governmental action or by private pension plans may

possibly change this situation considerably in the next few decades since

these retirement plans are only now beginning to operate on a wide scale.

Even the migration of old people within a state when a migrant is

defined as one who moves across a county boundary has little immediate

effect on the change in the proportions of old people in cities, villages, or

the open country. This statement is based on a study of the migration

which took place within Ohio 1935-40. The large proportion of old people
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in the rural-farm population of Ohio in 1940 (9.5 percent) and rural-non-

farm population (8.9 percent), as compared with that in the urban popu-
lation (7.2 percent) is the consequence of the migration of younger people
out of rural areas rather than of the migration of older people into these

rural communities from urban communities. There is evidence, however,
of a rather small movement of older persons from the larger cities to rural

areas. But this movement was too small to be of much importance. The
fact is that many of the older people moving to small villages and cities do
not cross county lines and hence are not classed as migrants in the census

counts. They do, of course, add to the proportion of old people in these

smaller urban communities. The movement of population between coun-

ties, like that between states, shows that older people do not move even

locally in proportion to their numbers. However, over a considerable pe-
riod of time the fact that migrants from large cities to rural areas are older

than those moving in the other direction will tend to increase the differ-

ences in the age structure of these two types of communities, but this in-

crease will be slow.

It follows, then, from what we now know about the age composition
of migrants, that we should not expect any rapid change in the geographic
distribution of old people, i.e., between states and regions, although there

may be a slow movement westward and southward. Likewise we should

not expect any rapid change as between different types of communities

within a state. Since the changes in both of these respects will be rather

slow there should be ample time to make the adjustments required as a

consequence of these changes in their distribution.

II

State Planning for the Aged

WALTER E. KEYES

Director, Florida State Improvement Commission

One of the most surprising developments in the study of the aged has

been the very fact that the aged are being studied. Offhand this sounds like

nonsense, but it does serve to call attention to changes in our thinking
which have caused us, within the last 20 or 30 years, to begin focusing
attention on older people. For it has been only within recent decades that

we have begun to look at oldsters as a group. Earlier in our history they
were simply our grandmothers and grandfathers or our fathers and mothers

not a problem group to be planned for.

By now most of us have come to understand the process by which a

population "ages." In lay terms, and without getting into any complica-

tions, which I much prefer to leave to specialists like Doctor Thompson,
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the process as I understand it goes on about like this : A population ages
in this specific sense when three conditions prevail. (1) There is a low birth

rate which adds relatively few children to the population; (2) there is a

low death rate which subtracts relatively few old people from the popula-
tion; and (3) there is little or no immigration. You will all recognize, of

course, that these three conditions have prevailed here in America for

some time. Our birth and death rates have been falling for many genera-

tions; and since the 1920's, immigration has practically ceased. A change
in the downward trend in the birth rate did occur during the 1940's, but

it is too early to say with certainty whether this upsurge was temporary, or

whether it marks a reversal of the long-term trend.

This aging process involving birth and death rates as well as immigra-
tion has been accompanied by increases in the expectation of life. I am
sure that most of us have examined from time to time, with more than

casual interest, the statistics on how long we can expect to live. Since 1900,
about 18 years have been added to the average life expectancy at birth, and

the white male infant can now expect to live 65.5 years, the white female

infant 71.

This quick look at the demographic background makes it clear why in

a fundamental sense our population is growing older, but it does not ac-

tually explain the need for planning. Why do we need, in 1951, to plan
for an aged population ?

The increasing number of older people does not tell the whole story,

of course. Perhaps the basic factor is found in the nature of our industrial

society. The changes in our way of life which have been coming so rapidly

during the last 100 years have affected not only the organization of pro-
duction but also our various social institutions. In particular, the nature

of the family has changed. Many of us are old enough to have witnessed,

through our own eyes and through our parents and grandparents, this

relatively rapid transition. To illustrate, my own grandparents lived out

their lives in a large family built around the old idea of self-sufficiency.

Consequently, there was no problem of taking care of the aged. To the

very last my grandfather acted as a sort of elder counselor, and his place
in family life was secure.

Today, for the most part, our homes are small and there is just no

room for older relatives. Perhaps even more important, grandparents
often seem to have no function in the modern family group. As the soci-

ologists tell us, the family in most cases no longer has as one of its functions

the care of older people. It is perhaps for this reason more than any other

that the aged do constitute a problem for which planning is needed.

Whatever the underlying reasons, it is undeniable that the older people

among us today face pressing problems of maintaining an income, getting

employment, coping with costly health conditions, obtaining housing
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within their means, satisfying a need for creative and recreational activities,

and many others.

State Action

Planning for the aged takes many forms. Just last month an interna-

tional conference was held, in St. Louis to discuss various aspects of the

problems of aging and the aged. Hundreds of papers were read and many
of these had to do with planning but the subject was by no means ex-

hausted. My own interest centers primarily on state planning for an aged

population, since I am a state official. This is the area with which I am most

familiar, and today I should like to mention some of the most interesting
recent developments before going on to talk about our own experience
in Florida.

We are indebted to Mrs. Elizabeth Breckinridge for putting together
in an article in a recent issue of State Government many of the facts in

which we are interested. As she points out, one of the greatest strengths
of our system of government is the ability to respond flexibly to the chang-

ing needs of those governed. All of us have seen new functions added to

the many tasks already being performed by our state government. It has

been encouraging to those of us who have been aware of the developing

problems of the aged to see the governments of several states first recognize
the situation, then take action. So far, much of this action has been of a

tentative kind, but essential groundwork for further action is being laid

now, and we can perhaps make out in what has happened thus far the

promise of the future.

It was about five years ago that the first concrete state action began
with the planning of the New York State Joint Legislative Committee
on Problems of the Aging. Under the leadership of State Senator Thomas
Desmond the committee was established with an appropriation for a regu-
lar staff and a continuing program. During the past several years the

Desmond Committee has continued its studies with the assistance of lead-

ing specialists. Through annual hearings it has had the benefit of contribu-

tions by national authorities.

The titles of its book-size annual reports suggest the constructive attitude

the committee has taken. In 1948 it published Birthdays Don't Count; in

1949 its report was entitled Never Too Old; the 1950 report was labeled

Young at Any Age; and this year's report will be called No Time to Grow Old.

The 1950 report contains a statement of the findings and recommendations of

the committee. It is interesting to note in the newsletter Aging that in 1951

the New York State Legislature passed bills (1) to permit cities to set up
sheltered workshops for the aged; (2) to enable schools to set up recreational

programs for older people; (3) to institute licensing of nursing homes; and

(4) to allow retired public employees to work part-time or seasonally for a

public agency without loss of pension.
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Florida was the next state to take constructive action, but I should like

to delay describing our own work until later.

Governor Stevenson set up an Illinois State Committee on Problems
of the Aging in June, 1950. The committee is operated on a purely volun-

tary basis, and it is not clear at present what direction its efforts will take.

Many of you will remember the National Conference on Aging held
under the auspices of the Federal Security Agency in August, 1950. This
well-attended meeting directed nationwide attention to the aging and
seems to have stimulated action in several states. Governor Williams, of

Michigan, early this year appointed a Special Study Commission on Prob-

lems of Aging. In North Carolina a legislative commission has been ap-

pointed, and it will in due course present recommendations to the Gen-
eral Assembly. Legislation authorizing the study of the older population
has been considered in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania.

Other developments which should not be overlooked include the fol-

lowing: The Department of Social Security of the State of Washington has

carried on for about a year an experimental contact with various citizens

to encourage local interest in the problems of older people and to stimulate

support of programs of activities for their aged.
The Colorado Conference of Social Welfare has recommended that a

committee be appointed to conduct studies of the situation of the aged in

Colorado and to develop a plan covering all aspects. Two years ago Gov-

ernor Knous appointed a committee to study rehabilitation needs and

recommend legislation.

In Connecticut, a commission on the Care and Retirement of the

Chronically 111, Aged and Infirm operates a hospital and rehabilitation unit

and makes grants to other hospitals to establish programs.

State Action m Florida

In sketching the development of state planning for the aged I said

nothing about Florida's program. In this field New York was the pioneer
with its Joint Legislative Committee on Problems of the Aged. Florida

was the next state to take action. This came in 1949 when Governor Fuller

Warren in an executive order directed the Florida State Improvement
Commission to study the migration of retired persons into Florida and the

social and economic impact of that movement. At the same time, Governor

Warren appointed a 15-member Citizens Committee on Retirement in

Florida to keep him and the public advised on the matter.

In Florida, organization of planning has followed what seems to be

the most productive pattern. There is a Citizens Committee, made up of

men representing various aspects of the social and economic life of the

state, and a full-time staff in an established state agency which functions

as the action arm of the committee. Our program is still too new to have
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produced world-shaking results, but preliminary indications are that the

tie-up of citizens group and state agency is workable.

Most people in the United States are aware of the attraction Florida

exerts for people at or near the retirement ages. Along with California,

it is known as a state which draws large numbers of elderly persons. In

a recent study of migration during the 1930-1940 period, a well-known

population specialist, Dr. T. Lynn Smith, found that California had 57,000

more persons aged 65 and over in 1940 than would have been the case had

the number not been swelled by migration from other states. During the

same ten-year period Florida netted 33,000 aged persons. Doctor Smith

has pointed out the tremendous significance of the fact that one fourth of

Florida's elderly citizens and one tenth of California's elderly citizens were

newcomers in 1940.

It is unfortunate that detailed figures from the 1950 census are not avail-

able for all states. Some interesting facts have turned up from preliminary
studies made by a member of our staff, however. For the population 45

years of age and over, Florida had the highest percentage increase of all

states during the 1940-50 period. During this decade the increase was 66

percent for Florida. Arizona came next with an increase of 64 percent,
while California, whose growth placed it in third rank, had a gain of 46

percent for the ten-year period.
When we look at the census figures for the growth of the population

aged 65 and over, the picture is much the same. From 1940 to 1950, per-
sons in this age group in Florida increased 81 percent. The gain in Arizona

was somewhat higher, 85 percent, while in California, which was again in

third rank, the increase amounted to 56 percent. These figures should be

considered in the light of the national increase of people aged 65 and over,

which was 37 percent.
It is clear from these figures that Florida's older population is growing

at an extremely rapid rate. The significance of the striking increase of

persons whose ages fall between 45 and 65 should not be missed. Even if

we were to assume no additional migration of people in their 60's and above

into Florida, the aging of the population already in the state would assure

a growing concentration of older people within the next decade or two.

Moreover, a relatively new factor which may radically affect the move-

ment of oldsters into Florida should not be overlooked. That factor is the

vastly increased coverage provided by industry-wide pension plans. In

mid-1950 the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that at least 5,123,000

workers were covered by collectively bargained pension plans, a threefold

increase over 1948 coverage. Furthermore, the 1950 amendments of the

Social Security Act increased benefits and extended old-age and survivors

insurance to additional employed groups.
As the number of pensioned people grows year by year, we may well

find that the movement of retirees into Florida, which the census figures
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suggest was progressing rapidly during the 1940-50 decade, will mush-
room amazingly.

How much will the new industrial pensioners receive? No reliable

estimate can be made as yet because the basic data have not been tabulated.

But it seems likely that industry pensions will average less than $125 per
month. Setting such a modest pension income against the cost of living
has convinced us that at least one answer to the problem lies in low-cost

housing.

Against the background of these facts we have proposed the Sponsored
Neighborhood Village Plan. The Neighborhood Village Plan calls for

large employers and labor unions, as well as other interests, to sponsor
communities in Florida especially built for retired workers. Properly or-

ganized and constructed, these communities or neighborhood villages will

offer a happy and healthful life to retired workers within their means, and

at negligible cost to the sponsor. The benefits are three-way: to the spon-
sor, to the retired worker, and to the State of Florida, with each of the

three benefiting through cooperative organized effort.

Essentially, the proposal is for the design and construction of a com-

munity of 500 or more family units, constructed without speculative profit,

operated under one of several possible organizational plans, with capital
costs to be secured from an employer's retirement fund or the usual mort-

gage sources, with the State of Florida to assist in location and planning.
It may be asked whether a community designed for and primarily occu-

pied by retired persons is actually what such persons want and whether it

is in fact good for them and for society at large. For large numbers of the

aging, it is precisely what they want. We have seen the national popularity
of St. Petersburg, based on bringing together large numbers of older peo-

ple. In more recent years, Paradise, California, has had much the same sort

of growth. In Florida, the communities of St. Cloud and Clermont are

other examples.
To get a cross section of actual opinion among retirees (who, after all,

are the most concerned) the Florida State Improvement Commission in

1950 surveyed a random sample of retired persons in St. Petersburg. It was

found that 45 percent of the retired group preferred to associate exclusively

with people of their own age. Some 20 percent preferred the society of

younger adults, and 28 percent preferred association with people of all ages.

It must be remembered, also, that there will not be complete stratifica-

tion of age in any such community. A significant percentage of retired per-

sons have younger family members in the household a very few with

adolescent children, others with younger brothers or sisters or grandchil-

dren. In the 441 households of retired people visited by interviewers in

St. Petersburg, there were 68 persons who were not retired persons under

21 years of age and older people who were working. It should be noted too

that the wives of retired men tend to be much younger than their husbands ;
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in St. Petersburg, the youngest woman was 31 and there were 23 women
less than 50 years of age.

Further, the neighborhood village would not be completely isolated.

In concept it approaches what sociologists call a "satellite community," a

community large enough to bring together a wide variety of taste and social

aptitudes to make for pleasant social relations, not so large as to be self-

sufficient; sufficiently protected from surrounding communities to provide

quiet and congeniality of atmosphere, not so isolated as to prevent daily
intercourse at all levels with people and elements in the whole area.

Each neighborhood village should be tailored to the makeup, wishes,

and needs of the particular group. It is assumed, however, that the neigh-
borhood village should be located on a tract of land having some terrain

advantages such as hills, lakes, or streams. It may front on one side of an

arterial highway certainly it must have good communication facilities

but the body of the community must be protected against inter-city traffic.

It should be situated within one hour's travel by bus or automobile from a

city of at least 20,000 and not more than two to two-and-a-half hours' travel

by bus or automobile from one of the metropolitan communities.

Housing within the neighborhood village must, of course, conform with

the needs of its people. A certain percentage should be single-family de-

tached dwellings on small lots, a certain percentage single-family apart-

ments, a certain percentage detached dwellings with half-acre and larger

plots suitable for gardening, plus provision in dormitory-type boarding
houses for single persons. The exact percentage in each category can be

determined only after a survey of the particular group to be accommodated.

The community center would literally hold the neighborhood together.

It would contain a shopping center, in which would be located a super mar-

ket, a service station, drug store, laundromat, barber and beauty shop, shoe

repair shop, laundry and dry cleaning shop. It would contain the commu-

nity building, which might be termed the heart of the whole neighborhood.
In it would be an auditorium to seat 500-600 persons; the auditorium could

also serve as the neighborhood theater and on Sunday as the site for services

of religious groups. It would contain lounges, game rooms, toilet facilities,

administration offices, snack bar and cafeteria, library, hobby room, and

perhaps the clinic and infirmary.

In the immediate area would be outdoor recreation facilities. A separate
church might be provided in the community center. Provision must also

be made for fire-fighting facilities and the community maintenance shops,
which should be located outside the center, perhaps in buildings housing or

adjacent to facilities for water supply and sewage disposal.

We feel strongly that the village will be successful only if it has a

definite operating program designed to interest and integrate all members

in community life. A recreational program, under professional or semi-
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professional supervision, is essential. Opportunities for self-advancement

through adult educational programs must be provided.
The neighborhood village, as a partially self-governing community, can

be organized and financed as (1) a trust, under the control of a board of

trustees to be named in any agreed manner; (2) a city, chartered under

general Florida law or in accordance with a special charter granted by the

Florida legislature (as most cities in the state are chartered) ;
or (3) without

formal governing authority, as an urban unincorporated area subject to

general county government and with any necessary regulations supplied by
the sponsor in his capacity as landlord. Final decision in each instance

should be reached only after study and consideration of the particular site

by the sponsor and consultation with the retirees themselves.

Unless dictated by special circumstances of the site or preferences of the

retirees, it would appear that the most practicable organization and financ-

ing method would be the establishment of a non-profit corporation to

construct and operate the community. The corporation would be exempt
from federal taxation and could qualify for an FHA guaranteed mortgage
on the entire development. Under Florida law, no real property taxes

would apply against the housing part of the community. The shopping
center would be operated by the corporation or leased to concessionaires,

with rentals or profits therefrom devoted to maintenance of community
facilities such as the recreation grounds.

It might be advisable in addition to organize the community legally as

a city.

Most studies of the effects of retirement have shown that to remain

happy, retired persons must remain active. Florida communities which

are geared to retirement offer many social and recreational outlets for older

people. As we have indicated, it is planned to have an organized program
of this sort in the neighborhood village. Many retired people are happiest

when they are working. Being productive helps them feel that they are

still valuable citizens. To this end considerable thought has been given to

the role of part-time employment in the neighborhood village. We feel

that the occupants of the village development will provide an excellent

labor force for certain types of light industry. Any one of several plans

might be instituted to make it possible for older men and women to work

without overtaxing themselves. Employees might work half days, or they

might work on alternate days, permitting the working arrangement to be

extremely flexible. Still another possibility is piecework ;
this would side-

step the problem of fixing an hourly rate for workers who would perform

at varying speeds.

Recent Developments

The proposal for the erection of Neighborhood Villages has been re-

ceived with much interest throughout the United States. The Improvement
Commission has been working closely with several interests which are con-
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ducting investigations and carrying on preliminary planning which they

hope will lead to the construction of Neighborhood Villages incorporating
most of the features considered essential. It seems certain that at least some
of these projected villages will be built, but it is not possible at this time

to reveal the names of sponsors or the locations that are being considered.

It may be of interest to present brief descriptions of three of these projects.

Firm A is a builder of commercial and residential housing develop-
ments. The company, which maintains offices in New York and Washing-
ton, has completed large-scale projects throughout the United States. This

firm has begun an investigation which will cost possibly $30,000 or more
to determine whether it is feasible to build a pilot project consisting ulti-

mately of at least 5000 living units. Its architects have already prepared

preliminary plans incorporating many features of construction which seem

especially adapted to the need of older people. Rentals would vary from

approximately $30.00 per month upward, depending upon the accommoda-
tions.

Firm B is a company which processes agricultural products. It main-

tains headquarters in Jacksonville, Florida, and has plants in many states.

This firm is carefully considering the possibility of developing a Neighbor-
hood Village on property in Florida which it already owns. A nationally
known engineering firm has begun preparing detailed financial and con-

struction plans on the basis of which Firm B will be able to decide whether

to proceed. This sponsor does not intend to limit residence in the proposed

development to its own numerous retirees but hopes to enter into arrange-
ments with other large employers permitting employees of the entire group
of companies to live in the village.

Firm C is further along in its planning than any of the other sponsors
we have mentioned. It controls a highly desirable tract of land on the Gulf
of Mexico and has already finished much of the site planning which must

precede actual construction. The basic rental for a one-bedroom home is

to be $33.00 per month, plus the cost of utilities. The resident would ac-

quire a 'life estate" in the home, which means, in effect, that he would own
the home during his lifetime and the lifetime of his spouse although he

would not build up an equity.

Although I was asked to discuss Planning for an Aged Population, I

have taken the liberty of concentrating upon our experiences in Florida,

since I am most familiar with this phase of the national picture. The Neigh-
borhood Village'concept has been described because we feel it is one answer

though not the only answer to the problem of how to accommodate

retired people who migrate to a milder climate. Our work represents only
one facet of the over-all task which faces America. A new era is arriving
now that the dependents children and older people constitute a growing

proportion of our people. The cost of maintaining these two groups of

dependents falls upon people in the working ages. As planning officials,

you need hardly be told how important it is to gather facts that can be used
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as the basis for sound planning. Florida and an increasing number of other

states are working toward the accumulation of a reservoir of information

that can be used as a guide for constructive action.

Reporter's Summary

ANDRE FAURE

Planning Director, City and County Planning Commission, Tucson, Arizona

Opening the discussion session, Mr. Drury of Oakland asked Mr. Keyes
about the estimates of the number of aged planning to migrate to Florida.

Mr. Keyes referred to reports from a national survey indicating that 61

percent want to go to Florida.

Regarding plans of the Florida State Improvement Commission and

private companies to build "Neighborhood Villages" for the aged, Harold

Buttenheim questioned the desirability of creating communities for older

people without young life around them. In response, Mr. Keyes told of

their random sample study of 441 households of retired persons in St.

Petersburg. This study showed that 45 per cent chose to live in such a com-

munity. (While it was not brought out in the discussion, it should be

recognized that this study was made only of a selected population of the

aged.) However, Keyes added that these communities do contain consider-

able numbers of younger people, as for example, young married women,
for one reason or another living with their parents.

Asked about the size of the sponsored neighborhood village, Mr. Keyes

gave an estimate of 3,000 to 10,000.

Questioned by Mr. Blumenfeld of Philadelphia regarding the compari-
son of age composition of Europe and the United States, Dr. Thompson
replied that Europe has been characterized by a more stable population than

the U.S.A. because of lower migration. However, America is now catch-

ing up, due to greatly decreased immigration in recent years.

Mr. Bagby of Grand Rapids raised the question of using projected age

population figures in a given area as a basis for estimating housing unit

sizes. In this connection, Mr. Bair of Florida took exception to the impli-
cation of Dr. Thompson's remark "that we should not expect any rapid

change in the geographic distribution of old people." Mr. Bair felt that

in a country where population mobility is as high as it is generally in the

United States, characteristics of local population may change so rapidly as

a result of in- and out-migration as to make predictions which are projec-
tions of present or previous birth and death rates relatively meaningless.

Mr. Carson of Pittsburgh wanted to know who would pay for the com-

munity recreation and welfare services in the sponsored neighborhood vil-

lages planned in Florida. Mr. Keyes pointed out that with old people

living together, you have a situation of low-cost recreation and that rent

of commercial buildings will provide funds for these activities.



Aids to Local Planning

i

The Role of the University

JOHN A. PARKER

Chairman, Department of City and Regional Planning,

University of North Carolina

Many of our universities have developed service programs of great

strength in the field of local government. In most instances these programs
have resulted in the university becoming the focal point of stimulus and a

source of assistance for municipalities seeking ways and means of improv-
ing their administrative practices and procedures. Dr. Sweeny is going to

discuss this kind of service.

In recent years the work of these institutes of government and bureaus

of public administration has been supplemented by programs concentrat-

ing specifically on local planning. These programs are of two types : those

that emerge from the planning schools as a by-product in the training of

planners; and service programs as such that are set up to help communi-
ties with planning problems.

Some of you who haven't been through the mill may be wondering

why a planning school should be considered as an aid to local planning.
As is true of training programs in most professions, planning education

requires laboratories for student projects. Students in the course of their

training need to study and develop plans for existing communities. They
learn by coping with actual situations. They discuss conditions and pro-

posals with local officials and citizens. Sometimes the community pays

expenses involved in the study not for anybody's time but for travel,

blueprints, photostats and for typing and duplication of reports. Some-

times the final product is presented to the community not as a profes-

sional plan, which it isn't but to stimulate interest in planning and to

suggest possible solutions to problems.
In addition to the conduct of student projects, and of greater signifi-

cance to the subject of this session, is the role played by the faculties of

planning schools in stimulating and assisting planning activities in their

regions.

With the help of several of my colleagues in other institutions I have

some information on university activities in this field and in several cases

I have the university's estimate of the value of this assistance. What I

don't have is first hand information from the communities themselves,
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which is unfortunate, since the focus in this session is on the community
and not on the university. My information is further limited by the fact

that it comes mainly from some of the heads of schools of planning and

thereby by-passes work that may be carried on by service agencies in uni-

versities where there is no school of planning.
The primary purpose of schools of planning is professional education.

Service activities must be secondary and incidental to the educational pro-

gram. A considerable volume of work is being done by students in com-

munities, but in spite of faculty participation the end result of a student

project is student work. This means it will be limited by lack of experi-
ence. It will also be limited by the fact that student participation in any
one project must be restricted to a specified period of time. Students must

get a variety of types of experience while in school and projects must be

packaged in terms of semesters or quarters, regardless of where this leaves

the community.
We all know that any planning service worth its salt must be of a

continuing nature and students are necessarily transients. Unless the proj-
ect is a thesis, student projects seldom provide time for the kind of dis-

cussion of proposals and alternatives with the local planning board that

would be present in any actual situation and which generally results in a

better plan.
In spite of these limitations universities with planning schools are per-

forming a number of types of services. All schools seem to take it for

granted that service of one kind or another will emerge from their train-

ing programs. Most of them stress the point that they make it clear to the

community that student projects are not professional plans. Several schools

are preoccupied with the dilemma of how far student projects can go with-

out interfering with the work of consultants. There is a difference of opin-
ion as to whether or not schools should accept stipends to cover expenses
on student projects.

One school says that since they are not a state university but a private

institution they have no responsibility for service to communities.

Another school states that they have always followed the policy of

trying to avoid competition with consulting city planners in the area.

This school says "As a result of this policy we do not select projects for

student problems which are projects that should be planned by profes-

sional planners . . . and paid for by the community. This limits the kind

of work we can do."

Another school says, "We make it clear that we are not performing

professional services, that our study is a school project, and that it is the

school and not the local planning board or mayor that is going to determine

what we do and how we do it. Until last year we would not permit cities

to make any financial contributions ... in order to preserve our amateur

standing."
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From another part of the country one of the schools reports that "In

using student aid . . . (we) proceed with caution . . . the average city

official may think the city is getting something for nothing, and of course

it may be so, but this should not be construed as professional planning."
If my small sampling means anything, however, it appears that a ma-

jority of the schools and particularly those in state supported institu-

tions accept stipends to cover expenses, and manage at the same time to

stimulate interest in getting a professional job done.

In most cases the planning schools serve as focal points of planning

activity in their regions. They all assist communities in finding planning

personnel. Their faculty members give talks on planning to a variety of

groups and they organize conferences and institutes. Their students are

available for work in planning offices during vacations.

In setting forth the activities of these schools I've tried to group them
under the headings of education, research, and service.

Educational Programs

The most obvious type of assistance a university can give to local plan-

ning is to train professional city planners who will eventually take jobs at

the local level. There are twenty degree-granting programs of this sort in

the United States and several graduate programs in Canada.

Less obvious but also important as a type of assistance is the practice
we have noted of using communities as laboratories for student projects.
The nature and scope of these projects and relationships between planning
schools and communities have varied, depending on a number of factors.

The Department of City and Regional Planning at Berkeley devotes about

one third of its time to community projects of two types: projects focused

on communities in which there are active planning programs; and projects
in communities which do not as yet have planning agencies. They find that

student work, when it turns out well, is of immediate practical benefit to

the communities and they believe that communities have benefited as much
as the students and faculty from such projects.

Some of the recent student projects undertaken at Harvard include: a

redevelopment plan for the South Side of Chicago which was prepared as a

demonstration of one possible pattern of development which might be

used in the reconstruction of that area
;
and a development plan for Block

Island for the use of the New England Council for promotional purposes
to illustrate possibilities of development of New England recreational

areas. Redevelopment projects on actual sites are undertaken annually and

last year the city of Boston used the student work as the basis for an exhi-

bition.

Each spring Cornell puts a team of graduate students to work on a com-

prehensive planning study of some city within their area. They work

closely with public officials. They report that in every instance these proj-
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ects have stimulated planning in the community, frequently resulting in

the community employing professional advice. Last year the Broome

County Planning Board made a substantial cash contribution to cover ex-

penses on a group study of that area. The Board has taken the plan pro-
duced by the students as a basis for further detailed study. Cornell students

have undertaken theses based on specific communities and in some cases the

findings of these students have been reproduced in local newspapers.

Rutgers has undertaken as student projects many studies in Middlesex

County. The results are made available to communities. They have stimu-

lated local planning and in several instances have created jobs for con-

sultants. Their activities have also stimulated the urban redevelopment

program in New Brunswick. With regard to the purpose of student proj-
ects in communities, Rutgers states that "student work is never a substitute

for a professionally prepared plan. But it may serve as a means of pointing
the way to the need for a master development plan and even introduce com-

munity and local officials to the whole field of planning."

Chicago reports a number of community planning projects. Among
these are a plan for a new residential and industrial area in the Chicago
suburb of Orland Park; a survey of the community and planning problems
of the Hyde Park-Kenwood Community oriented toward an action pro-

gram ;
and in cooperation with Chicago agencies a survey of the industrial

section of the South Side of Chicago and a consideration of the require-
ments for the planning and redevelopment of this area.

Michigan has undertaken a variety of projects in communities and recog-
nizes service to the community as one of their objectives in undertaking
such projects.

Anyone who has been to M.I.T. knows the importance of the "town prob-
lem" in their program. Last spring an M.I.T. student plan for New London

County was exhibited in the community. They also work closely with the

Cambridge Planning Board on a variety of projects.
Columbia undertakes student projects in communities. The communi-

ties pay expenses and are presented with the results.

At North Carolina as at Berkeley we undertake two types of community

projects: the general survey which is prepared in communities where there

is no active planning program ;
and special studies concerned with particu-

lar functions or with the redevelopment of parts of a community which

are conducted in communities with planning staffs. In all our studies ar-

rangements are made beforehand with city officials who meet with the stu-

dents and faculty at intervals during the project. Expenses are usually paid

by the community on general surveys and occasionally on special studies.

In addition to the education of the student our goal is to encourage com-

munities to employ professional help on a continuing basis. Two of our

cities have set up permanent planning departments following student

studies and numbers of others are employing consultants.
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I have very little information on survey courses in city planning offered

or sponsored by universities for the benefit of laymen in different age

groups. These include lecture courses offered as electives to college stu-

dents in a variety of fields
; evening classes offered in adult education pro-

grams; and courses and series of lectures given in the public schools by

university personnel.
Planners on University faculties are generally aware of the need of

the job to be done at home in bringing together colleagues in a variety of

fields on planning problems and projects. Many of these colleagues par-

ticularly in state universities have constant contacts with communities and

can do much to stimulate interest in planning activity. This is particu-

larly true of faculty personnel in the various professions such as public ad-

ministration, law, public health, social work and community organization,

education and recreation.

Research

Most universities with research programs are engaged in studies related

to urban areas. This growing interest on the part of research groups should

produce results of significance to local planning although much of it will

require interpretation.
Universities offering professional training in planning are rapidly de-

veloping basic research programs concerned with organization and ad-

ministration of planning as well as with planning theories, standards,

methods and techniques. We have a growing body of master's theses and

doctor's dissertations, many of which are undertaken as part of such basic

research programs.
Harvard and M.I.T. joined forces last year to give a student problem which

resulted in the preparation of an exhibit on urban redevelopment meth-

ods and techniques. This exhibit has been displayed before groups and

communities in the area. Harvard is currently engaged in giving a study
of industrial location as it will be affected by the President's order on in-

dustrial dispersal. This study will be made available to the several state

agencies concerned.

Chicago is engaged in a number of research projects oriented toward mak-

ing contributions in the field of local planning. These include among
others : studies of requirements, standards and priorities in housing, pub-
lic services and facilities; a case study in Washington County, Utah, on

governmental projects and plans as they affect local communities; and

studies of social aspects of community planning and race relations in public

housing in Chicago.
North Carolina's urban research program includes studies of intergovern-

mental relations in planning ; planning and development in the small com-

munity; planning for the dispersed growth of small cities; a study of

community power structure; housing arrangements and family behavior;
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housing standards; metropolitan regionalism of the south; and an urbani-

zation study of the Savannah River area.

Service Programs

Numerous types of service activities are undertaken as aids to local

planning by planning schools and their staff members as well as by other

divisions of universities such as institutes of community development.

Berkeley is considering the eventual possibility of setting up a University
Extension Service in City and County Planning similar to the Agricul-
ture Extension Service. They are convinced that a fairly large staff would
be needed at the outset and that the program would have to be financed

by the state on a permanent basis. They visualize a carefully defined pro-

gram that would help and not hurt the business of the planning consult-

ants in the area.

Members of the Harvard and M.I.T. faculty participate in local planning

programs as citizens and as consultants. Their students sponsor talks be-

fore citizen groups on subjects related to planning.
Cornell faculty members advise communities who want to get started on

planning programs or who have special problems confronting them.

The New York State Colleges of Forestry and Agriculture have prepared
studies of recreational areas and land classification schemes for counties in

the state.

Rutgers students are used by local agencies in gathering information and

preparing maps for planning board use. This has resulted in the produc-
tion of basic data at a cost which was within the budgetary limitations of

the small municipalities. Rutgers faculty members advise local boards on

the organization of planning programs and lecture to citizen groups.

Chicago faculty members serve as consultants to local agencies and citizen

organizations and have assisted in the preparation of a book on city plan-

ning for use in the Chicago High Schools.

The Michigan Extension Service sends out planning faculty as members

of a team of specialists in the field of local government. These teams meet

with public officials and citizen groups, give talks and hold clinics. The

planner on the team assists local planning groups in matters of procedure
and method but not in the preparation of plans.

The University of Arkansas through its Institute of Science and Technology
offers a service program in the field of city planning.

Through its Institute of Community Development the University of Okla-

homa serves as consultant to the State Planning and Resources Board and is

preparing a number of studies for them. The Institute has also been com-

missioned to undertake specific jobs for a number of cities and communi-

ties in Oklahoma and Texas. They answer numerous inquiries from local

communities and in cooperation with other agencies organize conferences
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on community development. The Institute employs a staff of fifteen to

twenty people of whom twelve are employed full time.

Illinois, through its Bureau of Community Development, operates a service

program which stimulates interest in planning and provides technical

assistance.

Service programs at North Carolina are similar to those elsewhere. These

are carried on by the Institute of Government, the Department of City
and Regional Planning and the Institute for Research in Social Science.

The Institute of Government is a service agency concerned with all aspects
of government. They have held conferences on planning and are cur-

rently preparing guide books on zoning and zoning administration. Our

Department has no service program as such, but collaborates with other

divisions of the university in arranging for meetings and conferences with

public officials. Our faculty is frequently asked to assist local agencies in

finding planning personnel and several of us have served as consultants to

communities in our area. Students work as interns in local agencies during
the summer months. The Institute for Research in Social Science arranges
conferences and workshops and provides consulting services in the field

of community organization.

Conclusion

One type of service which seems to me to be particularly valuable to the

student and the community and which planning agencies and consultants

are seldom able to perform is the project which sets out to illustrate tech-

niques, methods, and consequences of legislation, such as the MIT-Harvard

study on urban redevelopment methods and techniques and the Harvard

study of industrial locations as it will be affected by the President's order

on industrial dispersal.

I have the feeling that we are only scratching the surface in reaching

non-professional students with general survey courses in universities, and

that we have a long way to go in spreading the gospel to members of other

public service professions.
There is much valuable research going on, but in spite of all that ASPO

and AIP have done there is still much that needs to be done in coordinating
our research efforts and in making them available to local planning agencies
in a form that will be of use to them.

Knowing that at best what the planning schools can do to aid local

planning must always be of a limited nature, many of us are working for a

state supported service program with adequate budgets to do the job we
know needs to be done in our various regions. There is some difference of

opinion as to where and how such a program should be set up. I think most

of us would agree that ideally such a service should be part of a state-wide

planning program such as in Alabama and Tennessee. If for one reason

and another this ideal setup may not be possible, the state university pro-
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gram such as is now in operation in Oklahoma and Illinois becomes the

next best proposition.

II

Planning Assistance for Small Communities

STEPHEN B. SWEENEY

Director, Institute of Local and State Government,

University of Pennsylvania

A brief description of our organization is necessary to understand our phi-

losophy and approach in local planning.

The Institute of Local and State Government was established as a special

unit of the University of Pennsylvania in 1937, through a grant from the

Samuel S. Pels Fund. Our principal mission is training in local and state gov-

ernment for both pre-service graduate students aiming toward managerial ca-

reers, and in-service public officials interested in extending their knowledge of

the theory and practice of government administration. Our educational pro-

grams include both regular university courses and special bi-weekly Institute

conferences on special subjects such as planning and zoning.

A collateral function of our Institute is service to local and state governmen-
tal agencies on specific problems. Our service work takes a number of forms.

Through our student field work or "laboratory" program, which requires our

full-time graduate students to work five mornings a week during the academic

year in government offices, we are able to contribute toward the solution of

special municipal administrative problems. The facilities of our research li-

brary, which contains both standard reference works and technical materials,

are available for use by officials in the area. Our professional staff is continu-

ally called upon for advice and consultation on municipal problems at day or

evening meetings. On several occasions, we have conducted special recruit-

ment round-tables such as those for the selection of planning directors for the

Philadelphia Planning Commission and the Delaware County Planning Com-

mission.

These are only illustrative of the kinds of service activities that an organi-

zation like ours is called upon to perform. About five years ago, in response to

mounting demands for direct help on problems involving considerable staff

time, we organized a special consulting service, which devotes full-time to serv-

ice work. The job of this unit is to render specialized staff assistance under

contracts with official, governmental agencies on a cost basis.

The establishment and rapid growth of our Government Consulting Serv-

ice is a direct reflection of the great need of our smaller, local government units
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for planning aid. I refer to the need for direct, continuing and long-term tech-

nical planning assistance for smaller communities which are faced with hard,

cold planning problems and which lack the means of solving them.

All of us know that local government in the smaller civil subdivisions in our

metropolitan areas has become a complex job, demanding specialized skills

which are not ordinarily home-grown. In many of these communities, the need

for planning is serious and acute. Yet, they cannot hope to retain on their own

payrolls the skilled technicians which they need. Practically speaking, they
must look beyond their municipal borders for part-time specialized staff assist-

ance. Unfortunately, specific and direct technical assistance in planning is

offered only in scattered instances. Where it is given, it does not always accord

with what we consider adequate standards.

In our opinion, the overall guiding principle for any consulting organiza-
tion which offers technical assistance to local planning agencies is this : outside

staff assistance is a substitute for local planning staff; it should, therefore, ap-

proximate as nearly as possible the conditions of a regular staff situation.

This principle, it seems to us, has a number of subtle but important impli-
cations for the consulting technique and the consulting organization.

1. Staff assistance must be currently available on a continuing, long-term

basis, and it must be flexible enough to meet fluctuating local demands and

needs for staff-time. The selection of a municipal parking lot now may demand
as much staff time as the development of a long-range population forecast.

2. The cost of specialized planning assistance must be geared to the small

local budget. If planning is to be a permanent part of the governmental opera-

tion, its cost must be absorbed in the normal, year-to-year operating budget of

the municipality. It must not call for a disproportionately large, one-time ap-

propriation.

3. The consultant or better, the consulting organization must not devi-

ate from its proper role as staff-advisor to the responsible local planning agency
and governing authorities. The consultant's function is not to prepare a plan
in a package form embodying programs and policies which usurp local preroga-
tives. Its job is to study, interpret, and advise to assist the responsible local

authorities in planning their community. No consultant, however, competent

technically, can presume to master in a short time the peculiar subtleties of the

local situation. He cannot presume to duplicate the "feel" which the respon-

sible local authorities possess and which enables them to foresee which course

is impractical and which feasible.

4. The consulting organization must understand and appreciate the local

governmental structure and operation, and the place of planning in the total

picture. In general, the subordinate, staff relationship of the planning agency
to the governing body should be strictly respected. In particular, the con-

sultant must know the community and its government over a long enough pe-
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riod of time to understand the administrative relationships which are all-im-

portant in plan development and in plan execution.

5. To the maximum extent possible, the skills and abilities of the planning

agency and of civic groups and individuals in the community must be utilized

in the actual work of planning. The slower pace is more than balanced by the

realistic character arid the solid support of resultant plans which makes them
much more likely to be translated from paper to performance.

In its planning consulting work, our Government Consulting Service bases

its whole operation on the principles which I have outlined. We make avail-

able our resources for specific single jobs or segments of planning work such

as school plant programming, assessment equalization, or subdivision standards

and also for continuing consultation. We operate only at the request of the

local governing body or one of its official agencies, and then under specific

contracts for which charges are made on a cost basis.

The key to our consulting approach is one of the Institute's charter prin-

ciples : help the Incumbent public officials do the job to be done.

The most unique and most illustrative application of our consulting phi-

losophy is in the field of general community planning. Here, we serve in a

staff-advisor capacity to the local lay planning commission on a long-term con-

tract and on a continuing basis. Contracts are usually consummated for one

year and renewed by the year. The continuing planning consultancy was de-

vised specifically to meet the needs of the municipalities which cannot afford

full-time planning staff. It makes available the resources of the Institute's re-

search center and professional staff on a part-time basis. We devote as many
man-days per month to the community as the municipality desires, depending
on available funds, the desired pace of the work, and the complexity of the

problems. Although a single staff member is assigned to work with each com-

munity, through him the competences of the entire professional staff and occa-

sional specialists are funneled. Each contract is handled as an organizational,

not a personal arrangement, to assure flexibility and continuity.

Incidentally, we never operate on a fixed fee contract. The municipality can

fire us at any time that the governing body feels that planning is not properly

productive, or that planning programs and recommendations are not in accord

with its general policies. .

In line with the general objectives of the Institute, our Consulting Service

guides and assists the local planning commission. It does not take over the

Commission's functions. The underlying aim is not to prepare A Master Plan,

but to promote an active planning program and a virile planning agency truly

responsible for the plans it formulates and truly interested in working for the

implementation of those plans.

We help in determining study priorities, prepare checklists and memo-

randa as guides for the planning commission and its working committees of

citizen-volunteers, perform the more technical tasks of analysis ourselves, and
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confer regularly and frequently with the planning commission. The commis-

sion is at all times responsible for controlling and directing the program. The

arrangement contributes to the continuing vitality of the planning process at

the same time that it keeps the cost of specialized help to a minimum.

The arrangement keeps the consultant in constant touch with the local scene

over a long period of time, making him available for advice throughout the de-

velopment of a program or job and also at the critical moments when adapta-
tions and final decisions must be made. The consultant also gets the oppor-

tunity to work closely with all interested officials and parties, and to learn what

is politically and administratively feasible as well as theoretically advisable.

Even in a community where formalized planning is a new governmental func-

tion, the consultant can assist immediately in working out solutions to current

problems. He can apply planning judgments and standards to get the best

possible long-run situation, even before the basic planning areas have been ex-

haustively investigated. For example, in a number of our suburban communi-

ties, we have helped formulate comprehensive zoning plans where the need was

urgent for land use controls. In the more complex and dynamic situations, such

a zoning plan might have to undergo revision as development occurs and addi-

tional planning data become available.

Also, in a number of communities in the path of mushrooming suburban

development, we have assisted the planning agency and the administrative staff

in setting up minimum standards for land subdivision and development, and

uniform procedures for the review of individual platting proposals. More im-

portant in consultation with the local planning commission, our staff assists

in the actual review of subdivision proposals, attempting on a current basis to

work out with developers the best possible layouts in harmony with community-
wide objectives. The big problems in these communities exist now, and they
must be met now. They cannot wait for the completion of comprehensive or

master plans.

By careful division of work and proper controls, the members of the local

planning commission, as well as civic groups and individuals, do much of the

planning work. We have used high school civics classes in population surveys

and housing checks for redevelopment programs. We use civic organizations

in assembling existing land use data, in employment censuses, traffic counts,

and inventories of streets for major street planning purposes. The time-con-

suming tasks of compilation of data can often be handled locally. The more

involved analyses and the job of interpretation are done by our staff. However,

frequent meetings with the planning commission keep its members fully in-

formed at every stage. In this way, they understand the method of development
of plans, the inter-relationships of plan segments, and the full implications of

their policy and program decisions. As participants in planning and not

merely the reviewers of completed plans prepared by the consultants the mem-
bers of the planning commission can shape programs to the local situation, and

they can make sound decisions in their recommendations to the governing body.
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III

Aids to Local Planning in Alabama

WILLIAM O. DOBBINS, JR.

Director, Alabama State Planning Board

Aids to local planning in Alabama by the State Planning Board are

rooted in a basic conviction out of which a concomitant principle appears
as an obvious need. Our conviction was and is that the greatest need in

Alabama looking to an improved society is for our productivity to be raised.

The real wealth of any state is the annual produce of the land and labor

of society. Therefore, the principle becomes immediately apparent that the

State Planning Board should strive to furnish appropriate leadership along
the road leading to more productivity and to an improved society in this

state.

Productivity of economic goods depends upon a number of factors

among which are orderliness and efficiency in the productive areas. A
proper division of labor which is of vital importance to greater productivity

requires orderliness. Orderliness is a result of systematic thinking. Pro-

ductivity ultimately depends upon the basic resources and the labor of the

state. Therefore, we have been and are concerned with physical planning
and with the status of our basic resources.

Disorderly, congested, and inefficient cities mean less production now
and reduce the chances of getting greater productivity later either from

expansion of existing plants or development of new enterprises. The im-

portance of this follows from the observation that with the exception of

agriculture all of the productive processes of man are carried out in or

around our cities. Therefore, to achieve more production one of the jobs

which ought to be done is to secure orderly and efficient cities cities

which are healthy in an organic sense. This leads to the necessity for and

the application of city planning.
About ten years ago the State Planning Board began to preach this

doctrine and at the same time to ready itself for a role of leadership. A
small staff of city planning technicians was developed and we began to pro-
vide technical services to any Alabama municipality requesting our assist-

ance. At the beginning these requests were few and far between. I would

like to pause here to pay tribute to the role of leadership which the Tennes-

see Valley Authority performed in stimulating city planning in the north

Alabama area which falls within the Valley province. Under the leadership
and aegis of TVA a beginning had already been made in city planning in

five north Alabama towns. The first town requesting our assistance outside

this area was Tuskegee which was followed by Talladega. Several others

then began to show an interest in city planning. As requests came in for
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technical assistance, a contract was offered which provided for state aid

on an equal matching basis. While the contracts obligated the State Plan-

ning Board to do no more than match local dollars, our actual practice has

been to spend about three State dollars to one local dollar during the first

year. Our idea has been that this disproportionate share would be gradually

equalized, then more than equalized, and that eventually the municipalities
would proceed under their own power without any assistance from the

State. Modest attainments have been made along this line.

Under such contractual arrangements we have furnished technical as-

sistance to the city planning commission in preparing a comprehensive

municipal plan embracing the usual elements of a zoning plan and ordi-

nance, subdivision regulations, a major street plan, and a park and play-

ground plan. In some instances other elements, such as a waterfront de-

velopment plan, were added. As soon as a comprehensive municipal plan
neared reality we began to urge the city planning commission to undertake

a long range capital improvement plan with a concomitant study of munici-

pal finance.

This program has been conducted with something like forty Alabama

municipalities and most of them have prepared and adopted comprehensive

municipal plans. This seems to be a rather solid achievement. Not as much
can be said, however, for achievements in getting the municipalities to go
ahead on long range capital improvement plans and studies of municipal
finance. Only a handful have so acted.

As the city planning program developed momentum, we were also

working in the fields of basic resource information and industrial develop-
ment. Our first objective was to collect facts, to engage in the systematic
collection of facts which most of us identify as the inventory phase. This

collection of facts and the subsequent interpretation of them led to the

following: A land capability map was prepared for every county in Ala-

bama and then a composite state land capability map was prepared ;
mineral

resource maps were prepared from data furnished by the State Geologist ;

the 446 industries as listed in the U. S. Census of Manufactures were ana-

lyzed in detail and market estimates for Alabama and the southeastern re-

gion were presented in a ten volume series entitled "Alabama's Industrial

Opportunities" ;
an intensive study was begun of water resources, which

study will be completed within a few months. These are some of the high-

lights of our work in collecting and applying data. This was a prerequisite

to an intelligent program to give aid to local groups interested in indus-

trial development, i.e. in raising the productive level in Alabama.

Having some basic facts at our disposal and after some reflection on

and deductions from these basic facts, we were ready to offer aids to lo-

calities on an industrial development program. Our activities emerged

along three lines: (1) to create new industry with local capital; (2) to

expand the industry we already have; and (3) to attract new industry.
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Modest success has been attained along all three lines. At the present time,
the Alabama State Planning Board is working directly with about eighty
Alabama municipalities on an industrial development program. Specialized
brochures and intensive studies are prepared and appropriate follow-up
activities are provided.

We believe that progress is being made to make our cities more orderly
and Alabama more productive. The benefit of the advice and criticism

of this group on our efforts will be particularly appreciated.

Reporter's Summary

BARBARA TERRETT

Housing and Planning Officer
District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency

The session on aids to local planning, to which the preceding papers
were presented, drew a large audience and, in its discussion period,

4
a highly

vocal one. Howark K. Menhinick, Chairman, outlined the essential argu-
ments pro and con in a series of introductory questions. What form should
local planning aids take: personnel, research, technical advice? Under
what conditions are local planning aids suitable? Do they increase or de-

crease the number of jobs of planning? Should they be paid for? How
long should they be continued ? And where should they come from : the

universities, public agencies such as state or central-city planning boards,
or from private sources such as utility companies and industries? Mr. Men-
hinick's own experience at the head of the local planning assistance pro-

gram of the Tennessee Valley Authority had not answered all these ques-
tions for him, he said, but it had taught him that assistance such as TVA
provides is a two-way street where both the recipient and the donor learn

as well as teach. For this reason well-conceived programs of aids to local

planning can not fail to increase both public understanding of planning
and the quality of the planning itself.

Most of the discussion centered around planning programs in small

cities, with emphasis on their cost. Mr. Dobbins said that in some Ala-

bama communities of about 10,000 population city planning programs are

initiated under a contractual agreement with the community which obli-

gated the community to spend $800 or $900 during the first year and obli-

gated the State Planning Board to spend at least an equal amount. In ac-

tual practice, it was stated, the State Planning Board spends about three

times the contract amount which results in such a program costing about

$4,000 the first year. The State Planning Board then seeks to reduce the

amount of its expenditures during the ensuing years with the hope that

eventually the city will stand entirely on its own feet in financing a city

planning staff and program.
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Mr. Sweeney said that their contracts usually run from $1,000 to $6,000
a year according to the size of the community. In Chester, for instance,

with its population of 65,000, the charge is $6,000. Frederick Adams agreed
with Mr. Sweeney's estimates, but emphasized that the quality of the plan-

ning is in proportion to the amount spent on it. Arthur C. Comey differed

somewhat from this statement. The smaller community, he said, must

spend more per capita, particularly in the initial states of the program
when a strong selling job is required. During this period, Mr. Comey
went on, the local planning agency has every justification for taking ad-

vantage of all assistance available to it.

There was a great deal of interest in the actual extent of the planning

program which Mr. Sweeney had described. Arthur E. K. Bunnell asked

how large a staff the Institute maintains and how its work is tied in with

that of the Pennsylvania State Planning Board. Mr. Menhinick inquired
about the Institute's relationship to the Regional Planning Department of

the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Sweeney replied that since February
1946 one hundred of their contract jobs have been for general assistance

in planning or zoning. The Institute also has drafted 55 zoning ordinances.

In six of the cities where they give general planning advice, their work is

on the basis of a continuing consultant arrangement. The Institute has a

full-time staff of six persons which it supplements by the part-time serv-

ices of a dozen more and by the use of outside experts. Close cooperation
is maintained with both the State Planning Board and the Department of

Regional Planning at the University, Mr. Sweeney said. Two of the Insti-

tute's staff members are working with Robert Mitchell in the Institute for

Urban Research; others are participating in a contract assignment from
HHFA on studies in the Morrisville area.

Sidney Doyle asked Mr. Parker if he would enlarge upon the devices

that are most successful in educating civic leaders to an understanding of

the planning process. There is no one method, Mr. Parker replied. Adult

education classes are an excellent opportunity to present planning facts

and problems; so are meetings of civic clubs. The radio and the newspapers
should be used to their fullest potentiality. In all this a constant appeal to

students in the public schools and colleges should dominate so that each

new generation of citizens understands urban problems and is prepared to

take an intelligent part in their solution.

It is difficult to stimulate small cities to undertake a continuing plan-

ning program and Mr. Menhinick asked for suggestions on the most ef-

fective methods. Ladislas Segoe, who believes that no community is too

small to forego a planning program, said he thought that the help of the

state planning boards and universities is essential. He stressed the im-

portance, however, of a permanent local staff no matter if it is restricted to

one person. Scott Bagby felt that there is too general an acceptance of out-

side assistance, but he directed his comments particularly to "one-shot"
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jobs which produce a zoning ordinance or a traffic plan separate from

over-all studies of community needs.

One of the most effective methods, according to several persons, is for

the nearest large city, with its better resources, to offer technical assistance

to neighboring towns and counties. Syracuse does this through its Plan-

ning Federation according to George McCulloch. At a request from the

chairman for a show of hands, ten other representatives of large-city plan-

ning boards indicated that they have active programs of this sort. In

Oregon, the League of Oregon Cities has been successful in getting twelve

cities with small budgets to pool their resources and retain a single con-

sultant to serve them all.

S. Herbert Hare commented that he felt not enough attention is paid
to the assistance planning agencies may properly receive from private
sources utility companies, chambers of commerce, consumers' groups.
Mr. Bagby concurred and cited with approval the city where 23 industries

have joined to support a planning program.
"The point of view of the student regarding student projects came from

Robert Stuart who recalled his own frustrations at having to wind up a

project on schedule regardless of the needs of the community.
"Mr. Parker pointed out that while a group of students (which he pre-

fers to the assignment of a single student) can, under adequate supervision,

produce thoroughly meritorious work for the agency, student work is never

a substitute for professional help on a continuing basis."

The effectiveness of student work depends greatly upon day-to-day
contacts with city officials, and this is often difficult to obtain. The im-

portant aspect of a university's contribution to local planning appears to

be the broadness of its scope. Beyond whatever technical or research as-

sistance the university can supply is the vast educational complex it repre-

sents in whole. Few universities or colleges today live outside the com-

munity in the old tradition of "town and gown," but instead become

through their activities and their faculties an integral part of the local scene.



Planning Clinics

A. Traffic Planning Surveys
HARRY W. LOCHNER, H. W. Lochner & Company, Chicago

B. Slum Clearance and Urban Redevelopment Under Title I

CARL FEISS, Housing and Home Finance Agency

C. Planning Recreation Areas

F. ELLWOOD ALLEN, Park and Recreation Planner, New York

D. Capital Improvement Programs
I. ALVIN PASAREW, Director, Maryland State Planning Commission

E. Shopping Centers

HOWARD FISHER, Howard T. Fisher & Associates, Chicago

The planning clinics were organized as an experiment at the 1951 National

Planning Conference. Each clinic was a small, informal session dealing with

a specific planning problem. After a short general discussion of the subject

by the clinic leader, the session was thrown open to questions from the floor.

Thus, an opportunity was afforded the participants to ask questions of experts
and to take part in informal discussion with other planners. This is the type
of discussion which all too frequently fails to get started, or is cut off by time

limitations in a session devoted primarily to prepared speeches by a number
of panel members. The planning clinics were an unqualified success. In view

of the experimental nature of the planning clinics, no attempt was made to

cover the sessions with a formal report this year.
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The Commissioner s Role in a Planning

Program

Chairman: EDMUND McKANNA, Planning Commissioner, Los Angeles

Panel:

ERNEST J. BOHN, Chairman, Cleveland City Planning Commission

GEORGE HURLEY, Chairman, Providence City Planning Commission

MARGARITE W. S. WHELPLEY, Chairman, Dearborn City Planning Com-
mission

Louis S. ROTHSCHILD, Chairman, Kansas City Planning Commission

Some fifty planning commissioners attended the special off-the-record ses-

sion for commissioners only. The chairman and panel members each presented
a short, preliminary statement on various aspects of the commissioner's role

in the planning program, after which the meeting was thrown open to general
discussion. Among the topics discussed were "The Relationship Between a

Staff and the Members of a Commission"
; "Technique of 'Fronting' for the

Staff When Attacked"
;
"A Commission's Rubber Stamping of Staff Recom-

mendations vs. Transforming Commission Politics Into Technically Sound

Programs" ;
and "The Commissioner's Role in Helping Guide the Staff."
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Peacetime Values of Atomic Energy
JOHN R. DUNNING

Dean, School of Engineering, Columbia University

The rumble of the last Russian atomic bomb is barely dying out in the pub-
lic scene, and the rumble of our own latest series of atomic bomb tests in the

Nevada area are echoing at the present time. A preview of our atomic weapons'

development program creates an atmosphere of semi-war or semi-peace, de-

pending on your point of view. Our defense mobilization has distorted our

economy strongly. Our efforts at civil defense, even as little as they are, are

beginning to influence very greatly our city development patterns, particularly

when, during the last few weeks, Congress has been urging an enormous ex-

pansion of our defense economy in amounts approaching the $100 billion

range a year a very sizeable proportion of our national income.

With this kind of an outlook, you who are in the midst of planning for our

cities, our regions and our countryside and are wondering what the future holds

even in the next five or ten years have a very great responsibility. I am sure

that whether you look at most of the newspapers, listen to the more competent
of radio commentators, or simply talk to the man in the street, you would get an

equally confused impression from any source to which you might go. Frankly,
it is almost impossible to predict what is going to happen even in the atomic

field in the next few weeks, let alone the next few months or years. I don't be-

lieve that any man is wise enough to be a prophet and tell what the eventual

impact of this particular area of development is going to be on our whole sys-

tem, economically, politically our homes, our industry, everything across the

board.

Atomic energy certainly has ramifications in both the national and interna-

tional scene. However, it would be a mistake to consider this matter of atomic

energy of overriding significance. You gentlemen all recognize what we have

been able to do thus far with atomic energy is comparatively narrow in scope.

Actually, this is simply one more example of the patient efforts and occasionally

brilliant discoveries of man seeking to find out how the world is made how it

works, how it operates, and he even goes so far as to try to find out what man
is and how he operates. This has been going on ever since the human race be-

gan. Atomic energy, and that field is simply one of the outcomes of man's

search for knowledge knowledge of himself, as well as of the world, is one

more symbol of human intelligence in action, just as the things that you are

doing in planning trying to apply intelligence, foresight, to the development
of our country. In fact, I hope to make today a parallel all the way along the

line, for I am not an expert in planning. I am sure that you recognize that al-

ready. I can only explain from my viewpoint as a scientist and administrator,
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an engineer, to some extent an industrialist part-time, to synthesize the growth
of the things which you see printed in every Sunday supplement and to attempt
to relate them to your field of effort.

Of course, for that analysis, we engineers in the atomic field are no different

from you because everything around us (even you and I) is made out of atoms

we used to say 92 different basic kinds or elements. And similarly, every-

thing that we accomplish in terms of our scientific and industrial development,

everything to do with the fields of medicine, public health, everything we do in

the planning of cities and of transportation, streets and so on all of this comes
down again to the way in which we use the atoms which constitute the entire

working materials that we have to deal with. I do not mean to neglect for a

moment, of course, the spiritual aspect of man, which is inescapably a part, at

least, of the environment.

These developments that come out of our laboratories, the atom itself, are

of course to the public comparatively recent discoveries. In 1945, an atomic

bomb was dropped over Hiroshima, and this event brought the progress in the

field of atomic physics to the attention of the man on the street. You can

look in the New York telephone directory for the spring of 1945 and find that

there was no mention of the word "atomic" in that book. By the time that the

1947 book was out, there were listed approximately 100 firms using the prefix

"atomic" in their names, everything from atomic fashions to an atomic extermi-

nating company.
Without being too technical, I should like to talk about this subject in order

to give you enough background so that you can judge what this is going to mean

in your future. Basically, it comes down to the central fact that our modern

civilization is an increasingly technical industrial civilization, which is based to

a very large degree on coal, oil and water power as the prime sources of energy,

which drive the wheels of industry, heat homes, furnish us light and transpor-

tation and make possible, in effect, virtually all of the planning that you people
are doing today, whether it be in terms of country or region or city planning.
The forms of energy that we have used up until now really are molecular en-

ergy. We burn coal, which means that carbon combines with oxygen as in a

household furnace or in a power plant or in a locomotive fire box ;
or we may

burn oil in an engine, and this oil is carbon and hydrogen which, when they

combine with oxygen, make carbon dioxide and ordinary water. Such processes

liberate most of the energy which makes our modern civilization.

These little atoms that we speak of are so small that it takes 100 million in

line to make an inch. The atomic molecular reactions mentioned above liberate

heat energy which is vital to our current civilization, but it is low-grade energy

compared to that inside the atom itself. You and I, and all the world around

us, are made of atoms. Yet these atoms, from hydrogen element number one to

uranium element number ninety-two which are so tiny that you cannot pos-

sibly see them are actually vast open space. If you were to magnify a typical

one of these little atoms, which are actually around l/100ths of a millionth of
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an inch across, to the size of this room, you would find it was really quite open.

The nucleus or core of the atom would be something just about the size of one

of those peas that we have been eating suspended in the center of the room, and

that's all you would see except some very tiny particles (electrons) floating

around in the outer regions, very much like the planets such as our earth move

around the sun. For indeed on this submicroscopic scale, the world is organized

very much as in the larger universe. The importance of the point is this : up
until now, all of our everyday life, all of our civilization, our technology, has

been concerned with the outer part of the atom. But now, we are beginning to

dig deeper, to find out more about this little tiny core where all of the weight

of the atom is the nucleus. We find that this little nucleus is really the heart

and soul of everything. What we have been dealing with, up to the present

time, has really been only on the outer fringes of the heart of the whole matter.

Of course, the real source of all the energy in the universe is right down inside

the atom in the tiny nucleus. We need to find a way to get at it. Scientists in

many countries have been building successively larger and larger atom

smashers for over a decade. The new one that we have at Columbia Univer-

sity, one of the largest now in operation in the world, is about the size of this

banquet hall and weighs about 5,000 tons altogether. Its sole purpose is to

make high speed atomic fragments serve as little tiny bullets to fire at other

atoms to find out how their nuclei are made. One of the things found is that

by bombarding these little atomic nuclei we can make atomic transmutations

which have made the dreams of the alchemists come true. Over 700 new syn-

thetic kinds of atoms or radio-isotopes have been made, while nature made only

about two-hundred-eighty atom types. We are even able to transmute other

metals into gold. Unfortunately, in making gold, platinum is still the best

starting material, so this has not been too successful economically ! The process

of placing atomic transmutations on an increasingly larger industrial scale is

going on.

This development is moving rapidly, with the synthetic radio-isotopes find-

ing wide applications which provide new tools for knowledge from labeling

atoms or compounds to following them through physical, chemical, industrial

or living processes all the way to applications for cancer therapy. The most im-

portant aspect of this field from your standpoint as planning officials arises

because the energy involved in nuclear transformations is simply enormous. No
one has yet been able to release all of the energy in the atom. The best that we
have been able to do so far is about one part in a thousand, or a little better, but,

even so, the energy evolved is perfectly fantastic. The key to large scale nuclear

energy release, as you know, has been uranium fission. For example, I have here

in my hand a little surface blackened one-inch cube of solid metal. This is so

dense that it weighs about a pound. This little piece is, in fact, a piece of solid

uranium metal an historic piece in this field. This little piece is actually

equivalent to somewhat more than four million pounds of coal. It is also equiv-
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alent almost to that many pounds of TNT, disregarding the efficiency factor

for the atom bomb.

There, of course, is the dilemma. Here is a material which has brought us

in one fell swoop, in terms of the energy it contains, a tremendous step forward

over that of coal at least four million pounds equivalent can be held in one

hand opening up whole new vistas from the standpoint of technological civi-

lization, from the standpoint of the metallurgical industries, the chemical in-

dustries and the power industries. At the same time, this material has reduced

the cost of destroying lives and property by a very considerable factor, between

ten and one hundred times cheaper, depending on "military economics." This

fissionable material which gathered in sufficient quantity may either be exploded
as an atom bomb or release its energy in controlled fashion for peaceful uses,

in a larger sense really parallels what happens to almost every human develop-
ment that takes place. In your field, the development of buildings which makes

possible the efficient housing of people vertically on a small ground area, the

development of transportation which makes possible the efficient rapid trans-

portation of people into the city, may be excellent, but all terrifically compli-
cate the problem of business structures, office conditions, traffic and parking

congestion, as well as the whole problem of living and social conditions.

Nearly every "advance" brings mixed blessings. This is certainly typified to the

highest degree by this piece of uranium metal. It is many many times cheaper
to destroy lives and property with U-235 or plutonium than it was ten years

ago with our old conventional explosives. H-bomb destructive predictions add

a further possibility. This high military strategic and tactical efficiency has

naturally speeded up the whole atomic energy program because it gains that

power of destruction at an economical cost.

Now I should be the last to say that our expanded atomic energy program
is a wise policy if this meant a serious imbalance in our total strength. Looking
at it solely from the standpoint of destructive weapons, nuclear energy release

does make it possible to devise all sorts of new applications in the weapons

field, but this does not at all mean that we do not still need an appropriately

balanced army, navy and air force. It does reduce the emphasis and the need for

the mass armies, but certainly, if we are going to be reduced to fighting with

mere mass armies alone, we might as well quit. We have achieved our present

high estate by using more than our brawn by using our intelligence and

knowledge in every field. Fortunately, we can produce fissionable materials

with comparatively little expenditure of manpower and little diversion from

our normal activities in this country, in contrast to the many other kinds of mili-

tary preparations and expenditures which are a very serious blow to our whole

system. To increase the atomic development from a purely military standpoint,

the Atomic Energy Commission is putting in motion a large expansion pro-

gram, and it is principally a question of how fast it is wise to proceed on this

expansion.
The atomic energy field typifies great power and energy in a broad, vital
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sense, which can be used for human good or destruction. Unfortunately, this

is typical of every human development since the beginning. Man has always
had to make a choice, even when he first invented the axe, as to whether to use

that axe to chop down trees, to make a house, or whether to use the axe to batter

out his neighbor's brains more effectively. I am afraid that man answered that

question by using his axe for both purposes. This seems to be normal human
behavior. The enormous energy in this block of uranium dramatizes the same

problem of choice of use for good or evil simply on a larger scale.

There is one redeeming feature. Atomic energy happens to be one of the very
few types of expenditures where the major portion of the war spending does

not need to be sterile. Indeed, the large amounts of money expended in terms

of research, engineering and planning, have already had their constructive im-

pact on other phases of human activity. Furthermore, the atomic production

program which is being put into high gear today means primarily the expendi-
ture of money for the production and separation of Uranium 235 in the big

plants down in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and the new plants over near Paducah,

Kentucky, just being built, or the production of plutonium in the big atomic

reactors out in Hanford, Washington, and in the new Savannah plants. All of

these operations really mean the production and stockpiling of fissionable fuels

which can be used later either for war explosives or energy production. The

actual atomic weapon phase of the program at Los Alamos and elsewhere is

primarily the development, assembly, and testing of gadgetry which repre-

sents a minor part of the total costs. If, by the grace of God, we can avoid a

third world war, through reasonable planning, through strength and through

democracy in action, our stockpile of fissionable materials can be used for

atomic power purposes. These unique features of atomic expenditures are good
in comparison with those for artillery, tanks, battleships, ordinary TNT, or for

ordinary bombs, which are all practically useless for non-war application.

Basically, almost everybody working in this field always has in the back of his

mind that we are really working to use this atomic fission in all kinds of peace-
time applications.

But what does all of this mean in terms of your city-county-regional-coun-

tryside planning ? Frankly, it is too early to say with certainty. No one can pre-

dict today where all of this is going to lead. It does mean that at last we are

beginning to tap the real prime source of energy for power in our civilization.

As you know, the coal and oil and water power that we use today are actually

secondary results of the sun's energy, which streams from the hot central core of

the sun. Actually, all of the sun's energy that we are living on today is really

nuclear energy nuclear reactions, in which hydrogen is formed into helium

in a four-step process in the sun's core which is at 20 million degrees centrigrade

temperature and the nuclear energy is transmitted to us from the sun's outer

surface as heat. We are now actually beginning to use that same kind of origi-

nal nuclear energy here which we have always used in degraded form as our
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coal, oil and water power. Now we are going back to the primal form to the

nuclear energy.

Already, we are seeing the practical applications of nuclear engineering

opening up. Here in Pittsburgh, for example, the Westinghouse Company is

busy on the development of nuclear power plants, primarily directed toward
the propulsion of submarines. This one-inch piece of uranium I have here is

enough to sail a ship across the Atlantic and back. A whole new era of ocean

transportation may open up. Similarly, the General Electric Company is well

on its way to producing a practical prototype power plant for naval propulsion.
The first submarine hull for atomic propulsion is under design at New London,
Conn. Just a few months ago, we saw a press announcement of the final culmi-

nation of the first phase of the application of this uranium power to the propul-
sion of aircraft. The work of the last five to seven years has led to the firm con-

clusion on the part of engineers that this can be done technically, and that it

offers very interesting possibilities. The first aircraft propulsion units are under

design by several companies, and so are the large air frames to carry the power
units. Those developments in transportation, I should point out, are condi-

tioned by the fact that U-235 chain reactions at high power levels give off a

large amount of radiation. The nuclear reactors must be surrounded by a num-
ber of feet of shielding which makes such power devices have a minimum

weight of perhaps 50 tons. Because of this, the application to small mobile

power units does not seem likely and, for the present, you do not need to take

atom powered automobiles into account in your planning.
The atomic energy field thus opens up new possibilities in ship and aircraft

propulsion, and particularly in the field of the development of new central

power stations, and for the by-product utilization in all kinds of industries,

whose full future scope remains to be worked out. Already, during this past

year, the Atomic Energy Commission has agreed to go along with private in-

dustry on engineering feasibility studies of building dual purpose atomic

power plants for both power and fissionable material production. This is being
done by four teams on a competitive basis on their own funds. A typical group
is one at Detroit in which the Detroit Edison Company, the Dow Chemical

Company, and a firm of engineers are working collaboratively. These groups
are investigating the best designs for atomic power plants which burn U-235 in

a chain reaction but which, at the same time, produce the fissionable isotopes

plutonium from the 140 times more abundant U-238 or U-233 from thorium

by converting such "fertile" atoms through by-product processes into these

new synthetic fuel atoms. These fissionable materials are, of course, now for

war purposes almost exclusively, but the use of plutonium and U-233 for fuels

in secondary power reactors is a fascinating possibility. We have a few tricks

in the bag which show quite clearly that in the future power plants we prob-

ably, at the same time, can produce appreciably more new atomic fuel than we

actually burn. These are called net gain power-breeder plants. We are talking
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in terms of using these atomic power plants, not only for the purpose of pro-

ducing power, but for by-products and for chemical processing.
At the same time, the use of this atomic energy in such fields as the metal-

lurgical, chemical and electrochemical fields as well as the medical field opens
new areas. Because of the enormous temperatures which can be achieved, com-

pared with coal and oil, this makes possible a whole new range of kinds of

chemical reactions that can be produced, but no one is as yet completely cer-

tain as to the best ways to accomplish such processes.

This is a long look into the future. We see real progress, however, and we
feel quite certain that there are many interesting things to come which have

not even been dreamed about. New researches may open up new atomic en-

ergy methods. But what about the economics of the present atomic energy de-

velopments ? Will they be real factors in our lifetime ? This will depend on a

number of things. It depends on how successful the building of the first series

of actual power plants turns out to be how good their performance is from a

technical standpoint how their capital construction costs and their mainte-

nance costs appear how their operating costs go. Many of us believe that the

handwriting on the wall shows something like this: pure U-235 appears to cost

now somewhere around $10,000 a pound, but when you compare this with the

cost of coal with equivalent energy content, U-235 is somewhere in the range
of a comparable cost to $10 a ton for coal. This is already cheaper than avia-

tion gasoline! Furthermore, by utilizing primary U-235 through the net gain

power breeders, and by recycling the fertile U-238 or thorium and converted

synthetic fuels, this may bring the effective cost of fuel down to a comparison
of $2.00 a ton or even $1.20 a ton for coal. That we see can be a good deal

cheaper than coal or gasoline today for bare fuel costs only. On the other hand,

most engineers agree that the capital costs in the original plants for the pro-

duction of nuclear power will be somewhat higher than conventional coal-

fired plants. It is generally the opinion that when utility plants are situated on

top of a coal mine or near a very large gas field or near a great supply of water

power, atomic energy will not be able to compete with these other fuel costs.

But where power plants are distant from such sources, where the cost of freight

is so high in bringing fuel to the power plants, as research development and

engineering design of atomic plants come along on a successful basis, as it is

coming now, the development of a new city or a new industrial area will not be

so contingent upon the proximity of a source of coal or gas or oil or water

power.
From the viewpoint of city and regional planning, atomic energy may well

compete with conventional fuel costs in an overall system. You will not be tied

because of the source of primary fuel to certain regions, as you are today, in the

development of new areas. Naturally, this new factor is not going to take effect

in your planning tomorrow. It will be several years before engineers have the

technical and economic analysis of this situation straight. Within five years,

you should have a reasonably clear picture from which to project the future.
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Somewhere after that time, between then and ten years hence, I am inclined to

believe that, in certain areas of this country and particularly in high fuel areas

in other countries of the world, there may very well be a new choice available.

When a power plant is needed in such areas, between the old conventional

fuels and the use of atomic fuels there should be alternative decisions on an

economic basis. As in the history of most American industries, if, as we start

along the atomic power development, the costs of this power seem now within

a reasonable range, almost always it has been possible to bring that cost even

lower by further technical and industrial developments. We look forward to a

very interesting future.

Of course, in the long run, the whole picture of atomic energy is nothing
more than a symbol of man's planning man's intelligence in motion mold-

ing his environment, improving his standards of living thereby, we hope,

making it possible to improve his whole moral and spiritual atmosphere.
There is a bit of philosophy here which I cannot help but dwell on for a mo-

ment. Actually, everything that we do in this civilization is really based on the

use of energy. Over in Iran, for instance, which is boiling over at present, you
have a situation in which the standard of living is very little different from what

it was 2,000 years ago. The average life span in some of the countries in the

Near and Far East is under 20 years. The level of public health, the standard

of living, is about the same as the Stone Age period. Now there have been

changes in civilization during the past. Take Athens, for example, which for

its time has been pointed out as a high water mark in city planning, at least in

terms of its beauty. But so very few people ever stop to think and to realize

that the force that made Athens possible was the fact that, for every free man in

Athens able to enjoy that good life, there were roughly twenty slaves, and that

whole civilization was only possible because the slaves supplied the energy

necessary to keep it going. Now what we are doing today, what you are plan-

ning tomorrow, what we scientists and engineers and industrialists are plan-

ning in terms of our future is this: we are starting today with a situation in this

country which actually has already gone so far that we have the equivalent of

55 slaves working night and day for every man, woman and child in this coun-

try, in our American system with its freedom. Within ten years we shall all be

around the 150 slave per person level. Our present achievements are based

squarely on the use of energy, and they would be impossible with our present

population if it were not for the whole level of technological development
made possible by this energy. As I see it, we are almost on the threshold of a

new industrial and social revolution. I believe that all of this mechanization,

as we look into the Atomic Age, provides a broad base for the development of

the finest aspects of man and is a key stepping-stone to the kind of America

that we want.



Planning for the Economy During
Rearmament and Thereafter

DR. EDWIN G. NOURSE

Former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers

Your officials have set down for me the title, "Our Civilian Economy in the

Mobilization Period." But the three years or so of high speed rearmament can-

not be detached from the stream of activities and policies that preceded Korea,

or that will follow the attainment of our present preparedness goals. Hence,
I have re-phrased this title so as to refer not merely to the phase of economic

adjustment in which we are now involved, but have added "and thereafter."

This is to suggest that we need to be concerned even now as to the manner in

which we may, wisely, rather than clumsily, pass from the emergency phase
of rearmament to the somewhat lower maintenance level of national security

vis-a-vis the continuing threat of Soviet imperialism. Partly in deference to

your organization as a body of planning officials, I have also made my title

begin with the phrase: "Planning for the Economy." However, the addition

of this phrase is not merely a polite gesture ;
it reflects also my economic philos-

ophy as to how a system of free economic enterprise can be made enduringly
successful within a structure of free government.

In a word, that philosophy is to the effect that economic adjustment, in

this day of advanced industrial organization, cannot safely be left to individual

and ad hoc improvisation as events unfold. It needs to be systematized under

the conscious planning of various organized economic groups, both private
and public. These groups, on the private side, include the business corporation,
the labor union, the agricultural association both commercial (that is, co-

operative) and "general" (that is, Farm Bureau, Grange, and Farmers' Union) .

On the public side, of course, policy-making groups include government agen-
cies federal, state, and local. It is our task, at this crucial time, to demon-

strate to ourselves, to our associates of the free world, and to the skeptics in

the citadel of Soviet autarchy that we can make economic and political freedom

the strongest as well as the most satisfying form of human association.

If we are to do this, we must show capacity to formulate sound segmental
or smaller group policies and integrate them into industry-wide and economy-
wide programs, soundly but flexibly blueprinted for intelligent implementation

by those in executive positions and also by the rank and file, whose under-

standing voluntary compliance is required for full success. At all points in

this far-flung system of policy and program-making, application, and revision,

we must rely upon the kit of tools provided through statistical fact-finding,

economic analysis, and practical experience.
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We Americans love to boast that ours is the land of the free and the home
of the brave. That is fine. But sometimes we get to acting in ways that create

a suspicion that we don't know the difference between freedom and lawlessness,

or between bravery and the "valor of ignorance."
The economic affairs of a great 300 billion dollar business enterprise the

economy of the United States are not going to just run themselves, particu-

larly when confronted by the extraordinary strains and problems of adequate
armament against Soviet aggression. If we aren't going to be an economic

mob, there has to be properly constituted policy-making, administration, and

compliance, so that we shall get the necessary things done decently, and in

order. That intelligent economic direction means: (1) certain public con-

trols through agencies of a free government responsive to the desires of its

citizens; (2) organized private controls through corporate structures such

as General Motors, Dupont, U. S. Steel, and many lesser companies, coordi-

nated through policy-making and service groups like the Petroleum Institute,

Iron and Steel Institute, and other trade associations; and through national

labor unions and federations with proper group leadership and internal disci-

pline; and (3) the jW/-control of the individual employer, employee, and

citizen, who, in the last analysis, determine the quality of our economic be-

havior both in making policies and in securing compliance to them, once they

are made.

Such is, in my judgement, the philosophy embodied in the Employment
Act of 1946, as yet very imperfectly accepted or applied within the federal

government. It is the philosophy also which is exemplified at various levels,

from very good to very bad, by various industrial organizations and their

associations, by labor unions following either the craft or the industrial pattern,

and by agricultural organizations of varying scope and orientation.

With this general approach sketched in, I turn now to the question of

whether we are, in the several branches of the economy, today planning wisely

for carrying the burden of accelerated rearmament and for passing from this

stage into one of sustained high prosperity thereafter.

As we look about us, the impressionistic picture might suggest an affirmative

answer. Production has been running at rates so high as to surprise even our-

selves. Unemployment is at an irreducible minimum. There is no real strain

in the money market, and prices have been generally stable or slightly declin-

ing for some months. President Truman was moved to proclaim to the country

in a public address a few weeks ago that "the country is stronger economically

than it has ever been before."

Personally, I have to dissent from that view, or at least to register im-

portant qualifications. Although no strain within our economic system has

yet produced a visible crack which forewarns of an early breakdown, I do not

feel that the way in which we have been dealing with national problems within

the economy gives evidence that our affairs are being directed planfully in

such a way as to assure us against a break when the real testing time comes.
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We have had no decisive showdown for more than a decade, but have gone
ahead through a succession of war stimuli, post-war inflationary boom, and

rearmament pressure, in which the need for economic adjustments to peace-
time realities and the testing of the inherent strength of our economic struc-

ture, policies, and practices has been repeatedly postponed.
From this general retrospect, let us turn to the current situation. During

the three quarters that have thus far elapsed in 1951, reliance on improvisation,
resort to pressure, and appeal to compromise have been conspicuously in

evidence. In undertaking to implement the Defense Production Act, labor

and management came to a clash in philosophies, and an impasse which re-

sulted in the withdrawal of the labor members of the Wage Stabilization

Board. The issue was patched up by a compromise under which both labor

and management were to "get theirs" and then take it out on the consumers

a majority of whom are themselves either employers, or employees. Pro-

fessionals, annuitants, and endowed institutions were, in this case, "the hind-

most." This certainly cannot be called planful thought-through handling of

the affairs of a free economy.
A second case where we have found it difficult to get local and special

interests to see the planning significance of a comprehensive policy, and to

participate in, rather than fight against it, comes in the credit sector. It is

axiomatic that our monetary unit must be under public, rather than private

control. It is hardly less axiomatic, in the midst of the present inflation, that

the way in which the money supply is administered has an important impact
on company prosperity and private welfare.

In 1913, we set up a central bank through which our credit currency was

to be administered under policies or, if you please, plans designed by the

Governors of the Federal Reserve System in the interest of national stability.

This was a democratic system, under which we preserved the business enter-

prise of the private bank, but sought to correlate the individual banker's

actions with the requirements of sound national policy. To this end, the

Congress, after Korea, granted the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System supplementary authority to promulgate regulations for the restriction

of credit as a safeguard against inflation. For this regulatory function, "the

Fed" is peculiarly well equipped with research facilities, technicians, and

advisory groups, and I am disposed to argue that our policies of credit re-

striction in this situation were competently and conscientiously directed to the

promotion of economic stability in so far as it is effected through monetary

management. But there was so prompt a protest from those whose immediate

private fortunes were adversely affected that pressure on the Congress re-

sulted in the superseding of the scientifically equipped discretion of the mone-

tary authority by new instructions from the politically conditioned Congress.

Again, in the broad public sector, we come to a similar defeat of policy-

making under criteria of professional technicians. There was the irresistible

force of a demand from the populace, as well as the Pentagon, that we make
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ourselves and our associates invincible in an incredibly short period of time.

But this irresistible force met the immovable body of public insistence that

we do this painlessly. It must be without an increase in taxes that would
balance the budget or such a sharing of the burden as would give us a mild

American version of austerity what might be called "austerity deluxe." The

popular phrase was "equality of sacrifice." What this meant, apparently, was
that each group should be a little better off than all the others.

If you accept this description of what has been going on, you will, I think,

agree with me that it is far from being intelligently planned action through

public and private agencies in which we as a free people have organized our-

selves. I think I need not labor this point for an audience such as this. It must
be evident that the insistence on maintaining the supply of civilian goods at

the same time that a special and short-run military demand is superimposed
on the market threatens unbalanced capacities in certain basic lines of pro-
duction. It must be evident that the pushing up of income in areas of manpower
scarcity and then generalizing these advances over the whole system distorts

the structure of wages which had grown up out of practice and tested adjust-

ment to local differences in earning capacity. It must be evident that important

changes are effected in the pattern of income by the tapping of different sources

of tax contribution. Saving practices also are changed and the channeling of

savings to investment necessary in a capitalistic society has been shaped by
all sorts of vagrant and temporarily disturbed pressures rather than being
fashioned to any reasoned plan of wage-cost-profit-investment relationships
for an inherently stable economy.

You may quite properly reply that this is the way a free people have to

"muddle through" the crises which from time to time beset them. I agree
that this is measurably true. I want, however, in closing to come back to the

point with which I started that as a people striving toward economic literacy

we want to minimize, rather than maximize, the area of economic "mud-

dling."
We are much in the position of the motorcycle rider on a saucer track. We

can maintain a kind of dynamic stability at an angle which at a slower pace
would defy all the laws of gravity and end in disaster to the rider. If all-

out war should necessitate a new burst of speed for our economy, we should

undoubtedly have the ability to adjust ourselves to that strain, but it would

be on a basis of still more artificial and impermanent relationships. What is

more pertinent for us to consider is what we shall do if and when we pass the

peak of the rearmament effort and are called upon to adjust back to the more

normal relationships of a peace-time economy even though it be at a higher

degree of military preparedness than we had contemplated prior to Korea.

This will be the deferred show-down to which I referred earlier.

The very fact that we must contemplate the indefinite continuance of this

added strain calls for reconsideration of many basic adjustments within the

economy. On the other hand, the reconsideration must take account also of
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the productive power revealed during the past year or so. We have yet to

learn how to live in a chronic "buyers' market." Obviously, the claims of the

various participants in the economic process can, over a period of time, be

worked out to a condition of stability by the use of group force and by methods

of trial and error. It should, however, be possible in this day of intellectual

enlightenment to do a little better than that. It is by no means sure that the

stabilization that would be effected by resort to brute strength and awkward-

ness would not be at a level of national productivity far below that of which

our resources, natural and human, are capable. This is the "stagnation" danger
we envisaged in the 30's.

With all our proper pride in our technological competence for solving

problems and planning and organizing productive enterprises, we should be

ashamed not to apply the tools of social science to working out rational struc-

tures and practices in the economic world which would measurably approach
the goal which we have now formally stated in law "maximum employment,

production, and purchasing power."



Problems Ahead in City Planning

i

Effect of New Industrial Expansion

PRESLEY LANCASTER

Assistant to Director, Special Security Program,
National Security Resources Board

On August tenth President Truman announced a new government pol-

icy with respect to industrial dispersion. The policy stated, in effect, that

new industrial facilities erected in furtherance of the country's mobiliza-

tion program should, insofar as practicable, be separated from existing
concentrations of industry and population and from major military in-

stallations.

It was pointed out that the required degree of separation generally
could be achieved within the marketing area of the country's established

industrial centers and that the new policy did not contemplate removal of

industry from one section of the country to another. Furthermore, the

policy applied only to new industrial installations, not to those already in

existence. Finally, initiative was to remain with private industry and the

local communities in selecting locations that satisfied security requirements.
In accordance with that policy the President directed that the following

measures be taken by the appropriate executive departments and agencies
of the government :

1. To the greatest extent practicable, certificates of necessity, alloca-

tions of critical materials for construction purposes, and emergency
loans growing out of defense production should be confined to fa-

cilities which meet satisfactory standards of dispersal.

2. Primary consideration to dispersal factors should be given in locat-

ing facilities built by the federal government.

3. Defense contracts should be awarded, and planning under depart-
ment of defense production allocation programs should be con-

ducted in such a manner as to make maximum use of facilities lo-

cated in dispersed sites.

Before elaborating further on the nature of the dispersion policy and

the steps that are being taken to put it into effect, I should like to comment

briefly on the events that led up to its adoption.

The first of those events took place just six years prior to the Pres-
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ident's announcement. On August 6, 1945 the first atomic bomb ever used

as a military weapon was exploded over the city of Hiroshima.

The importance of that event in the art of warfare and in international

relations was realized by a few scientists and military experts. Its possible

impact on the future living and working habits of urban populations was

foreseen by some of the country's social and political scientists and city

planners. But, for the most part, the American people regarded the event

as a new scientific achievement which gave them a sense of pride in Ameri-

can enterprise and a wholly false sense of security.

The first atomic explosion was followed by efforts to bring about inter-

national control of atomic energy through the United Nations. That effort

failed. There was then a long period of complacency based on the assump-
tion that no other nation had the resources or the inventive genius to ever

catch up with the United States in atomic development.
That complacency was punctured by the President's announcement on

September 25, 1949 that "within recent weeks an atomic explosion occurred

in the USSR." Subsequent testimony from high military sources and civil-

ian officials made it clear that the Soviets were fully capable of manufactur-

ing atom bombs in quantity and that they had an air force capable of de-

livering them to any part of the United States from bases now within their

control. It was also revealed that none of the defensive mechanisms which

this country had in being or in prospect could prevent a Soviet air mission

from being at least partially successful in delivering bombs to target.

During their long period of complacency, the American people were

loathe to take the steps necessary to substantially reduce their country's

vulnerability to attack. In the postwar years, the industrial potential of the

United States was vastly expanded, but many important industrial facili-

ties were built in congested areas which were already prime targets for A-

bomb attack. The nation increased its vulnerability to such attacks during
the very years that the Russians were building up their capacity to launch

them.

In 1948, the National Security Resources Board issued a booklet entitled

"National Security Factors in Industrial Location", which pointed out the dan-

gers and advised industrialists to take security factors into account in lo-

cating new facilities. However, the Korean War had not then started and

the mobilization of the country's defenses had not begun. The booklet in-

fluenced decisions on plant location in a number of cases, but it did not

establish the dispersion of defense plants as a matter of urgent national

policy.

Furthermore, when the dispersal of industry was first discussed as a de-

fense measure, a considerable amount of confusion developed about the

meaning of dispersion and the kind of dispersion that was necessary to afford

security.

There was one school of thought, a heritage from the military thinking
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of World War II if not of World War I that all important defense in-

stallations and production facilities should be located 150 miles from the

seacoasts, behind the mountain barriers. Extremists in that school held

that the great industrial areas along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts were un-

safe as industrial locations and that not only should new industries be

placed inland, but many of the more critical existing installations should

be moved.

There was another school of thought which held that adequate dispersal
could only be achieved by spreading industrial production more evenly
across the continent so that all sections of the country could be industrially

strong, even though that meant a reduction in the strength of established

industrial areas.

Naturally, both of these concepts of industrial dispersion met strong

opposition from the older industrialized sections of the country which

feared that much of the economic stability which they had gained through

long years of effort might be destroyed as plants were taken from them
and given to distant sections of the country.

As a matter of fact, major shifts of industry across the country are not

necessary to provide security against atomic attack. The essential principle
of dispersal is a scattering of the target, and that can be accomplished just

as well by establishing new plants 10 to 20 miles from existing concentra-

tions as it can by placing them 100 or 1,000 miles away. Adequate disper-

sion can be accomplished within the trade territory of all of our major in-

dustrial cities and does not require removal of industry from these cities to

distant rural areas.

In order to make this point clear to the American people and to test its

application to a typical industrial city, Mr. E. A. Peyser, attorney and indus-

trialist of Seattle, Colorado and New England, who was serving as a con-

sultant to the National Security Resources Board, suggested to the board

chairman that a pilot study be made in his home community, Seattle. Mr.

Peyser had served during World War II as director of the Combined Re-

sources and Production Board for the combined JCS. He was convinced

that industrial dispersion was necessary and that it could be carried out

without disrupting the nation's economic life or the economic activity of

its established industrial areas.

To make a long story short, Mr. Peyser secured the approval of the Re-

sources Board chairman for an experimental study in the Seattle metropoli-
tan area. As chairman of the Chamber of Commerce Industrial Mobiliza-

tion Committee, he organized a task force which contained representatives

of business and labor and of the city and county planning commissions.

This task force surveyed the Seattle area and listed twenty-one potential
industrial areas ranging in distance from seven to forty miles from the

center of the city. These areas all lay within the regular Seattle trade terri-
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tory but were considered to be far enough removed from the prime target
area to be considered relatively secure.

This survey was accepted as the basis for industrial development plan-

ning in the Seattle area by the Chamber of Commerce, the Seattle Planning
Commission, the King County Planning Commission and by public offi-

cials of both city and county. It became clear to the people of that area

that they could build a healthier and more secure metropolis with vital in-

dustry dispersed in the suburbs than if it was all concentrated in neat

target masses in the downtown section.

Mr. Peyser brought his Seattle experience to Washington where it was
taken as the basis for a national approach to the dispersion problem. The

approach emphasized local dispersion plans, locally arrived at. Every in-

dustrial center in the country could, if it wished, examine its own territory
and locate areas where new defense industries could be built with proper
attention both to the economic factors involved in successful operation and

to the security factor of adequate separation from possible bombing targets.

It was felt that the national program should be limited in application to new

defense plants and plant expansions involving substantial new construction.

Thus there could be no disruption to existing industrial production, the

continued operation of which was highly essential to successful mobiliza-

tion.

It was on that basis that the president's statement of policy was drawn up.
At the same time the brochure entitled Is Your Plant a Target? was prepared
and printed so that it could be issued simultaneously with the president's
announcement. I believe you have all seen copies of the brochure, so I will

not take time to describe its contents.

In his statement the president assigned to the Director of the Office of

Defense Mobilization, Mr. Charles E. Wilson, responsibility for establish-

ing general standards of dispersal and stated that he would look to the

chairman of the National Security Resources Board to keep him advised on

the progress of the program. I think that pretty well describes the division

of responsibility for its execution.

The Office of Defense Mobilization and its constituent agencies will

provide the operating mechanism through which the policy will be exe-

cuted. Applications for government assistance in the creation of new
defense plant facilities will be screened by the Defense Production Admin-

istration to make sure that they meet adequate standards of dispersal when-
ever it is practicable for them to do so.

Machinery is being set up through the Area Development Division of

the Department of Commerce to assist industrialists and local communities

with the problem of selected dispersed industrial sites. The Area Develop-
ment Division has for some years served as the point of contact with the

federal government for the official planning and development agencies of

the states. Many of these state agencies, as you know, have been primarily
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concerned with industrial development for many years and are in position
to assist the communities in their territory with their industrial dispersion

plans.
For its local contacts the Area Development Division is utilizing the

regular regional and district offices of the Department of Commerce.
These offices are tied in with the national mobilization program by the

fact that each of the regional directors serves as co-chairman of the Re-

gional Defense Mobilization Committee in his area. These committees

contain representatives of the Department of Defense and can supply
needed information about defense production.

The National Security Resources Board will continue to serve in an ad-

visory capacity to the agencies responsible for overseeing the operation of

the dispersion program. At the outset, representatives of the board will

cooperate with these agencies in advising the various industrial centers of

the country on how to initiate dispersal plans. Several meetings have al-

ready been held in Washington and elsewhere with industrial and civic

leaders to explain the national program and answer questions about its

local application.

Perhaps I could spend my remaining time to best advantage by answer-

ing some of the questions that have come up at those meetings and thus an-

ticipating similar questions that may be in your minds. Many cities have

inquired whether the government's dispersal policy meant that no new in-

dustrial facilities could be built in downtown areas or other existing areas

of industrial concentration. It does not.

In the first place, the policy applies only to industrial installations which

are important to defense. Local service industries and producers of civilian

goods are not affected at all. Furthermore, not all defense plants will be af-

fected. The policy is intended to catch the critical plants whose loss would be

a major blow to the country's ability to wage war. If there are only four plants
in the United States making a certain vital product and each is turning out

a quarter of the total production, it is pretty clear that each plant would be

considered critical. However, if there are 100 plants with an average of

1% of the total production, no one of them is likely to be considered

critical.

Therefore, there is still ample opportunity under the dispersion policy
for the location of new industries in downtown redevelopment areas and

other sections which local communities consider appropriate for that pur-

pose. The new policy does not mean that cities must abandon all the plans
for industrial development on which they have been working.

The question is also asked quite frequently as to just what is meant by
the 10 to 20 mile separation from existing concentrations mentioned on

page 14 of the brochure. Is 10 miles an absolute minimum and from

what point does one start measuring?
The questions are not easily answered in general terms. Whether a
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particular location is adequate from the security standpoint will depend in

part on the importance of the industry which is to occupy it. It will de-

pend in part on the nature and importance of potential target areas in the

general vicinity. It will depend somewhat on topographic conditions and
on the type of construction of the plant itself.

These factors can only be properly evaluated when a specific plant seeks

to locate at a specific point. All that communities can do in preparing their

dispersal plans is to make sure that they contain a reasonable variety of

possible locations. Then if an industry wishes to build in their locality it

will have a good chance of finding a site which meets its particular require-
ments.

I might elaborate a little further on what constitutes a concentrated

area since there appears to have been some confusion on that point. In

general, an existing concentration is not significant unless it is big enough
or contains installations of sufficient importance to be selected by an enemy
as an A-bomb target. A-bombs are still expensive and difficult to produce
and deliver. They will not be used indiscriminately. No enemy is likely

to waste them on areas of minor importance.
For example, in our current thinking as a "rule of thumb" we do

not consider an industrial area to be concentrated unless it employs more
than 15,000 people. We do not consider an area to be densely populated
unless it contains a total of at least 100,000 people and has an average den-

sity exceeding 30 persons per gross acre. Generally, areas of detached

single family dwellings do not approach that density.

These are just preliminary figures and do not represent final or accepted
standards. I mention them to bring out the point that dispersal does not

mean separation from every existing factory or from the outer edges of

urban development. It means separation from places where there is such

a concentration of people or industries that the enemy is likely to choose

it as a target.

We found at Seattle that it was perfectly possible to provide for the

dispersion of defense industries without disrupting the life of the metro-

politan area. In fact, it was generally agreed that a well planned program
of dispersal would be beneficial and that the city and its surroundings
would be on a healthier, sounder economic base with dispersion than with-

out it.

Many other cities have reached this same conclusion, as I am sure mem-
bers of this audience can attest. With proper local leadership, the disper-

sion of industry can help promote the soundest kind of metropolitan

growth. Of course, a great deal of industrial dispersion has already taken

place during the past 20 years for reasons other than security, generally
for hard practical reasons of sound management.

However, I think we should face up to one fact squarely that in the

present state of the world no city or metropolitan planning can be con-
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sidered good planning unless it takes security factors into account. We are

living in a period of grave crisis. It may continue for 10, or 20, or 30 years.
We do not want war, but it may be thrust upon us at any time, perhaps to-

morrow, perhaps a year from now, perhaps 10 years hence, perhaps never.

We have to be equally prepared for its sudden onslaught or for a long pe-
riod of tension during which we must keep our defenses up while slowly

attaining a peaceful solution to the world's difficulties.

It is in that context that planners must plan. We can not achieve ef-

fectively industrial dispersion over night, but we can at least prevent exist-

ing concentrations from getting worse. Little by little we can make this

country less vulnerable to attack and steadily stronger in its ability to resist

and to hit back in case it is attacked. That is the purpose of the govern-
ment's industrial dispersion program.

II

Local Planning and the Defense Emergency

BERTRAM M. GROSS

Executive Secretary, Council of Economic Advisers

The defense emergency really necessitates planning. Those who have

in the past most vigorously objected to planning and to the ideas behind

planning, today turn out to be those who create the greatest commotion
when developments indicate that there has been a lack of planning.

The basic figures on the defense program bring out more sharply than

anything else why we must plan the use of our natural resources.

Back in July 1950, shortly before the last National Planning Confer-

ence, the total size of our national security program was about $18 billion

a year, or about 6 percent of our total national product just a trifle less

than the total expenditures of all federal, state and local governments.
That was a little more than a year ago. Today, that 6 percent has doubled

to 12 percent. In dollar terms we are now spending at the rate of about

$40 billion per year for national security purposes. If we proceed in ac-

cordance with our present schedule, the 12 percent will go to 20 percent,

and the $40 billion will go to at least $65 billion expenditures for national

security purposes in the near future.

This means a genuine strain on our resources. It means a growing gap
between supply and demand. It means great difficulty in making sure that

scarce resources really do go where they are needed : for the armed services,

for foreign aid, for stockpiling, for industrial expansion, and for civilian

consumption.
One of the keys to this difficult problem lies in planning by the federal

government and, I might say, much better federal planning than we have
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thus far had. This need has been recognized, of course, by the creation of

some specialized planning agencies such as, in particular, the Office of De-
fense Mobilization, which is given the task of taking the leadership in fed-

eral defense planning.
But the federal government can't do the whole planning job. When I

think of the federal government trying to handle by itself the complicated

planning jobs throughout the country, I am reminded of the story of the

fellow who owned the smartest horse in the world.

This was a very smart horse indeed. He was not one of these talking
horses you hear about in stories, but he could understand what you said to

him, and he could follow a conversation so that it seemed he was almost

human. One day the fellow that owned this horse went out for a ride in

the country, and during a walk that he took, leading the horse behind him
for a little while, he fell and broke his leg. The horse immediately came

over, sized the situation up immediately, turned around and galloped into

town, and in about an hour returned to the scene bringing with him the

very best horse doctor in town. . . .

Sometimes I believe that the very best sense that our federal planners
can bring to the problem is just that kind of horse sense.

There are about six major jobs that local planners can do to help in the

defense emergency program. I won't attempt to make an appraisal of what

is good or bad in any of these fields. I am not competent to do it. I have

a general feeling that we are not doing well enough in any of these fields,

and I have a further feeling which I will not specify, that we are doing

badly in two or three of those fields.

The six fields that I list are, first the analysis of projects using scarce

materials; second, the integration of federal projects into local plans;

third, civil defense planning; fourth, the location of new defense plants;

fifth, defense housing and community facilities; and sixth, physical plan-

ning on the local level.

I'll say just a brief word about each of these points.
With reference to the first, the National Production Authority in the

Department of Commerce has the major job in deciding who gets what,

and when, in scarce materials. Many of your local governments have been

involved in the task of estimating what local requirements are. Whether

it's local or national, there is no more difficult idea to pin down than a re-

quirement. I always think myself that "requirement" is just a highfalutin

word for figuring out what someone wants. Then the question boils down
as to just who wants it, and should he get it. The determination made in

Washington as to who gets steel, who gets scarce building materials, who

gets other scarce commodities for the development of your crucial local

project, cannot, in my judgment, be made unless there is, at the local level,

an exceedingly comprehensive and detailed analysis of local needs. The
federal agencies, the NPA, cannot fill this gap. I think that they have to

recognize that there is a gap. But without proper local planning, the job
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of distributing what I am afraid will be a decreasing supply of materials

for local projects, cannot be handled very effectively.

The second of these points is the integration of federal aid projects into

the local community. For many years, that has been one of those really de-

lightful problems in planning. You all remember the section in the War
Mobilization and Reconversion Act of 1944 which said that projects fi-

nanced by the government shall conform to a general local plan. That was
a good idea. But the condition often has turned out to be a phony condi-

tion, simply because plenty of projects have been authorized and plenty of

money has been spent for projects that had no relation whatsoever to a

general local plan. In many instances, there was no general plan with

which to conform. At a time like this when our resources must be very

carefully husbanded, we cannot afford to have federal projects or federal

aid to local projects passed around haphazardly without a mature consid-

eration as to how they fit into the whole paraphernalia of local facilities

and services.

Our third point of weakness is in civil defense planning. The immedi-

ate and pressing problems that face local civil defense organizations call

for so many new things that all of their staff time can very well be taken

up with the problem of what to do when a bomb falls, or what to do ahead

of time to put yourself in the right position to handle relief operations
when a bomb falls.

Because of this necessary preoccupation with the relief aspects of civil

defense, the multitude of non-relief planning problems in civil defense

which have been referred to in all of the earlier documents put out by the

Atomic Energy Commission and the National Resources Planning Board

are, in most cases, not being handled. Civil Defense people are doing the

most they can do. The local planners can make their best contribution on

the broader aspects of civil defense planning. Civil Defense in the broad-

est sense involves direct attention to the question of population density,

and not merely in connection with problems of dispersal and relocation.

It involves attention to the entire network of roads and railroads. Only
thus can you decide whether or not the basic activities of the city or of

industrial areas can be continued at all, once a bomb has fallen. It involves

attention to the whole problem of police and fire facilities, health and wel-

fare services, because fundamentally the ability of any community to cope
with civil defense danger depends only in small part on the emergency
increment. It probably depends more than anything else on the force that

you can put in the field from the regular fire, police and welfare services.

Here again, I think there is a role for local planning which, at the present

moment, leaves much to be asked for.

On the fourth question, the location of new defense plants, we have a prob-

lem which is, of course, much more in the direct field of responsibility of

federal officials. Still, there is also a definite local responsibility. I will

merely say in passing that it has been a combination of local pressures of
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various sorts that have created some of the major controversies in the last

few months over the location of defense plants, and that, in many in-

stances, has resulted in final determination as to where the new plants
would go.

Closely related to this, of course, is the fifth problem, that of defense

housing and defense facilities. There has been an underestimation, in my
humble judgment, of the necessity and desirability for attacking this prob-
lem vigorously. Interim local planning is a very sound foundation for de-

fense housing and community facilities. I am not going into the question
of construction or maintenance responsibilities. But in the large disputes
over these subjects, the question of local responsibility for planning of

these houses and community facilities has been lost in the shuffle. In the

late lamented Congressional debates concerning defense housing and

community facilities, this was a question which got practically no atten-

tion. Nor were any of the suggestions for including in the legislation a

mandate for promotion of local responsibility in this area given any serious

attention. This is the fault of local planners, more than anything else.

Finally, the sixth point is fiscal planning. I might recall to some of you
the fact that during World War II the Bureau of the Budget and the Treas-

ury Department, with the help of various local and state government

grants, brought forth an agreed-upon statement of fiscal policy as a guide
for the fiscal operation of state governments during a period of great financial

strain. As I look back upon it, with the advantage of hindsight, I ques-
tion whether the fiscal policy was good enough, but, in any case, thought
was given, and the effort was made. Today, we need the same approach,
but on a broader base. Today, we need a statement of general fiscal policy,
not only for state governments, but also for local governments. I might

say that we have come into this in a partial way through the operations of

the voluntary credit control program. But, unless a broader look is taken, I

am afraid that the gains that we made in that sphere will be negated.
At the local level, we must remember that in many cities there is a

tendency to make a budget to describe what you do with tax funds and to

handle bond issues and other financial operations separately. Only in a

few areas do we have anything that can legitimately be called a compre-
hensive financial program. It seems to me that much tighter fiscal plan-

ning is needed locally at this time when dollars and the public control of

dollars so directly affects the flow of materials into our defense plants
and the use of our manpower.

What can we do about it ? The easiest thing to do about local planning
in the defense emergency is to charge the central bureaucrats for having
no interest in local affairs, or for a desire to get more power for themselves.

In a few cases, such charges might even be substantiated. And, of course,

it's good politics to damn the people in Washington. It is also a conven-

ient way to have a good excuse for doing nothing at home.

It seems to me that the more constructive approach can be found in
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vigorous local initiative and imagination. We need a genuine re-birth in

the country of the Jeffersonian spirit of local initiative!

I will throw out as a personal suggestion that the essence of a construc-

tive approach is to be found in two things: first, obtaining a more wide-

spread-appreciation of the real need for local defense planning; second,
a more detailed exploration of precisely what is involved, professionally
and technically, in local defense planning. A full handling of both of these

problems, both the problem of getting people aware of the necessity for

local participation in defense planning, and the problem of developing
our understanding of what is involved, is so important that both of them

might be well handled by some high ranking commission comparable in

structure to the Hoover Commission or to the commission that was set up
on the rather similar problem of water resources and water use.

In the meantime, however, it seems to me, that this association should

consider setting up a representative committee on local defense planning
to consult locally and nationally on the subject. A committee of this type
could outline in detailed terms what I have talked about sketchily here. It

could develop a real action program of talking more widely to the public
on this central problem of bringing our local communities more fully into

the great task of defending our country and the free world against aggres-
sion.

Reporter's Summary

ERLING HELLAND

Planning Director, Springfield, Ohio, Planning Commission

Mr. Gross' principal emphasis was on the importance of adequate plan-

ning at the local level in the defense emergency, and on proper recognition
of local planning in Washington decision-making. Mr. Lancaster described

the federal government's recently announced policy on industrial disper-

sion and the developments which led up to the formulation of this policy.

He described the industrial location aspects of the Seattle pilot study, and

emphasized the applicability of this example to the rest of the country.

He also explained in some detail how the new federal policy would be

applied and its effect on existing communities and industries. He empha-
sized the importance of dispersing new, strategic plants within the market-

ing areas of existing industrial communities.

The questions that appeared to be foremost in the minds of the audi-

ence were: What is the function of the planning commission in the defense

emergency? Where can specific information on federal policies, standards,

and programs be obtained? The answers to these questions can be sum-

marized as follows : Planning commissions should concern themselves with

physical (as contrasted with organizational and operational) planning
for civil defense and with regional planning for industrial dispersion.
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While exact directives cannot be expected from Washington, it is likely
that there will be increased coordination of policy and information. The
initiative in planning, however, must rest with the local community.

The discussion period was opened by Mr. Wheaton (Harvard), who
asked Mr. Gross what local official should talk to what federal official on
matters of civil defense or industrial dispersion. Mr. Gross replied that

there is no single federal agency to which local officials can turn. He sug-

gested that ASPO set up a defense committee which might talk with the

President's Council of Economic Advisers on general policy. He stated

that a state-local advisory committee is being established to improve the

exchange of information between the federal and local levels and sug-

gested that this committee should be broadened to include planners. He
concluded by saying that he did not know when better answers on these

questions would be forthcoming from federal agencies.

Mr. Spaeth (Seattle) stated that he agreed with Mr. Gross that locali-

ties have responsibilities, but that he would like to see the question of

sources of information narrowed and put in the frame of civil defense.

Mr. Gross replied that he thought the best approach would be for organ-
izations of local governments to bring civil defense questions to the atten-

tion of federal agencies.

Mr. Emery (Detroit) asked if planning commissions should be con-

cerned with the operating mechanics of civil defense. Mr. Gross replied

that, while one role of the planning agency should be to call civil defense

needs to the attention of local authorities, its basic functions are in the

broader, more important, and less immediate problems of population den-

sity, transportation, water supply, and services, and that by handling these

problems properly the planning agency would leave civil defense officials

free to give full attention to operating problems.
Mr. Emery asked where technical information, such as definitions of

"urban area," etc., could be obtained. Mr. Lancaster replied that a manual

of such information is being prepared by a group of federal agencies.

Mr. Wheaton said that there are people, including himself, who are

eager to see a program of industrial dispersion carried out He said that

cities that are willing to draw up dispersion plans must have access to

federal policy on dispersion, and that if dispersion is undertaken, there

must be assurance that sites are properly selected. He said there is a con-

flict of responsibility among federal agencies in this sphere and suggested
that a single agency, such as the National Security Resources Board, be

made responsible for coordinating policy and information in this field.

Chairman Reeder (Richmond) suggested that the Area Development Di-

vision of the Department of Commerce would be the appropriate agency
for this purpose.

In response to a question about dispersion of labor to man the dis-

persed plants, Mr. Lancaster stated that the current policy of dispersion
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within existing marketing areas does not ordinarily require relocation of
workers.

A questioner asked whether a modern industrial district of several

thousand acres, but which as yet is only half occupied, should be aban-

doned. Mr. Lancaster replied that such a development would not neces-

sarily be abandoned under the new policy. He said that each such question
would have to be considered on the basis of local conditions and the types
of industry involved, pointing out that the new policy does not affect non-
defense industries.

Chairman Reeder asked how a community can learn if it is worth while
to do dispersion planning and how the citizen can ascertain federal policy
in this field. Mr. Lancaster replied that it is certainly worth while for

every city to prepare a plan, taking into consideration security factors. He
added that the federal government has not said that any particular indus-

try is forbidden in any particular area, and that the answer to this question

depends on how critical the product under consideration is.

Mr. Wheaton asked if cities of 25,000 population should be concerned.

Mr. Lancaster said that, while no one can draw the line, cities of less than

50,000 are not ordinarily considered targets.

Mr. Burrage (Montgomery County, Maryland) asked if more specific

standards for guidance in metropolitan planning were being prepared. Mr.

Lancaster said that differences among communities, such as those of top-

ography, make specific standards difficult to prepare, but added that much
information will be available in the forthcoming manual he had previously
mentioned.

In response to a question by Mr. Geer (Bloomfield Hills, Michigan),
Mr. Lancaster stated that procurement offices will not be required to in-

form local task forces of plants scheduled to be built in the localities. Mr.

Geer said that it is important for the local community to know before the

industry starts buying land. Mr. Lancaster said it would be impractical to

establish this type of information service and that industry does not care

to broadcast its plans. He suggested that information be obtained by local

initiative through chambers of commerce and similar sources. Mr. Geer

said that perhaps chief reliance should be placed on bringing the disper-
sion plans to the attention of industrialists. Mr. Lancaster agreed, saying
it is up to the community to keep industry and the government aware of

these plans.

In response to a question on what is considered critical by the military,

Mr. Lancaster said that such information is classified. He concluded his

answers to the general theme of the questions by saying that the localities

will just have to go ahead and do the best planning job they can, crossing

bridges when they come to them, and that the importance of security

factors in planning and industrial development must always be kept in

mind.



Annual Business Meeting of Members,
American Society of Planning Officials

The annual business meeting of the members of the American Society of

Planning Officials, an Illinois Corporation, was held on October 16, 1951,

in the William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The business meeting
was held during the National Planning Conference, in which approximately
seven hundred persons participated. Approximately three hundred members
were present at the business meeting.

Due notice of the time, place and purpose of the meeting had been given
to all members of the Society.

The meeting was called to order at 2 :00 P.M., with President Rafael Pico

presiding.

Report of the President

The report of the President had been delivered at the opening session of

the National Planning Conference on Monday morning, October 15th. The
full text of the Presidential Address will appear in the published proceedings
of the" conference which will be entitled Planning 1951.

Report of the Executive Director

The Executive Director reported that six hundred persons had already

registered for the conference, and that there were thirty-six representatives
from ten foreign countries in attendance.

The Executive Director reported on the financial condition of the Society.

The Board of Directors had authorized a 1951 budget of $58,680.00, with

an estimated income of $49,000.00, showing a proposed deficit of $9,680.00.

The Executive Director stated that he was pleased to report that estimated

income for the year would exceed the income originally estimated, and that

expenditures for the year would be less than contemplated. Thus, the Society

will end the year without a budget deficit. The Executive Director pointed
out that this had come about through tremendous overtime work on the part
of the staff for which no compensation is paid, and through the payment of

salaries much below the average paid for similar work. He then introduced

Miss Marjorie Berger and Mrs. Georgia Bruggemeyer of the staff, and Dennis

O'Harrow, who is now on a year's leave of absence, to return the first of

November. He stated that a large part of the income was from PLANNING
ADVISORY SERVICE subscriptions and subscriptions to the ZONING DI-

GEST. While there has been a gradual and continuous growth of subscrip-

tions to the PLANNING ADVISORY SERVICE, increase in subscriptions

150
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to the ZONING DIGEST has been much slower. He suggested that both of

these services are exceedingly valuable, and that the members should under-

take to procure additional subscriptions to the ZONING DIGEST which
reviews all zoning decisions of all state courts, and which, in a single issue,

has already saved more than the cost of a year's subscription to various com-
munities engaged in zoning controversies.

The Executive Director asked for assistance from the members in de-

termining what is "reasonable research" for PLANNING ADVISORY
SERVICE. He pointed out that on a few occasions research has been re-

quested which, in fact, would mean the drawing up of a zoning ordinance,

or the writing of a book. He called attention to one request presented in

good faith which would require thirty days' work by the staff if complete
answers were to be provided.

The Executive Director reported that the "Review of the Planning
Year" would be discontinued because of the extraordinary amount of work

required in its compilation. He did not believe that the Review justified

the work and expenditure involved; that the efforts of the staff might
better be directed to more productive results.

The October issue of the News Letter had been printed with the prize-

winning design submitted by William E. Finley of the Department of City

and Regional Planning, University of California. A number of the designs

submitted were printed in the July issue of the News Letter and the mem-
bers were asked to vote on their choice for the new masthead. Mr. Finley's

design was chosen by a decided majority. The first prize award is $25.00.

The masthead design which had been voted the second prize winner was

submitted by David B. Whittet of the Oakland, California, City Planning
Commission. The second prize is a two-year membership in ASPO. By
vote of the members, honorable mention went to Homer W. Grooman of

the Chicago City Plan Commission, for his masthead design. Mr. Whittet's

design was No. 5, and Mr. Grooman's design was No. 1.

He reported that the Board of Directors had selected Boston, Massa-

chusetts, as the site for the 1952 National Planning Conference.

At the termination of the report, it was moved, seconded and carried

that a vote of confidence and thanks be extended to the Board of Directors

and the staff for the work done during the past year.

Election of Officers

Mr. Sherwood Reeder, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, sub-

mitted the following report :

"Your Nominating Committee approached the important task assigned

to it with one primary thought in mind, namely, the best interests of the

Society as a whole. In deliberating on its assignment, your Committee

adopted several guiding principles as follows :
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1. It was decided that the welfare of the Society might best be served by

endeavoring to continue the precedent of maintaining a reasonable geographic
distribution of Board membership.

2. It was considered desirable to increase the number of policy planners as

opposed to technicians. By this we mean specifically that there should be greater

representation of commission members.

3. It was the unanimous view of the Committee that the Society should

continue the practice of selecting its President on the basis of considerations of

the moment, and not consider the position of Vice President as that of heir ap-

parent for the succeeding term.

"Against the background of these considerations, your Committee wishes to

place in nomination for the consideration of the Conference, the following for

membership on the Board of Directors :

Carl Feiss, Housing and Home Finance Agency
Charles McKinley, Member, City Planning Commission, Portland, Ore-

gon, to fill the unexpired term of Lawrence M. Orton.*

Rafael Pico, Chairman, Puerto Pico Planning Board

Louis D. Rothschild, Chairman, Kansas City Planning Commission

For Vice President, your Committee nominates :

Lawrence M. Orton, Commissioner, New York City Planning Commis-

sion

For President of the Society for the coming year, your Committee nomi-

nates :

Ernest J. Bohn, Chairman, Cleveland City Planning Commission

Respectfully Submitted,

Nominating Committee

CHARLES B. BENNETT CARL FEISS

MORRIS HIRSH HARVEY PERLOFF

WILLIAM ANDERSON HUGH POMEROY
GEORGE EMERY SHERWOOD REEDER, Chairman

* Following the announcement of the election of officers, a long distance call was
made to Mr. Charles McKinley in Portland, Oregon, by Mr. Sherwood Reeder, direc-

tor of the Society and Chairman of the Nominating Committee. Mr. McKinley ad-

vised that he would not be able to serve as a director of the Society. The office was
therefore declared vacant. At the meeting of the Board of Directors which was held

later in the day, after a discussion of possible candidates, and after consultation with
the delegation from the State of Utah, it was moved, seconded and carried that Mr.
Horace A. Sorenson, Chairman of the Salt Lake County Planning Commission, Salt

Lake City, Utah, be appointed a member of the Board of Directors until the next

annual meeting of the members.
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The chairman called for further nominations from the floor. A motion was

made, seconded and carried that the nominations be closed and that the secre-

tary be ordered to cast a unanimous ballot for the persons named in the report
of the Nominating Committee.

Resolutions

The following resolutions were presented by Miss Elisabeth M. Herlihy,
Chairman of the Resolutions Committee :

"WHEREAS, the planning profession has lost a number of its valued and

affectionately-regarded members during the past year ;
and

WHEREAS, among them are:

E. J. COIL, who since 1937 had been Director of the National Planning
Association

;

WALTER L. FLORY, Vice Chairman of the City Planning Commission

of the City of Cleveland, and for many years very active in a number of

civic organizations ;

HELEN C. MONCHOW, for several years Managing Editor of the Jour-
nal of Land and Public Utility Economics, and recently on the staff of

the Housing and Home Finance Agency;
MATTHEW NOWICKI, who was the representative of Poland on the

United Nations Headquarters Planning Commission, and had, just

prior to his death, been made Head of the Department of Architecture

at North Carolina State College, who was killed in a plane crash en

route from India to Italy ;

A. H. SUTHERLAND, who, at the time of his death, headed the Psychol-

ogy Department in Louisiana College, who, for a number of years,

taught at New York City College, and who, although not actively en-

gaged in planning, was a member of ASPO for a number of years, and

a stimulating correspondent who wanted to use planning as the basis

for interesting citizens in all community problems ;
and

ALBERT D. TAYLOR, landscape architect, member of the Cleveland

City Planning Commission from 1929 to 1941, former President of

the American Society of Landscape Architects, and organizer of the

Ohio State University Landscape Architecture Department ;

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the American Society of Planning Officials,

by this resolution, records its sorrow at the passing of these respected colleagues

and friends, and extends its sincere sympathy to the members of their families ;

and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this resolution shall be inscribed in the Min-

utes of this Annual Meeting on the occasion of this National Planning Confer-

ence."
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"WHEREAS, over six hundred distinguished representatives of the planning

profession; city, county, regional, state and federal government officials; and

citizens interested in sound community development, have assembled here in

the city of Pittsburgh from all over the United States and from ten foreign
countries on the occasion of this 1951 National Planning Conference of the

American Society of Planning Officials held on October 14-18
;
and

WHEREAS, outstanding cooperation and assistance has been rendered by the

Allegheny Conference on Community Development, the Buhl Foundation, the

Pittsburgh Foundation, the Carnegie Institute
; by the Pittsburgh Regional Plan

Commission, the City and County Planning Commission, and the local spon-
sors ; by the Pittsburgh Local Committee

;
and by the conference hosts, the City

of Pittsburgh and the County of Allegheny ;
and

WHEREAS, their active participation has made possible the great success of this

conference, a success attested to by this great assemblage from far and wide
;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the officers and directors and the two thou-

sand members of the American Society of Planning Officials hereby record their

sincere appreciation and thanks for this wholehearted contribution. For their

untiring interest and assistance, special thanks and appreciation are due to the

Chairman of the Pittsburgh Conference Committee, Mr. Park H. Martin; to

the Exhibit Committee and its Chairman, Mr. Frederick Bigger; to the Field

Trip Committee and its Chairman, Mr. William Froehlich; to the Publicity

Committee and its Chairmen, Mr. John P. Robbins and to Mr. John Grove ; to

the Finance Committee and its Chairman, Mr. Stanton Belfour
;
to the Women's

Committee and its Chairman, Mrs. George Richardson, and to Mr. William

Oliver, Liaison with the Women's Committee
;
and to the Hotel's Committee

and its Chairman, Mr. Tony Frey ; special thanks are extended also to Mr. Wal-

lace Richards, Director of the Carnegie Museum.

"THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this expression of appreciation

be the unanimous vote of the assembly, and that a copy of this Resolution be

incorporated into the records of the Annual Meeting and in the permanent
records of the American Society of Planning Officials."

* * * *

The following Resolution and letters were received and ordered entered in

the Minutes :

CITY OF PITTSBURGH

Resolution of the City Council

Bill No. 4495

"WHEREAS, The City of Pittsburgh has the privilege of being host to the

American Society of Planning Officials at its annual meeting
from October 14 to October 18, 1951 ;

and
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WHEREAS, The members of the American Society of Planning Officials repre-

sent the country's best talent and experience in the field of munici-

pal planning ;
and

WHEREAS, The City of Pittsburgh is proud to demonstrate the achievements

which have been made possible here by public planning for the

common good ;
and

WHEREAS, The exchange of views and information on planning problems
and trends is of great interest and importance to us, now therefore,

be it

RESOLVED, That Council formally welcomes to Pittsburgh the distinguished

members and guests of the American Society of Planning Officials,

and calls upon all public officials and citizens in this area to co-

operate in making the annual meeting of the American Society of

Planning Officials a resounding success
;
and that the City Clerk

be and he is hereby requested to forward a copy of this resolution

to the American Society of Planning Officials, 1313 East 60th

Street, Chicago 37, Illinois.

In Council October 1, 1951, read and adopted.
THOMAS E. KILGALLEN

President of Council"

GEORGE BOXHEIMER
Clerk of Council

"ASSOCIATION DES CITES JARDINS DE FRANCE

Nice, 26 September 1951

The President

The National Planning Conference

The American Society of Planning Officials

Hotel William Penn

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

We have been informed by the excellent bulletin 'Plans' of the meet-

ing of your worthy Society.

We know what paramount work you accomplish for the American

cities and counties, and, since the eyes of the world are centered on

the big U.S.A., I might almost say that all the territories of the world

reflect your actions.

Our association is nearing its 50th birthday, and on June 6, 1952, we
will hold our 49th annual meeting at the Oceanic Institute of Paris.

Please be assured, Mr. President, that any of the members of your
association who are able to attend that meeting will be most wel-
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come ;
not only at our working sessions, but also in excursions to any

part of France. We especially invite you to visit our Mediterranean

office, and the president of the office, M. Jean Medecin, Deputy

Mayor of Nice, joins us in this invitation.

My first appearance in the United States was in 1904, when I lectured

on city planning at Columbia University. Ever since, I have followed

your great work and known of your great men.

It is, therefore, in full knowledge of the value of your achievements

that I wish happiness and success to those who attend your conven-

tion.

Most cordially,

Georges Benoit Levy
Director"

"Buenos Aires

October 4, 1951

Dr. Rafael Pico, President

American Society of Planning Officials

Pittsburgh U.S.A.

Dear Mr. President:

As Director of the Superior Institute of Urbanism of the University

of Buenos Aires, I am pleased to express our gratitude to you and to

the American Society of Planning Officials over which you preside in

so distinguished a manner, for the favorable resolution adopted at

the Los Angeles 1950 Planning Conference, acknowledging the sig-

nificance that the instituting of the 'Day of Urbanism' represents to

the diffusion, knowledge and adoption of urbanism, and recommend-

ing that every year the date of November the 8th be kept by all plan-

ning organizations in the American countries.

It is true, Mr. President, that we technicians of urbanism, who com-

municate through the universal language of technology, can easily

reach mutual understanding. Unfortunately, however, this does not

hold true for some of our colleagues who frequently have to defend

our principles in an environment ignorant of the technical and sci-

entific postulates that we sustain. And, even in countries and areas

with a rather long tradition in the practice of urbanism, you fre-

quently detect the struggling of the technician with an environment

that has not attained as yet a high level of knowledge and under-

standing. In consequence, the extensive keeping annually of the

'Day of Urbanism' should serve so that, in accordance with the form
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and degree of diffusion shown, it be useful in certain areas to prove
that urbanism exists; and in other areas where urbanism is known,

recognition of its true usefulness be given ;
and still in others, where

already known as necessary, its application be considered as indis-

pensable and urgent. This concept of the idea of the 'Day of Urban-

ism' proposed by our Superior Institute has been accepted in most of

the countries where it has been adopted.

In acknowledging the fact that the American Society of Planning
Officials gave an early and total endorsement to our idea, at a moment
when it was not as yet clear as to the complete success that this idea

would later attain in both hemispheres, I am pleased to greet and

express our gratitude through the worthy President to all the distin-

guished colleagues that make up the membership of that well-reputed

Society, and to whom I wish to state my best wishes of success in their

humanitarian task.

With my highest regard, I remain

Very truly yours,

Ing. Charlos M. Delia Paolera

Director"

Invitations for 1953 and

Invitations were received from Toronto, Ontario, Detroit, Michigan, and

Puerto Rico to hold the 1953 conference in those places. An invitation was

received from the city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for the 1954 conference.

The meeting adjourned at 3 :00 P.M.

Respectfully Submitted,

WALTER H. BLUCHER

Secretary
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